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To my parents





My beetles, like precious jewels to behold,

Display colours of green, silver and gold,

Using an electron to peer inside,

Their structural features I can now describe,

Many chitinous layers, all of them twisted,

Form helicoids whose dimensions, here, are listed.

This structure gives rise to reflected light

Whose polarisation is circular – left, not right!

Unless, of course, we discover a wave plate

Leading to a change in the polarisation state

Caused by the light’s phase being perturbed,

So that right-handed light is also observed.
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Abstract

In nature, both fundamental and sophisticated ecological functionality alike

are driven by the display or, conversely, the concealment of colour and

visual contrast. Through scientific investigation, the evolutionary genius

manifested in numerous light manipulating biological systems has provided

many blueprints for innovative photonic devices and other smart materi-

als. The development of innovative bioinspired materials that harness the

optical properties exhibited by chiral structures, such as those found in

certain Scarabaeidae, offer widespread potential. In this thesis, the species-

specific circularly polarised optical behaviour corresponding to a variety of

Scarabaeidae beetles is investigated.

The helicoidal morphology giving rise to circularly polarised photonic prop-

erties is first described for several beetles displaying a narrowband colour

appearance. A structural analysis of the native surface structures encoun-

tered in these species is presented alongside a discussion of their role in

defining the species’ optical characteristics. Experimental measurements of

the circularly polarised scattering behaviour are presented and discussed

with respect to the electron microscopy and surface morphology measure-

ments comprising the structural analysis.

Following this, the origins of the subtle differences in the metallic colour

appearance of several broadband coleopteran structures are deciphered. The

broadband response of these species is attributed to chirped configurations

of the helicoidal lamellar structure, elucidated using electron microscopy.

Results of this structural analysis are applied to theoretical simulations

of the structures’ electromagnetic response and consolidate experimental

measurements of the circularly polarised reflectance. Rigorous experimental

measurement demonstrated that the circularly polarised spectral response

is relatively robust to small structural defects or ‘biological noise’. Building

from this, the intraspecific colour variation displayed in the species Chrysina

aurigans is a useful lens through which the nuances of the chirped multilayer

structure are further examined. As a result, this work provides detailed

insights into the fine-tuning of chirped biological photonic systems.



Likewise, the topic of biological wave retarders is afforded significant atten-

tion, primarily with reference to the biological half-wave plate encountered

in the cuticle structure of Chrysina resplendens. A rigorous analysis of the

photonic system in C. resplendens is presented, leading to novel conclusions

describing this system’s opto-structural relationship. Additionally, this the-

sis reports, for the first time, the presence of a biological wave retarder in

the cuticle structure of Chrysina cupreomarginata.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Overview

Almost 150 years have passed since the British naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace ob-

served that “There is probably no one quality of natural objects from which we derive

so much pure and intellectual enjoyment as from their colours” [1]. Indeed, to this

day, mankind displays an enduring fascination in the visual aesthetic; colours, in par-

ticular, exert considerable influence over our cognitive functionality, and possess the

power to elicit instinctive responses within a great many biological organisms. As a

naturally exploitative species, humans have often looked to harvest Nature’s bounty,

and a profusion of photonic morphologies found in biological systems afford huge po-

tential regarding the engineering of synthetic optical materials and structures. With

such an array of biological blueprints on offer, research into photonic structures that

mimic those encountered in nature has attracted considerable interest in recent times.

A collective goal of the Natural Photonics community is to develop innovative bioin-

spired solutions to help satisfy the increasingly insatiable demand for new technology.

Therefore, in order to accomplish these objectives, a fundamental understanding of the

structure-function relationships exhibited by biophotonic architectures is imperative.

Specifically, this thesis sets out to explore, in detail, the photonic helicoids that com-

prise the ultrastructures of individual specimens belonging to the coleopteran family

Scarabaeidae. Particular attention is afforded to the structural nuances that distin-

guish the optical signatures, both subtle and extravagant, demonstrated by respective

scarabaeid beetles.

1.1 Thesis outline

In addition to this introductory chapter, in which the content presented hereafter is de-

lineated, this thesis comprises a further seven chapters. Of these chapters, the first three

(Chapters 2 to 4) present the reader with the framework required to understand and
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1. Thesis Overview

appreciate the results of the research undertaken in Chapters 5 to 7. Specifically, Chap-

ters 2 to 4 describe, respectively, the existing literature discussing structural colours of

beetles and other orders, the electromagnetic theory underpinning the coherent scatter-

ing of light in biological systems, and the experimental and computational approaches

applied to the investigations presented in Chapters 5 to 7. The thesis concludes with a

final chapter summarising the key outcomes of the research, and suggesting potential

avenues for future investigations. Several appendices annex the thesis, in which sup-

plementary experimental data and information supporting the discussions within the

experimental chapters can be found. The contents of each chapter are précised below.

Chapter 2 reviews the field of structural colour in biological systems, with a par-

ticular emphasis on the colours displayed by coleopteran species, as well as instances

of polarised light in nature and its ecological significance. The chapter opens by con-

sidering the field from an historical perspective, including the impact of technological

innovations such as electron microscopy on the field’s advancement. This leads into a

brief discussion of the evolutionary origins of structural colours in the Paleozoic era.

From here, the chapter moves on to provide an overview of the structure and chemi-

cal composition of arthropod integumentary systems and self-assembly in nature. The

chapter then proceeds to describe in-depth the various photonic crystal geometries en-

countered in the study of Coleoptera, followed by a more concise review of structural

colours in non-coleopteran orders. To conclude, the influence of research into biological

structural colours upon the growing fields of biomimicry and bioinspired technology is

highlighted by way of reference to specific examples.

Chapter 3 examines the underlying theory pertaining to the interaction of electro-

magnetic waves with dielectric media, with specific attention paid to the propagation of

light in stratified birefringent systems. From the starting point of Maxwell’s equations,

a short introduction to photonic crystal theory is given, describing the origin of the

photonic band gap and, in the context of the structures discussed in this thesis, the

origin of structural colour. Hereafter, the focus of the discussion is directed towards

the optical properties of one dimensional structures and specifically the impact of the

principal structural and material characteristics by which biological systems may con-

trol their appearance. Next, via the application of matrix methods, a mathematical

treatment of the polarisation properties of light is provided. This leads to a discussion

of light propagation in anisotropic homogeneous stratified media.

Chapter 4 details the technical aspects of the experimental, theoretical and statis-

tical tools and techniques utilised towards obtaining the results of the investigations

presented in Chapters 5 to 7. Broadly speaking, the experimental techniques may be

divided into two categories depending on whether they are primarily employed to mea-

sure the structural or optical characteristics of a system. Regarding the determination
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of the spatial organisation of the structures examined in this thesis, several different

microscopy techniques were employed. These include: optical microscopy, scanning

electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy.

Micrographs and surface topography measurements were also, in some cases, subjected

to further anatomisation using Voronoi analysis. A ‘horses for courses’ approach was

followed in obtaining reflectance and scattering data from the studied systems. Mi-

crospectrophometry, normal-incidence circularly-polarised spectroscopy and imaging

scatterometry were all used to measure spectral characteristics, although imaging scat-

terometry can also be used to provide some information regarding a system’s structural

form. In capturing the entire hemisphere of scattered light, the imaging scatterometer

is presented as a means of describing the bidirectional reflectance distribution function

of a system. The focus of the chapter then turns to the computational approaches

deployed to simulate the optical behaviour of the biological systems investigated in

the experimental chapters. These models were defined using structural parameters ob-

tained either experimentally or reported elsewhere in the literature. The theoretical

approach described centres on the Transfer Matrix Method, with the matrix formalisms

of Jones and Berreman, as well as the scattering matrix method described by Ko and

Sambles, all incorporated into a MATLAB-implemented script.

Chapter 5, titled ‘Narrowband circularly polarised biological reflectors’, investigates

the origin of circularly polarised structural colour in a range of green-coloured species

belonging to three different genera of Scarabaeidae beetles: Chrysina, Chalcothea and

Mimela. the reflected light is left-handed circularly polarised. In each case, the circu-

larly polarised optical response can be attributed to a helicoidal lamellar architecture

located in a region of the specimen’s cuticle structure. Contrasting the three genera

reveals distinctly different surface topographies. The specimens native to the genus

Chrysina possess elytra that are patterned by an array of, mostly, hexagonal cell-like

features. The specimen belonging to the genus Chalcothea, on the other hand, possesses

quasi-periodic surface striations spanning its exterior integument; these are shown to

bear some resemblance to blaze grating profiles. Lastly, a rutelinid species belonging to

the genus Mimela is described; this beetle displays an alveolate structure spanning the

extent of both its elytra and pronotum, with this arrangement giving rise to circularly

polarised retro-reflection.

Chapter 6, titled ‘Broadband circularly polarised biological reflectors’, extends the

investigation begun in Chapter 5 to consider metallic silver and gold species of the

genera Chrysina and Anopolognathus. The studies presented therein identify the same

fundamental mechanism for producing circularly polarised colour as was elucidated in

Chapter 5, however, here the helicoidal lamellar structures possess a chirped helicoidal

pitch. All the species investigated reflect left-handed circularly polarised light at normal
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incidence. Chapter 6 proceeds to decipher the distributions of helicoid periods unique

to each species and test the level of their optimisation towards producing precisely

tailored metallic hues. The effects originating due to the presence of uric acid in the

structure, which are significant relative to the specimens investigated in Chapter 5,

are discussed with respect to the case of Chrysina aurigans. This species is chosen

based on the intraspecific colour variation exhibited in the form of a more commonly

encountered metallic gold coloured variant of the beetle, and much rarer intensely red

example.

Chapter 7, titled ‘Biological wave retarders in the genus Chrysina’, takes two species

from the Chrysina genus which, in contrast with the species presented in Chapters 5

and 6, exhibit right-handed circularly polarised colour in addition to left-handed circu-

larly polarised colour. Electron microscopy reveals these species, C. resplendens and C.

cupreomarginata, to possess non-helicoidal, or ‘unidirectional’, regions which separate

the helicoidal multilayer into an upper helicoid and a lower helicoid. Like the helicoids,

the unidirectional region in both beetles exhibits birefringence and imparts significant

phase retardation to electromagnetic waves propagating through it. The extent of the

retardation incurred by the wave is dependent upon the thickness of the unidirectional

region. In this chapter it is shown that, for C. resplendens, the thickness of the unidi-

rectional wave retarder is such that it performs relatively well as a broadband half-wave

retarder. This serves to change left-handed circularly polarised light incident on the

unidirectional layer to right-handed and vice versa. In C. cupreomarginata, on the

other hand, the unidirectional layer is shown to perform closer to a quarter-wave re-

tarder for visible wavelengths and, therefore any circularly polarised light transmitted

by the first helicoid becomes linearly polarised after interaction with the unidirectional

retarder. Relative to the structures presented in Chapters 5 and 6, the presence of the

birefringent retarder layers in the beetles introduces an increased level of complexity

to the structures’ polarisation signatures. These polarisation properties are discussed

at length.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, collating the outcomes of the research presented in

each chapter. The potential impact and relevance of the key findings from the work

conducted herein is reinforced. In addition, several ideas are presented for future inves-

tigations building on the themes discussed in this thesis. Finally, the communications

arising from the research conducted during this Ph.D are listed, including both current

and prospective publications, and presentations in both oral and poster formats.
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Chapter 2

Overview of Colour Production

in Biological Systems

2.1 Introduction

An exceptional variety of highly evolved structural designs are exploited by many bio-

logical organisms to facilitate brilliant, dynamic and adaptive colours satisfying unique

ecological challenges. Considering the full spectrum of colour appearances broadcast

by biological systems, there are several distinct pathways followed by nature towards

achieving the diversity of specific optical effects on display. Each of these colour-

production methods can be categorised as either physical or chemical in origin based

on the fundamental nature in which light interacts with a given system. The primary

focus of this chapter is to describe how the physical mechanisms that give rise to co-

herent optical scattering are integrated within animal and plant morphologies, and

the subsequent ‘structural colours’ that result. The photonic capabilities of biological

systems exhibiting structural colours represents a burgeoning field of interdisciplinary

research, offering seemingly interminable possibilities for bioinspired optical devices.

In most instances, the foundation of an organism’s colour appearance, be it physical

or chemical, may be determined by signature optical characteristics inherent to its

origin. The chemical processes from which a great many of the colours presented in floral

and faunal systems may derive include pigmentation, fluorescence and luminescence.

Indeed, the wavelength-selective absorption of light by the chromophores in pigmentary

compounds represents the predominant avenue through which colours are achieved by

biological organisms. In particular, longer wavelength colours such as yellow, orange

and red, plus dull and lustreless browns and blacks are typically pigmentary in their

origin. Several excellent in-depth discussions providing comprehensive details as to

synthesis, composition and absorption profiles of the pigmentary compounds commonly
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utilised by insects, birds and other animals are provided elsewhere in the literature

[25, 38–40].

On occasion, the pigmented cells in a biological system incorporate fluorescent pro-

teins that affect the molecular-level electronic transitions occurring in the pigment.

As a consequence, a proportion of the light absorbed by the pigment is re-emitted,

typically at a longer wavelength. Fluorescent behaviour in biological systems usually

occurs following the absorption of near-UV light and, as a result, often goes unno-

ticed by humans; illumination using a UV light source is required to observe the effect.

Many other organisms, however, possess visual systems receptive to UV light and have

been shown to employ the near-UV bandwidth for intraspecific communication. Such

behaviour has been reported in parrots [41], spiders [42], stomatopods [43] and dam-

selfish [44]. In addition, a study by Vukusic and Hooper showed that the Swallowtail

butterfly Papilio nireus displays directional control of the fluorescent emission from its

wings. The fluorescent properties of this butterfly are thought to enhance conspecific

communication [45].

Other biological systems are capable of producing colour independent of any exter-

nal light stimulus. Instead, light is emitted following a chemical reaction that occurs

entirely within the organism; this phenomenon is described as bioluminescence. The

best known example of bioluminescence is that enjoyed during the illuminated courtship

displays of fireflies [46–48]. Bioluminescence has been reported in a host of other or-

ganisms, including bacteria, dinoflagellates, cnidarians and ctenophores [48].

Whilst it is certainly true that pigmentary colours are more populous than alterna-

tive colour producing morphologies in biological systems, it has been known for some

time that nature makes extensive use of the fundamental way that light interacts with

periodic photonic structures [49]. The most scintillating colours in nature originate via

a range of physical mechanisms, several of which were discussed in the previous chapter.

By comparison with pigmentary colours, the rich, saturated hues manifested in struc-

tural colours offer far greater scope for ingenuity in their design. In line with Darwin’s

famous mantra, for organisms to survive and proliferate against the tide of natural

selection pressures over millions of years demands evolutionary ingenuity. Therefore,

the realisation of such a rich tapestry of elegantly engineered, novel designs for light

manipulation in biological systems should, perhaps, prove less surprising. As it is, bio-

logical systems present a myriad of photonic templates towards creating desired optical

effects. Lustrous reflectors of intense, saturated colours are observed, both with nar-

rowband [16] and broadband [50] appearances. Furthermore, these colours may exhibit

exaggerated iridescence [51], angle-independence [52] or be optimised to reflect with a

particular directionality [53]. Ultra-efficient diffuse white colour has been ascribed to

disordered photonic systems [54, 55]. Further morphological diversity facilitates strong
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polarisation signatures in some systems [56, 57], whilst suppressing polarised effects in

others [17]. Contrary to the bright and vivacious colours routinely associated with pho-

tonic structures, solutions enabling the suppression of conspicuous colour whether by

structurally assisted absorption [58], or optimal transmission [59] are also encountered.

Finally, it must be stressed that structural and pigmentary colours are not mutually ex-

clusive, with many pigments acting to enhance structural colours in biological photonic

systems [22].

In this chapter, a broad review of the considerable range of different morpholo-

gies encountered in structurally coloured systems is conducted, with a bias towards

coleopteran photonic systems. First, however, brief discussions are presented describ-

ing the advances made with respect to characterising biological photonic structures,

and the proposed evolutionary origins of structural colour in nature.

2.2 A brief history of structural colour

Structural colour is simultaneously both an extremely old and also absolutely new

research field. The earliest scientific observations hypothesising a structural origin for

coloured phenomena are credited to Hooke, whose 1665 book ‘Micrographia’ describes

rings of vivid colour occurring in thin plates of Muscovite, noting “the position of

Colours, in respect of one another, was the very same as in the Rainbow”[60]. Both

Hooke and, later, Newton remarked upon the iridescent colour of Peacock feathers, with

Newton commenting that “their Colours arise from the thinnest of the transparent parts

of the Feather” in his book ‘Opticks’ [61].

Following the significant contributions of Maxwell [3, 62] and Hertz [63] and the

subsequent flourishing of electromagnetic theory, Lord Rayleigh provided one of the

earliest mathematical treatments of the optical properties of thin films in 1887 [64],

later refined in 1917 [65]. As a consequence, the coherent light scattering properties

encountered in investigations of birds, butterflies and beetles were described with en-

hanced perception. Indeed, the early 20th century witnessed a sharp increase in the

number of more thorough experimental studies aiming to clarify the origins of spe-

cific colours in materials with a variety of different visual appearances. Mason [66–71]

and Lord Rayleigh [72–76] among others [77–81] were the most prominent instigators of

this new-found drive towards developing a firm appreciation of the relationship between

colour and structure. Through this body of work, the role of structural periodicity in

colour production became better recognised, with specific colour effects being ascribed

to specific physical mechanisms including interference, diffraction and the scattering

of light by small particles. However, despite the progress made in these studies, the

extent to which the biological microstructures that they described could be elucidated

7
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was limited by the resolving power of optical microscopes.

A pivotal step towards cultivating a more complete understanding of the structural

origins underpinning the optical properties of biological photonic systems came during

the 1930s and 1940s, as the electron microscope progressed from concept to commercial

tool. Facilitated by the improved resolution afforded by electron microscopy, the earliest

examples of its application uncovered the true extent of the intricate ultrastructures

occurring in bird feathers [82], butterfly wing-scales [83] and beetle elytra [84].

Advancements were also made with regards to the mathematical methods used to

describe the reflection and transmission of thin films, with rigorous treatments delin-

eated first by Abelès [85], who presented a formula facilitating rapid measurements

of the RIs, and then the transfer matrix method described in Born and Wolf’s infa-

mous ‘Principles of Optics’ [33], which represents a versatile approach to calculating

multilayer interference. With respect to the structural colours of animals and plants,

however, Huxley’s recursive method [14], which built upon the earlier work of Lord

Rayleigh [65], was most useful since it was targeted at an audience with an interest in

biological reflectors. Huxley’s formulae were employed by Land, in 1972, to describe

various aspects of the optical systems encountered in animal reflectors [86].

It was at this time that a helicoidal structure, giving rise to structural colours anal-

ogous to the optical properties of cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs), was first elucidated

in scarab beetles by Neville and Caveney [87], whilst Durrer and Villiger reported on

the multilayer structures of buprestid beetles[88]. The 1960s and 1970s, further wit-

nessed significant discoveries that uncovered new photonic structures in birds [89–92],

butterflies [93–96] and fishes [97–102]. In addition, anti-reflective ‘nipple arrays’ were

identified, covering the corneal surface of moth eyes [103–105].

It is likely no coincidence that the proliferation in the number of extensive inves-

tigations into biological photonic structures closely followed the birth, and subsequent

development, of photonic crystal theory courtesy of Yablonovitch [106, 107] and John

[108]. Since the constituent materials forming structurally coloured biological sys-

tems, such as chitin, keratin and guanine, behave optically as dielectrics, physicists

were attracted to characterise their optical properties. In this regard, the two-pronged

approach to studying structural colours has led to greater advancements within the

research field; collective understanding of both the biological adaptive functions and

technological potential of Nature’s elaborate photonic designs have benefited greatly.

Accordingly, the current appetite is for a dual understanding of biological systems that

encompasses not only the physical light manipulation mechanisms, but also the bi-

ological and chemical processes that drive and control the formation of hierarchical

structures. Understanding these complex structure-function relationships potentially

offers new routes towards the optimised design of adaptive photonic materials.

8
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2.3 On the origins of structural colour

Definitively, the fons et origo of structural colours is not clear. One leading conjec-

ture, proposed by Parker [109–111], hypothesises that in the wake of the Cambrian

explosion, over 500 million years ago, there occurred a sudden and enormous diversifi-

cation of lifeforms [112]. During this formative period the considerable advancement in

animals’ visual systems necessitated, concurrently, the evolution of predator and prey

colouration. Fossil records dating to this time have provided evidence to support the

theory, with large compound eyes uncovered in the fossils of trilobites, a now extinct

group of Arthropoda [113]. The discovery of the fossilised exoskeletal structures of ad-

ditional arthropod species from the Burgess shale shows diffraction grating structures

[114]. The iridescent colour resulting from one such structure was proposed to fulfil

an aposematic purpose, warning predators of the spines adorning its armoured shell

[114]. Iridescence, and indeed many other structural colour effects, are believed to play

a significant role in intra- and inter-species visual communication [109, 115]. Further

to grating-like structures, Parker has reported that exceptionally preserved 3D sections

of trilobites have revealed liquid crystal-like layered structures where “the fibrils stack

around a central axis, like stairs spiralling around a central pole” [111]. In addition,

antireflective structures in the eyes of dipteran species have been reported dating back

to the Eocene [116].

Well preserved photonic crystals in the fossils of weevils have been described by

McNamara et al. [117], who, in separate studies performed maturation experiments

to assess the resistance to degradation of structural colour in buprestid beetles and

in feathers [118–120]. The enduring quality of biophotonic nanostructures has been

corroborated by independent investigation of iridescence in fossilised feathers [121]. To

date, the determination of the exact nature of the co-evolution of structural colours

and eye morphologies remains in a fluid state with new ideas arising with each new

study [122].

2.4 Biological photonic crystals

One structural feature is ubiquitous within the photonic systems encountered in floral

and faunal species – a spatial periodicity in the RI of the system’s constituent materials.

This RI distribution may occur with 1D, 2D and 3D periodicities. This topological

variety, in conjunction with the RI contrast and the size of the components comprising

each material allows for the optimisation of a biological system’s colour appearance.
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Figure 2.1: Left: Photograph of the iridescent buprestid species Chrysochroa raja.
Right: TEM images depicting the epicuticular multilayer in cross-section for the bee-
tle’s green region (top) and red region (bottom). TEM images courtesy of P. Vukusic
[125]. TEM scale is 500 nm.

2.4.1 One-dimensional biological photonic crystals

2.4.1.1 Multilayers in Coleoptera

In their simplest form, multilayer reflectors comprise alternating layers with different

RIs. This basic structure is the most common mechanism utilised by biological systems

to achieve iridescence and is particularly prevalent among beetles, with a wealth of

research devoted to multilayer reflectors in Coleoptera [69, 88, 123, 124]. A plethora of

ingenious morphogenetic adaptations to the ‘regular’ multilayer reflector have evolved,

with varying levels of complexity, across the natural world leading to highly tuned

optical effects overcoming many of the limitations of cuticular materials.

The resplendent metallic colours boasted by the species of the Buprestidae family,

also known as metallic woodboring beetles, have earned them the moniker of ‘liv-

ing jewels’ and made them a popular subject for scientists interested in structural

colouration. The first electron microscopic observation on a buprestid species was re-

ported by Durrer and Villiger in 1972 [88] who examined the beetle Euchroma gigantea.

Their study presented the transverse cross-section of the elytron, revealing five layers

of darkly contrasted material embedded at regular intervals of 60 nm in the otherwise

pure chitin epicuticle. The dark appearance of these layers is attributed to their in-

creased electron density. In the multilayer ultrastructures described for coleopteran

species, the localised deployment of melanin pigments within the chitin structure is the

most frequently encountered morphology utilised to produce a periodicity in the RI. In

Euchroma gigantea, the ‘melanised’ layers measured 60–80 nm thick. Detailed analy-

ses have also been performed for many other buprestid species, including Chrysochroa
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Figure 2.2: Top left: The tiger beetle Cicindela splendida. Top right: SEM showing
the alveolate elytral surface of C. oregona. The hexagonal alveoli measure approxi-
mately 13 µm in diameter. Bottom: SEM cross-section of the red elytral region of C.
splendida. Scale bars: top left, 1 cm; top right, 30 µm; bottom, 10 µm. SEM images
reproduced from [130] and [131].

vittata [126, 127], Chrysochroa fulgidissima [16, 128] and Chrysochroa raja [129] (see

Figure 2.1).

The buprestid beetles’ relatively simple multilayer morphology provides an efficient

route towards intense narrowband angle-dependent colour. Described in Chapter 3,

the ideal multilayer structure delivers optimal efficiency with respect to the intensity

of light reflected. Although structural colours typically arise from highly optimised

spatial configurations, non-ideal multilayer reflectors are the rule, rather than the ex-

ception, in biological photonic systems. Generally, the optical thickness of each layer

of a structure’s constituent media are not matched and, furthermore, change with po-

sition through the multilayer system. The spectral distribution of reflectivity can be

vastly modified from that of the ideal system, often with the production of either nar-

rower or considerably wider spectral bands of reflectivity than are attainable with ideal

multilayers.

In contrast to the vibrant iridescent colours that commonly arise from regular mul-

tilayers, for many beetle species, a non-iridescent dorsal appearance that assists crypsis

within their surrounding environment is more useful. A case in point here is the sub-

family Cicindelidae, more generally referred to as tiger beetles, many of whose species
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are reported to use their colours as an anti-predation mechanism since they have been

observed to display structural colours that are directly correlated with the geograph-

ical variation in soil colour [132–134]. Electron microscopy shows that the elytra of

Cicindela are alveolate with hexagonal concavities measuring 10–15 µm across; their

colours are determined by an epicuticular multilayer structure, whose constituent lay-

ers conform to the profile of the alveoli, lying immediately beneath the integument

surface (see Figure 2.2). The elytra of some species display near-white maculations

with cross-sections of the ultrastructure revealing an absence of electron-dense pigment

that provides RI contrast in coloured regions [131]. Whilst, at a glance, the epicu-

ticular structure observed in tiger beetles is consistent with the multilayer reflectors

of other species which exhibit iridescence, several structural variables serve to subdue

iridescent colouration. First, the pitted elytral surface scatters the reflected light over

a wide range of angles, whilst the angular gradient of the alveoli walls affects both the

intensity and the purity of the reflected colour. In addition, localised variation in the

periodicity of the reflecting layers results in small clusters of alveoli reflecting different

wavelengths. The close juxtaposition of domains of colour too small to be indepen-

dently resolved by the unaided eye may lead to strong colour stimulus synthesis (CSS),

whereby the additive mixture of two or more colours results in the synthesised stimulus

of a different colour by an observer [135]. The pointillistic effect is enhanced further

as shorter wavelengths reflected by the slopes of the alveoli additively mix with those

reflected from the ridges and basins [130]. Additive colour effects are widely observed

across coleopteran species, particularly those with a lepidote surface texture such as

weevils and longhorn beetles [117, 136–141]. The mechanisms responsible for colour

production in these beetles is reviewed later, in Section 2.4.3.

Colour mixing phenomena originating from multilayer architectures have also been

reported in lepidopteran species, as evidenced by the Papilio palinurus butterfly [142],

the Chrysiridia rhipheus moth [143] and the Argyrophorus argenteus butterfly [144].

Truly pointillistic colour, whereby individual colour centres are visually discernible, has

been described by Vignolini et al. for the fruit Pollia condensata [145], and by Kientz

et al. in the ‘glitter-like’ iridescence displayed by certain bacterial strains [146, 147].

2.4.1.2 Discrete multilayer structures

In the study of biological photonic systems, structures whose optical characteristics

arise predominantly due to multilayer interference, but also possess an additional level

of discretisation in one or more dimensions, are frequently encountered. The increased

complexity exhibited by such structures necessitates that they receive more careful

consideration than simple multilayer systems.
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In addition to being one of the most famous examples of structural colour, the

butterflies of the Morpho family represent a classic example of a discrete multilayer

morphology. Cross-sections through the wing scales of both M. rhetenor and M. didius

reveal the ‘Christmas tree’ like structure that gives rise to the butterflies’ blue colours.

This comprises ridges that run longitudinally along the scale and display numerous side

‘branches’ that lead to constructive interference. Two scale types have been identified

in these species: (i) ground scales shown to contain a high concentration of melanin;

(ii) highly transparent ‘glass’ scales [148]. In the case of M. rhetenor the spread in tilt

angle of the branch layers within the ridging, and a further distribution in the tilt angles

of the ridges themselves, produces a reflection response over a broad range of angles.

For M. didius, a similar effect is observed, although the periodicity of the ridges creates

an additional diffraction effect. As a result, M. didius exhibits even greater wide-angle

visibility [149, 150].

Previously mentioned with regards to its use of additive colour mixing, the structure

of the P. palinurus butterfly also presents a deviation from the simple multilayers often

encountered in brightly coloured beetles. The scales of P. palinurus exhibit modulations

in their surface topography. These modulations are distributed as a regular array of

concave depressions extending over the full surface of the scales (see Figure 2.3). At a

macroscopic scale, the areas of the specimen’s wings featuring this sculpted multilayer

structure appear iridescent green. Upon closer inspection using optical microscopy,

Vukusic et al. [56] showed that, when illuminated at normal incidence, colour reflected

from the base of each individual concavity possessed a bright yellow hue. In contrast,

the sides of the concavity appear as blue annuli. This blue colour is the result of

a double reflection mechanism within the concavity, and is highly dependent upon

the inclination of the concavity sides. An inclination of 45◦, enables blue light to

be reflected back in the incident direction due to the double reflection by opposite,

orthogonal sides of the concavities. This retro-reflective behaviour was confirmed by

viewing the butterflies’ scales through crossed linear polarisers; colour from the yellow

concavity centres was extinguished, however, the blue annuli remained visible, thus

confirming the polarisation conversion associated with the retro-reflection mechanism

[56]. Similar concavities are observed in several other members of the genus Papilio,

although not all of them display analogous optical properties to P. palinurus since the

profile of the concavities varies between species. For example, P. ulysses has concavity

sides inclined at closer to 30◦ and, therefore, does not perform as a retro-reflector. On

the other hand, P. blumei shares the profile of the alveolate structure of P. palinurus,

leading to a synthetic replica being developed by Kolle et al. [151] in an effort to imitate

the butterflies’ optical characteristics.

Discrete multilayer systems have also been discovered in avian species. Whilst the
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Figure 2.3: The iridescent scale structure in Papilio palinurus. (a) SEM image show-
ing the concavities spanning the surface of the specimen’s scales. (b) TEM showing
the sculpted multilayer structure of a single concavity. (c) Optical micrograph showing
the simultaneous reflection of yellow from the centre of the concavities surrounded by
blue annuli. (d) Schematic diagram showing the retro-reflection mechanism by which
the polarisation of the blue light is rotated following reflection by opposite and orthog-
onal concavity sides. Scale bars: (a) 15 µm; (b) 1 µm; (c) 6 µm. Figure reproduced
from [112].
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Figure 2.4: Bird of paradise Lawes parotia, Parotia lawesii.(A) Habitat view (pho-
tograph by Tim Laman). (B) Photograph of the nape of the bird, showing the silver-
coloured, mirror-like occipital feathers. (C) Slightly oblique view of the breast feathers
showing the drastic variation in colour along the differently inclined feathers. (D) TEM
of a barbule of an occipital feather. (E) TEM of a barbule of a breast feather. Figure
reproduced from Wilts et al. [153]. Scale bars: (A) 5 cm, (B) 1 cm, (C) 1 cm, (D) 2
µm, (E) 5 µm.

epigamic function of the shimmering displays of colour paraded by male peacocks (see

Section 2.4.2) is a matter for debate, the seductive intention of the fantastic colours cou-

pled with exuberant dancing deployed by male birds-of-paradise is clearer. Akin to the

saddle-shaped barbules of the peacock, the breast-feather barbules of the male Lawe’s

parotia are anatomically modified to provide enhanced colour changes in comparison

with ordinary iridescent plumage [152]. Wilts et al. compared the reflective properties

of barbules from the breast-feathers of Lawe’s parotia with those from the occipital

feathers [153]. The feather barbules from both regions comprise well-ordered layers of

melanosomes suspended in a keratin cortex. However, whereas the occipital feather

barbules are fairly flat, giving rise to a unidirectional silvery-blue reflected colour, the

breast-feathers appear boomerang-shaped in cross-section creating, in effect, three an-

gled mirrors and thus a tridirectional reflection where the hue can switch dramatically

between yellow, blue and black as the bird performs its ‘ballerina’ dance [153].

2.4.1.3 Diffractive structures

Where the integumentary system of a given biological photonic structure exhibits a

significantly textured surface, its light scattering properties may be strongly affected.

Extreme examples are the antireflective ommatidial surfaces found in lepidopteran and

dipteran species [59, 105, 116]. The compound eyes of these insects typically sport a pa-

pillose corneal surface, referred to as a ‘nipple array’, which promotes the transmission

of light via optical impedance matching. This enables enhanced photon capture and
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therefore more efficient low-light vision for nocturnal species such as moths. Further

evidence for the transmissive efficiency of this structure is demonstrated by the trans-

parent wings of the diurnal moth, Cephonodes hylas, which feature a sub-wavelength

nipple array on both their dorsal and ventral interface [154]. In biological systems bet-

ter served by a colourful appearance, a commonly observed alternative to the foveate

surface topography of tiger beetles is the diffraction grating, whereby striations with a

periodicity on the order of the wavelength of visible light disperse incident light into

multiple diffracted orders.

A key result presented in the first investigation into the ‘physical colours’ of in-

sects that used electron microscopy, conducted by Anderson and Richards in 1942 [84],

was the first description of a grating structure on the elytral surface, in this case for

the scarab beetle Sericea sericea. Numerous other examples were then identified in

a further six beetle families through the extensive studies performed by Hinton [155]

in conjunction with Gibbs [156–158]. In addition to beetles, Hinton et al. also used

electron microscopy to elucidate corrugated surface textures in several species of mu-

tillid wasps [159]. Iridescence arising from diffraction gratings is manifested as distinct

ordered spectra; that is, the reflected colours produce a rainbow-like effect. Diffraction

grating iridescence can easily be characterised in terms of spectral order: for example,

loxandrine carabids display predominantly first-order spectra, while most phalacrid

gratings display long series of spectra, usually up to the third order or higher. More

recently diffraction gratings have been identified in some scarab beetle species as part

of dual-mechanism colour producing systems [160–162]. Diffraction also contributes to

the colours displayed by several beetles possessing 3D hybrid photonic structures as

outlined in Section 2.7.

2.4.2 Two-dimensional biological photonic crystals

Relative to both 1D and 3D photonic crystal morphologies, floral and faunal structures

exhibiting a 2D periodicity are uncommon. Described for several quite distinct animal

taxa, 2D photonic crystals typically consist of layers of rods stacked against one another,

with several different packing geometries identified.

Male peacocks conduct some of the most captivating visual displays witnessed any-

where across the animal kingdom. Both the iridescent blue or green colours of the

peacocks body feathers and the colours boasted by the intricately patterned eye spots

of the tail feathers originate from the ultrastructure of the barbules. For species of

the genera Pavo and Afropavo, each feather barbule is a series of conjoined ‘saddle-

shaped’ segments containing a 2D quasi-square lattice of melanin rodlets inter-bonded

by keratin with an air vacuole at centre of each square within the lattice (Figures 2.5a
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.5: Images of (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal TEM cross-sections of a
blue Peacock feather, with respect to the barbule axis. (Images courtesy of P. Vuku-
sic). (c) TEM image and (d) the corresponding Fast Fourier Transform, illustrating
the hexagonal order present in the cross-section through a Pherusa seta. Images re-
produced from Trzeciak et al. [163]. Scale bars: (a) 500 nm; (b) 1 µm; (c) 2 µm; (d)
10 µm−1.
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and 2.5b). The electron microscopy observations of Yoshioka and Kinoshita [164] show

that the peacock’s blue coloured feathers possess 8-12 layers of these periodically ar-

rayed melanin rods, whilst yellow feather barbules contain 3-6 layers. Furthermore, the

layer intervals were found to be 150 and 190 nm, with particle diameters of 130 and 140

nm, respectively. Underlying the lattice structure, the medullary region of the barbule

shows a disordered arrangement of sporadically distributed melanin granules [164]. The

melanin rods vary between 0.5 µm and 2 µm in length [164]. The photonic band struc-

ture of the peacock’s barbules has also been studied [165] with the colour of the brown

barbules also shown to be of structural origin [166]. In analysing the optical properties

of the barbules, however, neither of these studies gave full consideration to the direc-

tional dependence of the light reflected by the barbules. The structure’s ‘saddle’ shape

broadens the reflection over a larger angular range in the reflected hemisphere [164].

Both high brightness and a high degree of iridescence have been reported to correlate

positively wih mating success in peacocks [167], however, this is not a universally shared

opinion [168]. In contrast to the square and rectangular lattice geometries observed in

the barbules of peacocks, black-billed magpies (Pica pica) have evolved a hexagonal

lattice, with air channels, as opposed to melanin rodlets, suspended in the keratin cor-

tex of the barbules. The magpie’s barbules exhibit complex photonic properties since

the blue colour observed in their wing feathers is not determined by a mere reduction

of the lattice parameter found in the greenish tail feathers [169].

In addition to avian photonic structures, 2D photonic crystals have also been

described in marine organisms, including polychaetes (‘sea mice’; see Figures 2.5c

and 2.5d) [163, 170, 171] and Ctenophores (‘comb-jellyfish’) [172, 173], and in mam-

malian eyes [174–176].

2.4.3 Three-dimensional biological photonic crystals

Certain periodic dielectric structures can prohibit the propagation of light for all di-

rections within a frequency range, and whilst multilayer reflectors may be referred to

as ‘1D photonic crystals’ and 2D photonic structures are also encountered, the term

‘photonic crystal’ is most commonly applied to three-dimensionally ordered systems.

Across most zoological classes, 3D periodic biological structures are observed to exist in

greater abundance than 2D configurations. Within the order Coleoptera there appears

to have been an evolutionary bias towards 3D photonic crystals assembled following a

face-centred cubic (FCC) lattice structure.

The hundreds of genera belonging to the family Curculionidae, or ‘weevils’, showcase

a striking colour palette manifested through a wealth of elytral patterns to comfortably

rival the jewel-like iridescent coleopters reviewed in Section 2.4.1. Weevils possess
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a lepidote surface topography, with the individual scales best described as photonic

polycrystals since they typically display a mosaic of differently coloured domains. Inside

each domain, the crystalline ultrastructure is highly ordered, yet, across the full extent

of a scale, the individual domains are oriented differently. This ensemble is described as

simultaneously exhibiting both short-range order and long-range disorder. The inter-

domain interference resulting from this morphological architecture gives rise to angle-

independent colours through additive colour mixing effects. Additive colour effects are

widely observed across coleopteran species, particularly those with a lepidote surface

texture such as weevils [136–138, 140, 141] and longhorn beetles [139, 177–179]. Such

domaining is not exclusive to beetles having been described for crystalline structures

found in the scales of several butterflies [96, 112, 137, 148, 180–184].

The first reported instance of a lattice structure in a weevil specimen was by Ghi-

radella in a 1984 study primarily focused on the ultrastructures of lepidopteran scales

[180]. As a comparison to the butterfly samples forming the basis of her investigation,

Ghiradella performed electron microscopy for the entimine weevil Polydrusus sericeus,

revealing the presence of a perforated chitin lattice structure and noting its similarity

to those identified in certain butterflies such as Callophrys rubi. Although there are

undoubted similarities, further investigations to elucidate the photonic properties of

C. rubi and other butterflies shows them to possess a gyroid crystal structure rather

than FCC. Numerous other entimine weevils, including species belonging to the genera

Eupholus, Entimus and Pachyrrhynchus, have been the subject of scientific studies, in

each case revealing a three-dimensional architecture very closely resembling the FCC

crystal lattice.

The orange coloured scales forming annuli across the elytral surface of the weevil

Pachyrrhynchus congestus pavonius have been reported to contain a photonic poly-

crystal, again with domains being organised as a FCC crystal [185]. The non-iridescent

colour of the scales is accounted for due to the varying orientation of the individual

domains or ‘crystallites’ and their separation by diffusive interfaces. These defects

lead to isotropic scattering which strongly decorrelates the incident and emergent light

beams. It is postulated that the patterning of the colours displayed by species of the

genus Pachyrrhynchus, which includes a variety of coloured annuli, spots and geometric

coloured banding, is aposematic in nature [185]. In a passage on these beetles [186],

Alfred Wallace noted that their excessively hard integuments – a property that this

researcher can certainly attest to – render them inedible to birds and consequently a

number of edible species, such as the longhorn beetles Doliops curculionides and Doliops

geometrica and the cricket Scepastus pachyrhynchoides, mimic the weevils’ conspicuous

coloured designs. As opposed to the face-centred-cubic configurations reported in E.

imperialis and P. congestus pavonius, the array of transparent spheres contained within
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the scales of the weevil Metapocryptus sp. are arranged with a precise, hexagonal-close-

packing order [187]. The opaline structure may provide insight into manufacturing opal

in solid form (a notoriously difficult task).

Other 3D crystal arrangements also exist in biological photonic structures. The di-

amond photonic structure is considered a special case due to it being the most isotropic

periodic structure of the more commonly encountered crystal classes [188]. The multi-

domained photonic crystal in the weevil Lamprocyphus augustus was the first example

of this to be discovered [189]. Despite the limited RI contrast in this chitin-air sys-

tem, there is a cumulative photonic band gap at green wavelengths for different crystal

planes. The diamond photonic crystal system has since been discovered in the multi-

domain scales of the Brazilian “diamond weevil” Entimus imperialis [140, 141, 190].

This specimen has a distinctive appearance, marked as it is by rows of vibrant spots on

otherwise black elytra. The spots are concave pits with intricate patterns of colourful

scales consisting of three-dimensional photonic crystals possessing the diamond-type

structure. Wilts et al. showed the reflection from E. imperialis’, uniquely large, single

domains to be highly directional, however, their arrangement within the concave pits

notably broadens the angular distribution of the reflections. The resulting macroscopic

effect is a virtually angle-independent green reflected colour that closely approximates

the beetle’s foliaceous habitat. In a separate study by Wilts et al. the technique of

hemispherical Brillouin zone imaging using an imaging scatterometer (see Section 4.3.3)

was presented for the facilitation of visually assessing the diamond weevil’s photonic

band structure [190].

The coexistence of two contrasting forms of 3D structural order was discovered by

Pouya et al. in the weevil Eupholus magnificus (see Figure 2.6) [138]. The elytra of

this weevil features bands of colour with discrete regions of yellow and blue separated

by thinner black bands. The scales in the yellow regions of this species possess the

highly ordered, domained FCC polycrystal structure observed widely within brightly

coloured weevil species. Domaining is not observed for scales in the blue regions of

E. magnificus and thus the colour of the scales is broadly uniform. SEM imaging

reveals that these scales possess a quasi-ordered photonic crystal configuration with

12-fold rotational symmetry. The quasi-ordered arrangement found in the blue scales

is not subject to certain crystallographic restrictions inherent in periodic structures

[191]. Quasi-ordered photonic crystal geometries therefore have the potential to create

more isotropic optical scattering structures due to their relatively spherical Brillouin

zone boundaries [192]. The intra-scale structure of the blue coloured band is capable

of producing angle-independent colour directly as opposed to the additive effect arising

from domained systems.

The most elaborate and complex photonic crystal morphologies discovered in the
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Figure 2.6: Top: Photograph of the weevil Eupholus magnificus. Bottom: SEM
images of (a) and (c) fractured yellow scales showing a highly periodic 3D photonic
structure; (b) and (d) blue scales, showing contrasting quasi-ordered structure. Images
reproduced from [138]. Scale bars: Top: 4 mm; Bottom: (a) and (b) 10 µm; (c) and
(d) 2 µm.
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natural world are the 3D structures that have been found in the wing scales or, occa-

sionally, bristles [180] of lepidopteran species. The outermost surface (upper lamina)

butterflies’ scales are typically adorned with a periodic ridge-like topology, which runs

longitudinally along the scales’ length; transverse cross ribs connect the respective

ridges. This base structure supports multilayer reflectors in many butterflies. For Lep-

idoptera displaying 3D photonic properties, the normally vacant scale interior (lumen)

houses the photonic crystal ultrastructure. One particular 3D geometry revealed in

the scales of a number of butterfly families that has received intense scientific interest

in recent years is the gyroid structure [184]. After several investigations, the descrip-

tion of this morphology resulted in the successful diagnosis of the crystal structure in

the C. rubi butterfly [137, 184]. The gyroid structure has also been elucidated in the

Parides sesostris butterfly [193]. As with other 3D photonic crystal morphologies, the

overall angle-independent colour appearance, arises due to the additive mixing of mul-

tiple colours. The P. sesostris structure has been the subject of extensive modelling,

with the conclusion drawn that filling fraction of the air-chitin system is optimised to

maximise the reflected bandwidth in response to light impinging at normal incidence

[194, 195].

2.5 Broadband metallic reflectors

Considered in isolation, the photonic crystal geometries reviewed in Section 2.4 are

typically tailored to engineer a coloured appearance for a narrow range of wavelengths.

Here, our attention turns to biological photonic architectures that give rise to metallic

broadband reflections. From the silvery scales of fishes to the golden spots adorning

the chrysalids of Monarch butterflies, examples of structural colours resembling those

of precious metals are scattered widely across the animal kingdom. Extending beyond

the 1D multilayer morphologies discussed in Section 2.4.1, broadband optical properties

are attributed to variable, as opposed to fixed, periodicity within the ultrastructure.

Biological reflectors are known to achieve this variation in periodicity via three dif-

ferent subclassifications of the multilayer structure [196]: (i) ‘chirped’ stacks, whereby

the reflector exhibits a systematic variation in periodicity through its thickness; (ii)

‘multiple-filter’ stacks, whereby two or more fixed-periodicity interference filters are

arranged in sequence, and (iii) ‘chaotic/random’ stacks, that feature a disordered ar-

rangement of layer thicknesses about a mean value [196]. In each case, the variation

in the systems’ periodicity leads to the reflection of light for multiple wavelengths and,

subsequently, reduces the angle-dependence of the reflected colour.

Of the aforementioned multilayer configurations, only chirped stacks have been

discovered in beetle species thus far, predominantly in the subfamilies Scarabaeidae
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.7: Broadband multilayer reflectors are categorised as one of three config-
urations: (a) The ‘chirped stack’; (b) The ‘multiple-filter stack’; (c) The ‘chaotic’ or
‘random’ stack. Diagram courtesy of C. Pouya.

and Cassidinae (tortoise beetles). Applied in conjunction with a helicoidal architecture

(see Section 2.6), the chirped configuration is a dominant feature of the biological

reflectors investigated in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis. The chirped configuration has

also been reported in silverfish by Large et al. [197].

Further to their exquisite colours, many tortoise beetles possess the intriguing ability

to reversibly modify their colour appearance in response to aggravation by an external

source [198]. Vigneron et al. report that Charidotella egregia’s gold colour appearance

observed in its ‘undisturbed’ state arises from a chirped multilayer reflector. Individual

layers possess porous interstices within which the presence of humidity is carefully

regulated [198]. However, when disturbed, the gold colour is replaced by a diffuse shade

of red (see Figure 2.8). In response to stressful stimuli, Charidotella egregia expels the

liquid contained within the porous vacuoles of the reflecting structure, rendering the

chirped reflector transparent to leave an unobstructed view of the underlying pigmented

cuticle. The reported time taken for the reversible colour switch in C. egregia to take

full effect is approximately 90 seconds [198], although the speed, unsurprisingly, seems

to vary between species. For example, Jolivet [199] reports of the North-American

species, Metriona bicolor, that “when disturbed, in less than one minute, the insect

looses its bright golden colour and becomes green, blue, violet and finally brownish-

orange”. Compared with the humidity-induced hygrochromic behaviour observed in D.

hercules (see Section 2.7), tortoise beetles appear to demonstrate a greater degree of

active control over their colour appearance. A more thorough review of the physiological
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colour changing capabilities of tortoise beetles can be found in the book “Novel Aspects

of the Biology of Chrysomilidae” by Jolivet [199].

In contrast to the majority of other Coleoptera, the multilayer reflectors present in

tortoise beetles appear to lie a little deeper in the cuticle structure with light interfering

with the ultrastructure of the endocuticle rather than the epi-/exocuticle [50]. The

metallic colour of Aspidomorpha tecta takes 3-4 days after the final ecdysis to appear

with the exocuticle of the adult beetle appearing yellow beforehand. This indicates

that the layers responsible for the metallic gold colour lie in the endocuticle which

is deposited post-ecdysis. In fact, when adult A. tecta are subjected to starvation

the intensity of their golden colour is noticeably diminished likely due to resorption

of some of the endocuticular layers [50]. With the colours of many tortoise beetles

determined by interference structures incorporating a fluid component, dehydration of

the multilayer following death means that, unlike many other coleopteran species, their

structural colours are not preserved.

Coruscating silvery hues are also plentiful in aquatic environments, counter-intuitively

providing cryptic camouflage for fish species. In contrast to the chirped ultrastruc-

tures revealed in gold and silver coleopteran species however, fish deploy alternative

multilayer assemblies. Typically, the multilayer arrangements found in many marine

species comprise layers of guanine crystals organised in cytoplasm, with real RI val-

ues of 1.83 and 1.36 respectively. A detailed series of investigations carried out by

Denton and Nicol in the 1960s elucidated many of the optical and histological proper-

ties of guanine-cytoplasm reflectors [97–100], which were summarised, with respect to

structural organisation, by Denton [101] and, with respect to reflective properties, by

Denton and Land [102]. Equally, this series of studies featured the original hypotheses

for chaotic multilayer assemblies with Denton and Land postulating that the ability of

some fish “to produce a white reflexion using a single stack of crystals” could be caused

by “a rather random distribution of thicknesses of either the high or low refractive index

layers, or both” [102].

McKenzie et al. later demonstrated definitively that the chaotic configuration best

satisfied the reflectance spectrum profile of some silvery fish [201]. They described

the optical properties for two species of the family Trichiurodae, the ‘hairtail’ and

the ‘ribbonfish’, highlighting the impressive broadband photonic performance achieved

by biological chaotic stack reflectors. Across the visible spectrum and into the near-

infrared (NIR), these fish were reported to display a reflectance of approximately 65 %

[201]. Initial numerical simulations based upon the multiple-filter configuration recre-

ated the colour observed from the fish, but not their actual reflectance spectrum. A

better likeness was achieved by considering multilayer systems consisting of alternating

layers of high and low refractive index with randomly varying optical thickness; these
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Figure 2.8: Left: An adult Charidotella egregia switching from gold (top) to red
(bottom). The process typically takes 90-120 s. This transformation was triggered
by touching the elytra with a hard rod stimulating a failed predation attempt. Pho-
tographs reproduced from Vigneron et al. [198]. Right: TEM image taken by Hinton
illustrating the chirped reflector that gives rise to the gold colouration of Aspidomor-
pha tecta. TEM reproduced from Lenau and Barfoed [200].
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systems give rise to a phenomenon known as optical localisation. The reflected waves

generated at the interfaces interfere in such a way that the electromagnetic wave is

confined to a region known as the localisation length. If the thickness of the system is

greater than the localisation length then the propagation of light through the system is

prohibited. In the case of non-absorbing material, the incident radiation may then only

be reflected [201]. Improved modelling of the system considered a 200 layer structure

(26 µm thick) comprised of high index guanine layers with thickness in the range 55-165

nm, and low index cytoplasm layers in the range 75-225 nm. McKenzie et al. confirmed

the chaotic arrangement in these species via TEM cross-sections [201]. Similarly, high

levels of thickness disorder have since been reported in more recent studies of fish and

spider reflectors [202].

Despite the notable efficiency of quarter-wave stacks in the regard that highly sat-

urated colour may be produced using very few layers, they are only suited to the

reflection of narrowband colours. Evidently, quarter-wave reflectors offer scant advan-

tage in biological systems trying to achieve a broadband response, especially given the

limited range of materials available to these systems. In the fishes’ case, there is little

constraint on the thickness of the system, and the disordered multilayer reflector is

much more effective in producing the desired broadband response [201].

Shown in Figure 2.9, the lustrous mirror-like gold and silver colours paraded by the

pupae of the tropical butterfly genera Euploea and Amauris (Nymphalidae, Danainae)

offer a remarkable insight into the morphogenesis of zoological structural colours. The

most notable distinguishing feature of these chrysalides is the evolution of the reflected

colour during the morphogenetic process which last approximately 10 days. Referring

to Euploea core as a case in point, following pupal ecdysis it takes almost 24 hours before

the first blue/green colours are observed, with a transition towards a more dominant

green colour appearance and then golden hues after 28-32 hours. The golden colour of

the pupa persists until approximately 1 day before the emergence of the imago upon

which the number of layers in the structure begins to decrease, with the colour, again

via hues of green and blue, disappearing shortly after. The empty chrysalis is com-

pletely transparent [203–205]. The broadband colours are attributed to the formation

of what Steinbrecht terms ‘METAL’ cuticle (Multiple Endocuticular Thin Alternat-

ing Layers). In common with the multilayer structures described for Coleoptera, the

METAL cuticle structure features layers possessing higher electron density, and rela-

tively constant thickness, deposited systematically in a lower RI medium. In contrast

with the sclerotised chitinous material comprising the bulk of most insect structures

however, the cuticle of the evolving chrysalis is watery. The system’s broadband reflec-

tion originates as a variation in the thickness of the watery layers develops, with the

maximally developed METAL cuticle possessing in excess of 200 pairs of high and low
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: (a) Pupa of Euploea core under oleander leaf in diffuse illumination.
Except for a characteristic pattern of brown ‘bridles’ and black spots, the whole pupa
is shining gold. (b) Silver pupa of Amauris ochlea. Photographs by Steinbrecht [205].

RI layers[203]. In contrast with other structurally coloured systems, the dominance

of the endocuticle structure in determining the optical appearance of these pupae and

the rate of assembly of the METAL cuticle are stand-out features of the danainine pu-

pae. The location of the reflecting METAL cuticle in the endocuticle serves to protect

the cuticle-water structure from dehydration. The gold and silver colours of E. core

and A. ochlea cover almost the entire surface area of the chrysalides whilst, in other

species, namely Danaus chrysippus and A. niavius, metallic reflection is confined to

patterns of golden spots [203]. Whereas the entire pupal envelope of E. core and A.

ochlea behaves like a mirror providing crypsis in foliage-rich environments, the spots

adorning the other chrysalides are conspicuous against their otherwise muted colours

making any evolutionary advantage less obvious.

The biological broadband reflectors presented thus far are all examples of specular

reflection. The adult butterfly Argyrophorus argenteus, on the other hand, displays

remarkably diffuse silver reflectivity largely due to the same basic principles of multi-

colour addition described throughout Section 2.4 for both 1D and 3D photonic crystal

morphologies. Unusually among broadband reflectors, the colour arising from the wing

scales of A. argenteus is ascribed to varying periodicity running parallel, rather than

perpendicular, to the scale surface [144].

Giant clams provide another extremely interesting example of broadband structural

colour, employing a dual mechanism to produce a white colour appearance analogous

to that utilised by RGB pixelated electro-optical displays. The first contribution stems
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from the mixed reflection arising from tight clusters of differently coloured iridescent

cells, yielding white. Secondly, cells containing subcellular Bragg reflectors with het-

erogeneous lamellar spacings also reflect light of multiple wavelengths, compounding

the perception of white colour at the macroscopic scale. Both mechanisms represent

unique systems of structural colour that produce white by colour mixing [206].

2.6 Helicoidal photonic structures in Scarabaeidae and

other orders

It is unclear what inspired Michelson’s use of a Babinet compensator upon examining

his specimen of the ‘jewel scarab’ species Chrysina resplendens, leading to the first

description of circularly polarised light being reflected by a beetle [77]. However, his

observation of this phenomenon, and subsequent postulation of its origin as attributable

to a “screw structure” of ultra-microscopic dimensions, has motivated several waves of

scientific studies into the optical properties of scarab beetles over the past century.

Following these investigations, Michelson’s description of a “screw structure” has been

refined, with “helicoidal” structures a widespread topic for research. In this section,

the deployment of helicoidal structures as a route to produce structural colours in

biological systems, and the subsequent photonic properties exhibited by these structures

are reviewed.

Coleopteran species belonging to the Scarabaeidae subfamily are, arguably, the

best known exponents of the helicoidal morphology occurring in biological photonic

systems. Their bright colours have attracted a long-standing interest from scientists

and collectors alike. As a consequence, the first analogies between the scarab beetle’s

optical properties and those exhibited by liquid crystals (LCs) formed by cholesterol

derivatives arose from studies by Gaubert [207], in 1924, followed by Mathieu and

Faraggi in 1937 [208]. Facilitated by the progress made in study of LCs with regards

to the understanding of their textures, patterns, thermodynamics and optics [209–

212], Robinson was the next to pick up the baton in 1966 [213]. Robinson refined

the existing analogy, specifically comparing the optical properties of scarab beetles to

those of cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) formed by synthetic polypeptide dispersions.

Subsequent investigations, principally led by the extensive contributions afforded by

Bouligand [214, 215], and by Neville and co-workers [50, 87, 216–218] provided crucial

insights via both structural and optical analyses. Using electron microscopy to reveal

the ultrastructure of the beetles’ cuticle framework confirmed the structural similarity

to CLCs. Recalling the description of the physical origins of circularly polarised (CP)

reflection by helicoidal structures, such as CLCs, presented in Section 3.6.3, Michel-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: (a) Photograph of the rutelinid beetle Chrysina optima which exhibits
selective circular polarised reflection due to its helicoidal photonic structure. (b) TEM
image showing the characteristic Bouligand arcs of the helicoid in C. optima following
an oblique cut through the cuticle. Scale bar: 500 nm.

son’s initial observations suddenly become much clearer. The respective studies carried

out by Bouligand and Neville provided strong experimental evidence that ascribed

the selective CP colour appearance of many scarabaeid species to the underlying he-

licoidal morphology encountered in their exocuticular structures. On this foundation,

all subsequent attempts to decipher the precise polarised optical signatures of these

beetles have been built. Indeed, inspired by Bouligand’s contributions, Pace coined the

term ‘Bouligand structure’ to describe the helicoidal ultrastructure found in the beetle

Chrysina gloriosa [219]. The Bouligand arcs of the Chrysina optima species are shown

in Figure 2.10b.

More recently, Sharma et al. [37] revisited the C. gloriosa structure, presenting an

exploration of its morphology and, to a lesser extent, optical behaviour. The authors

made intriguing observations that demonstrated the similarity between the beetle’s

complex architecture and the focal conic domains formed by CLCs near a free surface.

Detailed descriptions of such structures have been reported by Meister et al. [220].

C. gloriosa possesses a curious coloured appearance, with its predominantly green ely-
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tra disrupted by metallic silvery coloured striping. The investigations of both Pace

and Sharma et al. concentrated solely on the green regions of the specimen and, in

particular, the cell-like polygonal patterning extending over the green regions of the

specimen’s exoskeletal surface. Further species exhibiting a similar surface topogra-

phy have been identified in the Chrysina genus, some of which, including C. boucardi

[221], form part of the investigations presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. In recent

reports, Fernández del Ŕıo et al. have used Mueller-matrix ellipsometry to elucidate

the polarising properties of the C. gloriosa structure in more detail [222].

Mueller-matrix ellipsometry provides a useful route towards providing a quanti-

tative optical analysis of the CP light reflected by coleopteran helicoids, helping to

address gaps in the collective understanding of the optical properties of these struc-

tures. Mueller-matrix ellipsometry has the advantage over conventional spectroscopy

that it directly measures the (de)polarising properties of the investigated materials.

Using this approach, Arwin et al. have investigated the helicoidal structures of several

beetle species and proposed a generic structural model, where the optical properties

of the helicoids can be well understood using a chiral dielectric stack [57, 222–229].

A similar approach has also been applied in studies by Goldstein [230, 231], and by

Hodgkinson et al. [232]. Modelling the beetles’ ultrastructure based upon the theoret-

ical reflection from anisotropic stratified chiral dielectric media has also been utilised

to augment experimental studies [233–237].

A more sophisticated structure is found in Chrysina resplendens, where both left

and right CP light is reflected in nearly equal measure [238].C. resplendens is shown

to possess two spatially distinct regions of helicity separated by a relatively thick, non-

helicoidal or unidirectional layer. The thickness of this layer is carefully tuned so that

it performs the function of a half-wave retardation plate, changing the handedness of

light transmitted by the first helicoidal region. Thus, right-handed (RCP) incident light

becomes left-handed (LCP) and interacts with the structure in the second helicoidal

region. Upon reflection, this light passes back through the HWP layer, is reconverted

to RCP light and is transmitted back through the structure without further interaction.

The most comprehensive cataloguing of CP reflecting capabilities in Coleoptera was

performed by Pye [239] who inspected more than 19,000 species of scarab beetles with

CP filters.

Beyond the ultrastructure of Scarabaeidae, reported instances of animal species

possessing helicoidal structures are relatively rare. One known example, identified in

1980 by Wynberg et al. describes circularly polarised bioluminescence originating from

the lanterns of live larvae of the fireflies Photuris lucicrescens and Photuris versicolor

[47]. This is not structural colouration, however, since the yellow light emission from

fireflies is mediated by the oxygenation of luciferin. Electron microscopy studies have
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.11: (a) Photograph of neotropical fern Selaginella willdenowii, displaying
bright blue iridescence. (b) and (c) TEM images showing the helicoidal morphology
of Danaea nodosa. Scale bars: (b) and (c) 1 µm.

identified the Bouligand arcs characteristic of the helicoidal morphology in a number

of crustaceans, including crabs [240–242] , lobsters [243, 244] and stomatopods [245].

In these examples, the pitch of the helicoidal architecture lies in the µm-range and,

consequently, the structure has no influence over the structures’ optical properties in the

visible wavelength regime. Moreover, the helicoidal morphology provides the crustacean

exoskeleton with exceptional stiffness qualities [246], fuelling debate as to the functional

purpose of helicoids in the elytra of scarab beetles.

Helicoidal arrangements of cellulose microfibrils are relatively widespread in the

different tissues of many plant taxa, with helicoid dimensions that range from a few

micrometres to a few hundreds of nanometres. Despite appearing structurally anal-

ogous to the helicoidal morphology encountered in certain scarabaeids, however, the

occurrence of structural colour in cellulose systems is quite rare, with relatively few

plants possessing the requisite helicoidal periodicity to reflect visible light.

Where structural colours do arise in the helicoidal structures of plants, for example

in the juvenile leaves of neotropical ferns belonging to the genus Selaginella [247],

blue iridescence, attributed to multilayer interference, is the most commonly observed

colour appearance. To illustrate the point, similar blue iridescence has been reported

in numerous other, typically neotropical, plant species including other ferns, such as

Danaea nodosa (see Figure 2.11) [248–250], in flowering plants such as Phyllagathis

rotundifolia [250, 251], and, more recently, the sedge Mapania caudata [252]. This

last example, Mapania caudata, is particularly interesting; the periods of the helicoidal

structure are appropriately sized that a selective LCP response of blue wavelengths was
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observed. Of greater interest, though, was the author’s assertion that average RI of the

cellulose is enhanced by the aggregation of silica nanoparticles, thus enabling the LCP

reflection [252].

Efforts to ascertain whether the blue iridescent colour in these plants serves any

ecological function have not decisively concluded whether the iridescence provides any

adaptive benefit. However, the idea that iridescence enhances the capture of pho-

tosynthetically important wavelengths has not been supported [253]. Similarly, the

biological significance of structural colours in algae for which helicoidal structures have

been described is not fully understood [254].

In addition to structural colour in the leaves of certain vascular plants, iridescent

blue fruits have been investigated [255], with some examples reportedly reflecting light

with an intensity eclipsing that of any previously described biological material [145].

In an investigation undertaken by Vignolini et al., the fruit of Pollia condensata is a

remarkable case of structural colour. Multilayers possessing both the left-handed and

right-handed forms of the helicoidal morphology manifest in the cell walls of the epicarp

of this fruit. Individually, the cells reflected different colours leading to a striking

pointillistic appearance [145]. Uniquely, the optical characterisation performed for this

structure revealed each epidermal cell reflects in either the LCP or RCP channel [145].

Studies to determine whether the optical properties of Pollia condensata are shared by

fruits belonging to other Pollia species are currently being conducted by the Vignolini

Lab at Cambridge University. The biological significance of structurally coloured fruits,

such as those borne by Pollia condensata, is seemingly clearer; the fruits retain their

brilliant blue colour even on dead shoots, thus remaining attractive to birds and helping

to achieve seed dispersal (potentially through mimicry) [145].

2.7 ‘Hybrid’ biological photonic systems and colour changes

The several subspecies of Torynorrhina flammea represent a prime example of intraspe-

cific colour variation. Although each subspecies’ colour appearance originates due to

the same fundamental physical mechanism, their respective hues are tuned as a result of

the different spatial configurations of the ultrastructure, which consists of between 100

and 120 layers of alternating chitin and melanoprotein. The T. flammea multilayers

are intersected perpendicular to the elytral surface by an array of rods organised in a

hexagonal close-packed arrangement that possesses short-range order only. This hexag-

onal array provides the overall ensemble with periodicity in all three spatial dimensions

leading to the structure being termed a ‘hybrid’ 3D photonic crystal. In the Exeter

Biophotonics Group, Lethbridge used the imaging scatterometer (see Section 4.3.3) to

investigate the far-field scattering pattern from the structure and showed that the ar-
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rangement of the rod-array gives rise to a diffracted annulus which is attributed to the

quasi-ordered hexagonal array of rods which permeate the multilayer [256].

Physiological colour changes refer to short-term reversible transitions where the

production of new pigments is not involved. The earliest in-depth explorations of the

ultrastructure of a beetle exhibiting physiological colour change were conducted by

Hinton and Jarman [257, 258] for the Hercules beetle, Dynastes hercules, whose colour

can transition reversibly between khaki-green and black over a period of several min-

utes. The D. hercules cuticle comprises three distinct sections which, starting from

the elytral surface, are: (i) a transparent waxy protective layer with a thickness of ap-

proximately 3 µm; (ii) a spongy khaki-green coloured mesh approximately 5 µm thick;

(iii) the endocuticle, which appears black by reflection and reddish in transmission.

TEM imaging shows that the khaki-green region consists of chitin pillars arranged nor-

mal to the surface plane and measuring 0.5 µm to 1 µm thick [257]. The pillars are

inter-connected by bridging layers with comparable dimensions, creating periodicity

parallel to the elytral surface. This geometry is simulated as a hybrid 3D photonic

structure [160]. The beetle’s capacity for colour change lies in the porous nature of

this spongy multilayer-mesh system; its khaki-green colour arises due to the refractive

index contrast of the air-chitin array. However, increasing the humidity of the beetle’s

environment increases the absorption of liquid into the spongy structure and renders it

optically homogeneous, subsequently revealing the underlying black cuticle.

Analyses by Hinton and Jarman of the Dynastes collection held by the Natural

History Museum (London) suggested that the colour changing capability of D. hercules

is not ubiquitous within the genus; none of the museum’s African or Oriental species

exhibited a colour change, although a similar response to humidity was observed in

several American species [258]. The evolutionary driving forces for the hygrochromic

capabilities displayed by D. hercules are a topic for debate. The conjecture formed

by Hinton and Jarman was that since, in D. hercules’ tropical climate, the humidity

is highest at night but falls steeply early in the morning, the mechanism provides for

improved camouflage [258].

Several studies have investigated the cyano-blue colouration of the male Hoplia

coerulea beetle, with Vigneron et al. contributing the first quantitative analysis of

the beetle’s structure and optical properties [260]. However, the subsequent study by

Rassart et al. [261] provided the first description of the water-sensitive nature of H.

coerulea’s colour; when water permeates the structure the colour undergoes a transition

from blue-violet to green. Like many beetles, the elytra of H. coerulea are scaly, with

the macroscopic colour determined by the ultrastructure of the scales. In this instance,

the squamae are assembled in a layer-by-layer structure: alternating thin chitin plates

that support an array of parallel rods separated by air gaps [260]. This photonic struc-
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Figure 2.12: Top left: Photograph of a male Hoplia coerulea beetle. Top right:
Schematic representing the exocuticle structure of H. coerulea and the differential
adsorption of water and ethanol by the elytron. In spite of the fact water droplets form
a larger contact angle (1) on the beetle scales than ethanol droplets, the permeability
of the envelope (2) to water is higher. This response is ascribed to the physiochemical
properties of the envelope. Bottom: The image series (a)–(f) shows the colour change
in the scales of H. coerulea in response to distilled water (a)–(c) and ethanol (d)–(f).
Ambient dry state (a), (d); ongoing colour change (b), (e) at the mid-point of the
transition; wet state (c), (f). Scale bars: (a)–(f) 100 µm. Images courtesy of Mouchet
et al. [259].
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ture possesses a degree of anisotropy that originates from the inter-layer orientation

of the rods and, also, 2D periodicity manifested in the rod array. In spite of this, the

quantitative aspects of the beetle’s colour have been described as being replicated with

relative accuracy by assuming an isotropic 1D model [260]. One factor supporting this

simplification is that the air-filled interstices dividing the rods are too small to produce

diffraction at visible wavelengths [261, 262], and therefore the rod-array is consistent

with an effective homogeneous medium. The air-filled interstices that separate the par-

allel rods create a macroporous architecture, with the absorbed water residing in these

voids serving to modify the RI contrast of the system. In a recent study, Mouchet et

al. [259] explored the hygrochromic behaviour of H. coerulea in greater detail, investi-

gating the behaviour of the system in response to liquids with different molecule sizes,

functional groups and polarities. Their analysis also gives greater attention to the role

of the epicuticle acting as a ‘semi-permeable envelope’ mediating the passage of liquids

in and out of the macroporous multilayer, with the entire optical system analogous to

a biological cell. Hence, H. coerulea has been described as presenting a template for

the conception of ‘photonic cells’ [259]. Mouchet et al. further noted that the fluo-

rescence emission from the scales was modified upon wetting; under UV illumination,

the blue-green fluorescent colour observed in the dry state turns to navy blue in the

wet state [259]. As with the non-fluorescent case, the change in the observed hue is

mediated by the increase in the effective RI. The photonic structures of H. coerulea

and the longhorn beetles Celosterna pollinosa sulfurea and Phosphorus virescens have

previously been shown to exhibit fluorescence control in studies by Van Hooijdonk et

al. [263, 264].

A further example of hygrochromic behaviour in beetles has been described for the

elytra of the longhorn beetle Tmesisternus isabellae. This species’ wings are imbri-

cated with long flat scales that, in their dry state, bear a green-gold iridescence which

red-shifts in response to water absorption. Liu et al. [265] demonstrated that the

scales of the beetle show hydrophilic properties that enable water absorption. Trans-

verse cross-sections of these scales reveal a multilayer structure alternating between

dense homogeneous melanoprotein layers and inhomogeneous layers consisting of air

punctuated with melanoprotein nanoparticles [265]. The water-instigated red-shift is

caused by fluid infiltrating the air voids in the inhomogeneous layers whilst simultane-

ously inducing swelling of the melanoprotein elements [265]. As with other instances of

hygrochromic behaviour reported in beetles, the process of colour change is reversible.

Physiological colour changes among arthropods are not reserved solely for coleopteran

species. Reversible colour changes have been described in a number of other species,

such as the phasmid Carausius morosus [266], the chameleon grasshopper Koscius-

cola tristis [267–271] and in numerous damselflies (Zygoptera, Odonata) [272–276]. All
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these insects become black at night due to the movement of dark pigment granules to a

more superficial position in the epidermal cells. During the day, Koscuiscola displays a

turquoise colour appearance arising due to the coherent scattering of light by granules,

with a diameter less than 200 nm, believed to be composed of leucopterin and uric

acid. At night, larger pigment granules are dispersed among the scattering spherules

which preside over the reflection of blue colour from the system. This same mechanism

has been demonstrated in damselflies, with the colour change shown to be temperature

dependent [272].

In addition to arthropods, many reptilians, cephalopods, fish and amphibians can

similarly deploy rapid colour transformations in order to facilitate crypsis, commu-

nication and thermoregulation [277–282]. Furthermore, the feather barbules of some

birds have been shown to exhibit colour differences when moving between hydrated

and dehydrated states [283]. As described for the chameleon grasshopper and dam-

selflies, however, physiological colour change is generally mediated through the dis-

persion/aggregation of pigment-containing organelles, especially melanosomes, within

dermal chromatophores [277, 282, 284]. On the other hand, rapid active tuning of

skin hue has been described in only a handful of species and generally involves struc-

tural, rather than pigmentary, components. For example, some species of squid can

rapidly tune skin iridescence through periodic invaginations of plasma membrane deep

into specialized cells called iridophores, generating arrays of alternating cytoplasmic

protein-rich lamellae and extracellular channels [285, 286]. In fish, amphibians and

reptiles, iridophores containing transparent guanine nanocrystals generate a large va-

riety of structural colours, and modifications of the multilayer reflector geometry have

been suggested to generate colour change in a few species [287–291]. Finally, it must

be emphasized that the colour of a reptile skin patch is often the result of interactions

among pigmentary and structural elements [291, 292].

Individuals of the family Chamaeleonidae have been emblematic of the ability to

invoke complex and rapid colour change ever since their description by Aristotle, invit-

ing scientific curiosity into their numerous unusual characteristics [278, 293]. Saenko

et al. showed that chameleons have evolved two superimposed populations of iri-

dophores with different morphologies and function: the upper multilayer, comprising

S-iridophores, is responsible for rapid structural colour change through active tuning

of guanine nanocrystal spacing in a triangular lattice, whereas the deeper population

of cells, D-iridophores, possesses larger, flatter and somewhat disorganised guanine

crystals which broadly reflect light, especially in the near-infrared range [294]. This

combination of two functionally different layers of iridophores allows some species of

chameleons to combine efficient camouflage and dramatic display.

In aquatic ecosystems, a selectively tunable appearance is perhaps even more advan-
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tageous than elsewhere. Gur et al. [295] have identified that male sapphirinid copepods

have the remarkable ability to alter their reflectance spectrum in response to changes

in the light conditions. Like many aquatic dwelling species, they employ iridophores

containing guanine crystals set in cytoplasm, with their reversible colour change mani-

fested through the control of the thickness of the cytoplasm layers [295]. Consequently,

in reaction to changes in light stimuli, male sapphirinids are able to either become

efficient reflectors or, conversely, to appear transparent.

Cephalopods exhibit some of the most intriguing deployment of colour control in

the animal kingdom. It has been shown by Wardill et al. [296] that squid, for example,

control the dispersion of iridophores within specific skin layers via their nervous system.

Axons directly control the iridophore state via the exogenous delivery of acetylcholine

[296]. In the same paper, the authors presented evidence that the amount of acetyl-

choline delivered to each iridophore may be modulated to control the rate of colour

change [296].

The dramatic colour changes reported in squid iridophores are somewhat perplexing

since the majority of cephalopods are colour-blind [297–299]. It is known, however,

that polarisation cues are behaviourally relevant to cephalopods [300, 301], and the

polarisation signature alters to accompany shifts in iridophore colour appearance [302–

304].

2.8 The role of structural order in biological photonic sys-

tems

2.8.1 Non-iridescent colour in avian photonic structures

While the physical origin of colour in feathers was recognised in many early accounts

of colours in nature, it remained until the 1960s before their structural features were

elucidated to reveal their full complexity [89].

Feathers comprise a central stem from which branch individual barbs. From these

barbs sprout smaller appendages called barbules. For several decades the precise nature

of the scattering mechanisms responsible for producing structural avian feather colours

was a highly debated topic, especially where the scattering of blue light was concerned

[305]. The current understanding is that three classes of photonic nanostructure dictate

the various physical colours exhibited in the plumage of avian species [306, 307]. First,

where the feather structure is lacking in pigmentation, incoherent broadband scattering

gives rise to a white reflection. This first class of structure has been observed in white

goose feathers [308, 309]. The second structure-type involves the scattering of light

by arrays of melanin granules and/or air interstices dispersed within the keratin of
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feather barbules. Light scattered by the barbules is typically manifested as iridescent

colours [143, 169, 310–312]. The diversity of light scattering arrays in avian barbules

has been described and categorised into size types by Durrer [313]. Finally, where light

is scattered by the specialised spongy keratin-rich matrix found in the medullary layer

of feather barbs, the reflected colour is generally angle-independent. Colours including

blue, green, violet and UV have all been reported from this class of structure. As

in other animals, yellow pigments such as carotenoids are commonly found alongside

blue-scattering systems in green avian plumage.

Although the structural colours of feather barbs and barbules essentially originate

from the same physical mechanism, they are distinguished by a few key structural

properties, namely, the spatial position, organisation and material composition of the

scatterers. The results of two-dimensional Fourier analyses demonstrate that the spa-

tial ordering of the spongy medullary keratin matrices found in feather barbs is on a

scale smaller than visible wavelengths [314, 315]. Incoherent scattering models such as

Rayleigh or Mie scattering cannot, therefore, be considered for a complete description

of feather barbs’ optical properties.

The structural properties leading to non-iridescent avian barb colours have drawn

considerable scientific interest. In an extensive study of non-iridescent avian barbs,

Saranthan et al. employed small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to quantitatively di-

agnose the channel- and sphere-type nanostructures within feathers from 230 species

[316]. The authors presented evidence to further support the hypothesis that the air-

protein ultrastructures responsible for the colour appearance in feather barbs may be

self-assembled by arrested phase separation of filamentary β-keratin from the cytoplasm

within medullary cells [316]. This hypothesis follows the delineation of self-assembly

mechanisms in avian photonic systems by Dufresne et al. [317], and reiterated by Prum

et al. [318].

Numerous further studies have investigated avian feather structures in order to

better understand the role of quasi-order in optical systems [52, 319–321]. The sys-

tems described in these investigations share a common feature; random close-packed

dielectric spheres of two sizes were observed, with the systems demonstrating only

short-range order. The dominance of either single [321] or double scattering [319] phe-

nomena over multiple scattering events in these structures is determined by the trans-

port mean free path, which in quasi-ordered feather barbs is comparable to the total

size of the nanostructure [321]. The double scattering phenomenon observed in some

of these short-range ordered structures is without analogue in either periodic or fully

disordered structures [319]. In another study, Yin et al. comment that the 3D keratin

rod network observed in the blue wing feathers of the scarlet macaw (Psittacidae) is

closely analogous to the configuration of amorphous silicon. Consequently, the authors
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christened the macaw’s interior feather ultrastructure as a ‘rod-connected amorphous

diamond-structured photonic crystal’ (RAD-PC) [322]. The photon density of states

(PDOS) of the RAD-PC reveals a dip, referred to as the photonic pseudo-gap, which

arises due to strong scattering due to the short-range order. The angle-independent

nature of the colour reflected by the RAD-PC structure can be understood since the

photonic pseudo-gap is isotropic, and light is hence scattered uniformly in all directions

since the RAD-PC configuration has no preferred orientation [322]. The rod-volume

fraction exhibited was also proven to be optimised to maximise the intensity of the wing

feather barbs’ blue colour [322]. The example of the macaw reinforces the evolutionary

success shared by many biological photonic systems which appear to have finely tuned

their structures to optimise optical properties given a limited range of materials.

An alternative avian photonic morphology exhibiting short-range order exists in

the non-iridescent blue feather barbs of blue penguins, Eudyptula minor [323]. The

penguin’s 2D quasi-ordered ultrastructure is principally composed of parallel aligned

β-keratin nanofibres compressed into fascicles. This biological photonic system is evo-

lutionarily convergent with similar spatial organisations of parallel collagen fibres in

avian and mammalian skin [324], but remarkably rare in feathers [323]. Prior to the

use of both light and transmission electron microscopy in an investigation by Prum et

al. [325], investigations into the dermal colours of birds were largely superficial. In two

separate studies [325, 326], Prum et al. showed that the caruncles of several species

of Eurylaimidae all possessed 2D organisations of collagen fibres in either hexagonal,

crystal-like or quasi-ordered arrays. Additionally, comparable quasi-ordered 2D pho-

tonic crystals comprised of collagen fibres have also been described in both primates

and marsupials [327].

2.8.2 Broadband scattering

The biological systems encompassing a variety of photonic crystal topologies reviewed in

in Section 2.4 typically display vivid, saturated hues and brilliant optical effects. Their

colour appearances are determined by the spatial periodicity of the structure. If, on the

other hand, incident light encounters a photonic structure with no discernible ordering

of its wavelength-scale ultrastructural features, then the light will be scattered non-

preferentially for all wavelengths of incident light. As a result, the structure appears

white.

Examples of whiteness in nature have been described that exhibit whiteness of

exceptionally high quality, even outperforming some synthetic analogues. One such

example is the brilliant whiteness discovered in the Cyphochilus spp. beetle [54]. This

specimen boasts an ultra-thin structure that produces a broadband diffuse scattering
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appearance arising from the morphology of its lepidote surface. Individually, the scales

possess an approximate thickness of 5 µm, a length of 250 µm and are 100 µm wide.

The interior ultrastructure comprises a random network of interconnecting cuticular

filaments of approximately 250 nm diameter. Further structural and optical charac-

terisation showed the random structure of the Cyphochilus spp. beetle to be highly

optimised; the scattering centre number was maximised whilst avoiding the costs of

optical crowding [54, 328]. The distributed scattering centre design evolved by the

Cyphochilus spp. beetle offers a blueprint for the refinement of fabrication in technolo-

gies where high quality white colour is desirable, such as paper manufacturing [329].

The Cyphochilus spp. filamentary system has also inspired the development of a coat-

ing layer for use in the textiles industry. In a study by Yip et al. [330], nanofibre webs,

electrospun from various plastics, were used to create fibres with a diameter similar to

that of the Cyphochilus spp. specimen (200–400 nm). This coating was able to reduce

the discolouration of conventional polyurethane foams following their exposure to UV

light. The fibres were shown to be effective as UV shields due to their high reflectance

[330].

The white scales of other beetle species, namely Lepidiota stigma and Calothyrza

margaritifera, have also been characterised in terms of their whiteness and brightness

qualities [331]. These beetle specimens are shown alongside Cyphochilus in Figure 2.13.

L. stigma possesses a non-optimal filament size compared to Cyphochilus and C. mar-

garitifera which results in reduced reflectance and whiteness values. Of the three bee-

tles analysed in the study, the ultrastructure of Cyphochilus appeared to be the best

optimised system to produce efficient broadband scattering. The optimisation of the

anisotropic intra-scale chitin networks in Cyphochilus and L. stigma were further in-

vestigated with regards to the light transport properties of the system by Burresi et al.

[332]. C. margaritifera has also been investigated independently [333]. The Cyphochilus

beetle has also, perhaps surprisingly, proved the inspiration for a disordered nanostruc-

tured material that shows an almost ideal black-body absorption of 98-99% between

400 and 1,400 nm that is insensitive to the angle and polarization of the incident light

[334].

A polarisation-dependent reflectance in biological white structures can also occur,

where a degree of alignment is demonstrated by otherwise fibrous strands [335]. In

addition, Åkerlind et al. performed Mueller-matrix spectroscopic ellipsometry upon

Cyphochilus insulanus and concluded that, for linear polarisation, the light reflected

from the beetle’s elytra preserves incident polarisation state [336].

Broadband scattering from disordered three-dimensional structures has been doc-

umented in several other biological photonic systems from a range of taxa. The wing

scales of many pierid butterflies, Pieris rapae for example, feature a regular arrange-
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Figure 2.13: (a) Photographs of Cyphochilus (left), Lepidiota stigma (centre) and
Calothyrza margaritifera (right). Optical micrographs of the scales imbricating the
elytra of (b) Cyphochilus, (c) L. stigma, and (d) C. margaritifera. SEM cross-sections
showing the fractured edge of one of the white scales of (e) Cyphochilus, (f) L. stigma,
and (g) C. margaritifera. Scale bars: (a) 1 cm; (b)–(d) 500 µm; (e) 3 µm; (f) 5 µm;
(g) 4 µm. Figure reproduced from Luke et al. [331].
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ment of longitudinal ribs connected by a series of shorter crossribs. From this network a

disordered array of ellipsoidal shaped beads is suspended, hanging down into the scale

interior [337]. The beads contain granules of pterin pigmentation [20]. The butterfly’s

white colour stems from a combination of optical scatter by both the scale substrate

and the pterin-bead array as well as absorption by the pterin pigments [337].

Marine systems also exhibit broadband scattering structures and introduce new

materials to interest researchers. Mäthger et al. have described white light scattering

by the flexible skin of cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis). Whereas squid reflectin assembles

into ordered iridophore platelets for specular reflection, the investigation conducted by

Mäthger et al. demonstrated how random assemblies of spherical leucosomes, contain-

ing sulfated glycoproteins or proteoglycans, and reflectin produce broadband diffuse

reflectance [338]. Another aquatic system to utilise a broadband reflector is the ‘disco’

clam Ctenoides ales. This is a particularly interesting species since it employs a be-

haviourally mediated photic display, whereby it exercises dynamic control over the

flashing of the reflector. The display is so vivid it was previously mistaken for bio-

luminescence. Electron microscopy of the mantle lip reveals two distinct sides to this

section of tissue: one side is scattering owing to dense aggregations of spheres composed

of silica, whilst the other side is devoid of spheres and is highly absorbing [339].

2.9 Summary

In this chapter, aspects of the photonic structures prevalent in nature have been re-

viewed. The 1D, 2D and 3D morphologies of naturally occurring photonic crystals

have been summarised, as have many ‘hybrid’ photonic systems that exhibit fascinat-

ing physiological and dynamic colour changes. Particular attention has been paid to

broadband reflectors and the helicoidal morphology that defines the optical characteris-

tics exhibited by scarabaeid beetles. The role of order in biological photonic systems has

been reviewed with respect to the quasi-ordered photonic crystals encountered in many

avian species, and the origin of white colouration from the scattering by disordered

photonic geometries has been discussed.

In biological systems, the optical cause and effect that is associated with their often

finely-tuned photonic structures is the subject of genuine interdisciplinary scientific

interest. Rich rewards may be found in the study of these systems which offer insights

into phenomena exciting to biologists and physicists alike.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Aspects of Photonic

Structures

3.1 Introduction

For the overwhelming majority of eukaryotic organisms, the ability to control the prop-

agation of light is immensely important; the effective exhibition or suppression of con-

trast and colour can be the deciding factor between life and death. As highlighted by

the botanical and zoological systems featured in Chapter 2, the diversity of structural

forms that have evolved in response to optically motivated ecological demands is ex-

tensive. Consequently, the natural world represents a vibrantly coloured wellspring for

today’s optical engineers.

In a nutshell, the physical basis of the intense, brilliant structural colours mani-

fested by the organisms reviewed in the previous chapter is the coherent scattering of

incident light that originates due to the structures’ spatially periodic dielectric con-

stant. As Chapter 2 illustrates, Nature creates this requisite periodicity by utilising

dielectric materials with negligible light absorption, such as chitin (arthropod cuticle),

keratin (bird feathers) and cellulose (plant structures), in contrast with air cavities or

layers of pigmented material (e.g. melanin). For a given structure, the topographical

distribution of its RIs establishes a frequency range in which incident light is forbidden

to propagate and, thus, corresponds directly to the range of wavelengths reflected by

the structure – the photonic band gap (PBG).

This chapter introduces the elements of electromagnetic theory essential to un-

derstand the light-matter interactions that occur in biological photonic systems. As

such, the chapter begins by presenting a general description of PhC theory following

the approach outlined by Joannopoulos et al. [2], using Maxwell’s equations (for a

mixed dielectric medium) as a starting point. Following this, particular emphasis is
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given to aspects most relevant to the 1D colour production mechanisms encountered in

coleopteran species; namely, multilayer interference and the optical properties of heli-

coidal structures. To this end, the discussion incorporates a derivation of the Fresnel

equations, pertaining to the reflection and transmission of electromagnetic waves at a

boundary, and the reflectance of a single thin film. From here, transfer matrix methods

(TMMs) are adopted to describe the propagation of light in an extended lamellar sys-

tem. In addition, the principle tunable factors affecting the PBG of simple biological

multilayer reflectors are briefly illustrated. The focus then switches to mathemati-

cal approaches used to describe the polarisation state of light; namely, the Jones and

Stokes-Mueller formalisms. The chapter concludes with an examination of light prop-

agation in anisotropic homogeneous stratified media and the optical analogy between

biological helicoidal architectures and CLCs.

3.2 Photonic crystals

The evolution of electromagnetic theory in the 19th century introduced the mathemat-

ical treatment of light as an electromagnetic wave. James Clerk Maxwell’s four-part

red-letter work ‘On Physical Lines of Force’ is a cornerstone of classical electrodynamics

and describes the interaction of light with matter at the macroscopic scale [3]. Instantly

recognisable in their modern form to all physicists as ‘Maxwell’s equations’, the four

equations connecting the parameters of the Maxwellian model were in fact formulated

by Oliver Heaviside [4], who employed vector calculus to reorganise the equations pre-

sented in Maxwell’s original seminal paper into a more concise format. Maxwell’s

equations define the complex relationship between electric E(r, t) and magnetic H(r, t)

fields that vary with space, r, and time, t. Considering a system comprising solely

dielectric media, approximated to be isotropic, non-magnetic and purely lossless, and

further neglecting the influence of any material dispersion [2], Maxwell’s equations may

be written in the following form:

∇· [ε(r)E(r, t)] = 0, (3.1a)

∇·H(r, t) = 0, (3.1b)

∇×E(r, t) + µ0
∂H(r, t)

∂t
= 0, (3.1c)

∇×H(r, t)− ε0ε(r)
∂E(r, t)

∂t
= 0, (3.1d)
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where ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively. The

dielectric function ε(r) defines the spatial dependence of the permittivity within the

system and is, therefore, the fundamental quantity that defines the periodicity of the

structure. The linearity of Maxwell’s equations permits the expansion of the E(r, t) and

H(r, t) fields into a set of harmonic modes, thus separating the time dependence from

the spatial dependence. As a result, these fields can be expressed using the following

monochromatic ansatz:

E(r, t) = E(r)e−iωt, (3.2a)

H(r, t) = H(r)e−iωt. (3.2b)

where ω is the angular frequency of the mode.

In order to obtain wave equations in both E(r) and H(r), Equations (3.2a) and (3.2b)

are first substituted into Maxwell’s curl equations (Equations (3.1c) and (3.1d)):

∇×E(r)− iωµ0H(r) = 0, (3.3a)

∇×H(r) + iωε0ε(r)E(r) = 0. (3.3b)

Equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) fully describe the behaviour of electromagnetic radi-

ation in the system described by ε(r); they can be combined to form two equivalent

formulae, the wave equations for the electric and magnetic fields, expressed exclusively

in terms of E(r) and H(r), respectively. These wave equations essentially represent

two eigenvalue problems:

Θ̂E(r) = ∇× (∇×E(r)) =
(ω
c

)2
ε(r)E(r), (3.4a)

Θ̂H(r) = ∇× (
1

ε(r)
∇×H(r)) =

(ω
c

)2
H(r), (3.4b)

where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum. Since the operator Θ̂H(r) is Hermitian, the

eigenvalues of Equation (3.4b) are real, and the two eigenmodes (H1(r) and H2(r)) are

orthogonal to each other. In a PhC with symmetric translational periodic variations of

the dielectric constant in one, two or three dimensions, ε(r) is a symmetric translation

of the dielectric constant, whose reciprocal can be expanded as a Fourier series:

1

ε(r)
=
∑
G

κGe
iG · r, (3.5)
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where G is the set of reciprocal lattice vectors [5]. Since ε(r) is a periodic function,

E(r) and H(r) can be expressed using Bloch’s theorem:

E(r) = Ekm(r) = ukm(r)eik · r, (3.6a)

H(r) = Hkm(r) = vkm(r)eik · r, (3.6b)

where ukm(r) and vkm(r) are periodic functions that remain invariant under transla-

tions by the lattice vectors of the PhC. Now, E(r) and H(r) are expressed by a wave

vector k that lies in the first Brillouin zone and a band index m. As for Equation (3.5),

these periodic functions may be expanded in Fourier series so that the eigenfunctions

may be rewritten as follows:

E(r) =
∑
G

Ekm(G)eiG · r, (3.7a)

H(r) =
∑
G

Hkm(G)eiG · r. (3.7b)

Equations (3.7a) and (3.7b) are Bloch modes. Determination of the coefficients is

achieved by substituting the Fourier terms of Equations (3.5), (3.7a) and (3.7b) into

Equations (3.4a) and (3.4b),

−
∑
G′

κ(G−G′)(k + G′)× ((k + G′)×Ekm(G′)) =
(ωkm

c

)2
Ekm(G), (3.8a)

−
∑
G′

κ(G−G′)(k + G′)× ((k + G′)×Hkm(G′)) =
(ωkm

c

)2
Hkm(G). (3.8b)

and then solving one of these sets of equations numerically; yields the dispersion relation

for the eigenmodes of the PhC and, thus, the photonic band structure.

Since many of the biological reflectors studied as part of the results presented in

this thesis may be treated as 1D photonic crystals, it is useful to outline their response

to incident radiation. To this end, consider the propagation of light in a homogeneous

non-periodic medium [6]. By employing the reduced Brillouin zone (BZ) representation

for this system [5] its dispersion diagram may be simplified to a series of photonic bands,

with one band originating from each BZ, as shown in Figure 3.1a.

If this medium is replaced with on that has periodically changing RIs, for instance,

a 1D system comprising high RI and low RI layers, the original reduced BZ diagram is
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Figure 3.1: Reduced Brillouin zone schematic for: (a) a homogeneous non-dispersive
dielectric slab, and (b) dispersion diagram for a 1D photonic crystal. The inset images
indicate the RI variation considered in each case, with radiation incident with wavevec-
tor k. The introduction of the regular periodicity (a) in 1D creates the PBG, where
impinging radiation with a frequency within this region is forbidden from propagating.
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distinctly modified. Light incident with a wavelength satisfying resonant conditions of

the system, as dictated by the periodicity and RIs of the layers, creates standing waves

at two different energies. Their presence results in a frequency range in which electro-

magnetic radiation incident on the 1D photonic crystal is forbidden from propagating,

since the group velocity at the band edge is zero. This region, shown in Figure 3.1b, is

the PBG, the size of which is strongly influenced by the constituent RIs of the photonic

crystal.

Having shown the dispersion properties of a photonic crystal with a periodic varia-

tion in RI profile in 1D, the reflectance of a finite number of reflecting layers in 1D may

now be considered. In order to do this, a discussion of the reflectance from an interface

is used to derive the Fresnel equations, after which the reflectance of a thin film and

multilayer film can be considered.

3.3 Reflection of electromagnetic waves at a boundary

3.3.1 Reflection from a single interface

In essence, the physical mechanisms responsible for producing structural colours can be

reduced to the interaction of electromagnetic waves incident upon a series of interfaces

that bound dissimilar media. A light wave impinging on an interface bounding two

media will be separated into reflected and transmitted components. The precise nature

of such light-matter interactions is dictated by the material properties of the constituent

media, the angle at which light is incident upon the interface, and the polarisation state

of the wave.

The reflectance and transmittance of a monochromatic plane wave encountering

an interface can be calculated using the Fresnel equations. As a result, the wave

amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted wave components are quantified in terms

the optical properties of the media and the direction of wave propagation with respect

to the interface. Here, the Fresnel coefficients are derived for linearly polarised waves

by taking into account momentum considerations at the inter-media boundary. In

addition, the material approximations applied Section 3.2 to the description of PhCs,

i.e. non-magnetic, isotropic and homogeneous, are resumed. The treatment presented

below replicates the approach adopted in many standard texts [7–9], however, following

Section 3.2, the magnetic field H is retained in favour of the magnetic induction B.

To begin, it can be shown from Equation (3.1c) that an electromagnetic wave exists

if the electric field E is orthogonal to the magnetic field H and also orthogonal to the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustrations for the analysis of the reflectance and transmit-
tance of an electromagnetic wave at an interface. (a) Case 1: where the incident
E-field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and (b) Case 2: where the incident
E-field is parallel to the plane of incidence.

direction of propagation, such that:

H =
k×E

µ0ω
, (3.9)

where k is the wave vector in the direction of propagation and ω is the angular frequency.

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, an electromagnetic wave incident at an angle θi to

the surface normal is considered for two cases of plane polarisation: first, where Ei

oscillates perpendicular to the plane of incidence, termed transverse electric (TE) or s-

polarised; second, where Ei oscillates parallel to the plane of incidence, called transverse

magnetic (TM) or p-polarised. The subscripts i, r and t employed in Figure 3.2,

and throughout the description herein, denote the incident, reflected and transmitted

components, respectively, for the fields, angles and wavevectors. The plane of incidence

is taken to be the x-z plane.

Considering a monochromatic plane wave incident from a material with RI ni, to a

material with RI nt, as shown in Figure 3.2, the incident fields, Ei and Bi, are:

Ei(r, t) = E0ie
i(ki·r−ωt), (3.10a)

Hi(r, t) =

√
εi√
µ0

(ki ×Ei) , (3.10b)

where
√
εi = ni and µ is approximated to µ0 for non-magnetic media.

Similarly, the field components for both the reflected and transmitted wave compo-
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nents may be written as:

Er(r, t) = E0re
i(kr·r−ωt), (3.11a)

Hr(r, t) =

√
εr√
µ0

(kr ×Er) . (3.11b)

and

Et(r, t) = E0te
i(kt·r−ωt), (3.12a)

Ht(r, t) =

√
εt√
µ0

(kt ×Et) . (3.12b)

At a given point on the interface, for instance point O in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b,

appropriate boundary conditions can be imposed to obtain the reflection and transmis-

sion coefficients. In both of the cases stated, the tangential E and H field components

must be continuous across the boundary.

Case 1: E perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-polarised)

First considering the TE case, the continuity of the tangential field components across

the boundary dictates:

E0i + E0r = E0t, (3.13)

−Hi cos θi + Hr cos θr = −Ht cos θt. (3.14)

Since the magnitudes of the H and E field components can be related via |H| =
√
ε|E|/µ0, Equation (3.14) can instead be expressed with respect to the E field compo-

nents:

−
√
εiEi

µ0
cos θi +

√
εrEr

µ0
cos θr = −

√
εtEt

µ0
cos θt. (3.15)

In addition, one further boundary condition must be imposed, since the permittivity

of dielectric media has a definite effect on the propagating field. Thus, whilst the

tangential component of E is continuous across the boundary, this is not necessarily

true of the normal component (εiE
⊥
i = εtE

⊥
t ). In contrast, both components of H are

continuous at the boundary (H⊥i = H⊥t ). Thus, for any position r on the interface
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(z = 0), the wavevectors must satisfy:

(ki· r)z=0 = (kr· r)z=0 = (kt· r)z=0. (3.16)

Following Equation (3.16), two fundamental tenets of reflection can be shown;

namely, Snell’s Law (ni sin θi = nt sin θt) and the Law of Reflection (θi = θr). Conse-

quently, the E field components can be eliminated to produce two expressions exam-

ining, respectively, the relationship between the reflected and transmitted components

with the incident component:(
E0r

E0i

)
s

=
ni cos θi − nt cos θt
ni cos θi + nt cos θt

, (3.17)

(
E0t

E0i

)
s

=
2ni cos θi

ni cos θi + nt cos θt
. (3.18)

Case 2: E parallel to the plane of incidence (p-polarised)

Turning attention to the TM case, the continuity of the tangential field components

either side of the boundary requires:

E0i cos θi −E0r cos θr = E0t cos θt, (3.19)

Hi + Hr = Ht. (3.20)

Now following the approach applied to s-polarised waves, the equivalent forms of

Equations (3.17) and (3.18) for the p-polarised case are:(
E0r

E0i

)
p

=
nt cos θi − ni cos θt
nt cos θi + ni cos θt

, (3.21)

(
E0t

E0i

)
p

=
2ni cos θi

nt cos θi + nt cos θt
. (3.22)

Fresnel’s equations

By simple re-expression of Equations (3.17), (3.18), (3.21) and (3.22) the familiar for-

mulae detailing Fresnel’s coefficients of reflection and transmission for s- and p-polarised
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light are derived:

rs =

(
E0r

E0i

)
s

=
ni cos θi − nt cos θt
ni cos θi + nt cos θt

= −sin(θi − θt)
sin(θi + θt)

, (3.23a)

rp =

(
E0r

E0i

)
p

=
nt cos θi − ni cos θt
nt cos θi + ni cos θt

=
tan(θi − θt)
tan(θi + θt)

, (3.23b)

ts =

(
E0t

E0i

)
s

=
2ni cos θi

ni cos θi + nt cos θt
, (3.23c)

tp =

(
E0t

E0i

)
p

=
2ni cos θi

nt cos θi + nt cos θt
, (3.23d)

where the subscripts s and p denote the polarisation of the electromagnetic wave com-

ponent, and the subscripts r and t again denote the reflected and transmitted amplitude

coefficients, respectively.

Equations (3.23a) to (3.23d) show how the RI, or more importantly the contrast

in the RI, strongly affects the magnitude of the Fresnel coefficients. This translates

to the reflectance and transmittance intensities, which are calculated by squaring the

associated coefficients:

Rs = rsr
∗
s =

sin2(θi − θt)
sin2(θi + θt)

, (3.24a)

Rp = rpr
∗
p =

tan2(θi − θt)
tan2(θi + θt)

, (3.24b)

Ts,p =
nt cos θt
ni cos θi

ts,pt
∗
s,p, (3.25)

where R and T denotes the reflectance and transmittance, respectively.

It can be deduced from Equation (3.23b) that in the instance that θt + θi = π/2

the amplitude of the p-polarised reflection coefficient drops to zero in accordance with

Snell’s Law. In this instance θi is called Brewster’s angle and is redefined as θB:

θB = arctan

(
nt
ni

)
. (3.26)

This phenomenon is restricted to p-polarised light since electromagnetic radiation

reflected at an interface first has to be temporarily absorbed before being re-emitted.

This causes dipoles in the irradiated medium to oscillate in the direction of the refracted

wave’s E-vector. At the Brewster angle there is a 90◦ angle between the reflected and

refracted waves. As such, the direction of this oscillation is the same as that of kr,
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Figure 3.3: A schematic of thin film interference, illustrating the multiple number
of reflections that must be considered for a full treatment of thin film reflection or
transmission.

meaning there is no component of E orthogonal to kr, and thus no wave can propagate.

3.3.2 Thin film interference

As demonstrated by the biological systems described throughout Section 2.4.1, as well

as in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, multilayer assemblies are used extensively in the natural

world. However, the examples featured in Chapter 2 barely scratched the surface;

multilayers are, in fact, the most abundant ultrastructural morphology responsible for

the striking colours of floral and faunal structures.

The photonic band structure relating to simple 1D multilayers can be considered

using basic ideas of interference. To illustrate this consider the film shown in Figure 3.3

that has a thickness d and RI n1. The incident and exit media RIs are n0, and n2,

respectively. Light entering the film at an angle θ1 undergoes a reflection from the top

and bottom interface. The optical path difference (OPD) between these two interfaces

is 2dn1 cos θ. For constructive interference to occur these reflections should be in phase.

For a specific wavelength λ, these requirements are satisfied by:(
m+

1

2

)
λ = 2n1d cos θ for n0 < n1 < n2, (3.27)

and

mλ = 2n1d cos θ for n0 < n1 > n2, (3.28)

where m is an integer. To describe wavelength-dependent reflection more accurately,

however, the multiple reflections that occur within the film must be considered. Fig-
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ure 3.3 displays the amplitudes of waves undergoing multiple reflections in a thin film

as a product of Fresnel coefficients. The sum of all reflected ray amplitudes is:

r = r01 + t10r12t10e
2iδ + t10r

2
12t10t10e

4iδ + t10r
3
12t

2
10t10e

6iδ + . . . , (3.29)

where r01 and t01 are the Fresnel reflection coefficients at the interface between medium

0 and medium 1, and the phase difference arising from the film thickness is:

δ =
2πn1d cos θ

λ
. (3.30)

By summing appropriate amplitudes, the overall reflection coefficient associated

with the film’s two interfaces is:

r =
r01 + r12e

2iδ

1 + r12r01e2iδ
. (3.31)

The total reflectance may be calculated using R = |r|2. This can be used to predict

the colour reflection of simple structurally coloured systems.

3.3.3 The characteristic matrix of a thin film

Although the reflection and transmission of light for an isotropic thin film can be readily

expressed in terms of the Fresnel coefficients, the optical properties of layered media

can also be conveniently calculated using matrix algebra. The versatility offered by

matrix-based approaches is useful when considering systems comprising many layers

(see Section 3.3.4). In particular, matrix methods can be easily adapted to account for

anisotropic material properties and the propagation of polarised waves (see Section 3.6);

as such, they are applied to the photonic systems investigated in this thesis.

Here, the characteristic matrix of a thin film [10, 11] is obtained directly from the

E and H field properties at the interface boundaries, following the approach adopted

in Macleod [12]. As discussed earlier, in Section 3.3.1, the tangential components of

both the E and H fields must be continuous across an interface (see Equation (3.16)).

Assigning the labels a and b to the top and bottom film interfaces, respectively, and

splitting the tangential components of the E and H fields into forward and backward

propagating components (denoted + and −, respectively), leads to the fields at bound-

ary b being expressed as follows:

Eb = Eb+ + Eb−, (3.32a)

Hb = Hb+ +Hb−. (3.32b)
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The E and H fields may be related using a quantity known as the ‘tilted optical

admittance’:

η =
H

E
= nη0, (3.33)

where η0 is the admittance of free space (η0 = (ε0/µ0)
1/2) and n is the complex refractive

index of the film material. For oblique incidence, Equation (3.33) can be rewritten to

give

ηs = η0(n cos θt) (3.34a)

for s-polarised waves, and

ηp = η0

(
n

cos θt

)
(3.34b)

for p-polarised waves.

Considering the case of a thin film, the tangential E and H components at each

interface can be determined, at the same point in time, ny altering the phase factors of

the waves to account for a shift in the z-direction over the depth of the film. At the same

point in time, the phase for forward- or backward-propagating waves will be e(iδ) or

e(−iδ), respectively. For a definition of δ, recall Equation (3.30)). Subsequently incorpo-

rating these phase differences, in addition to combining Equations (3.32a) and (3.32b)

with Equation (3.33), enables the forward- and backward-propagating tangential com-

ponents of the E and H fields at interface a to be expressed in terms of the tangential

components of the E and H fields at interface b:

Ea+ = Eb+e
iδ =

1

2

(
Hb

η2
+ Eb

)
eiδ, (3.35a)

Ea− = Eb−e
−iδ =

1

2

(
−Hb

η2
+ Eb

)
e−iδ, (3.35b)

Ha+ = Hb+e
iδ =

1

2
(Hb + η2Eb) e

iδ, (3.35c)

Ha− = Hb−e
−iδ =

1

2
(Hb − η2Eb) e−iδ. (3.35d)
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These expressions can be recombined into Equations (3.32a) and (3.32b) to give

Ea = Eb(cos δ) +Hb

(
i sin δ

η2

)
(3.36a)

and

Ha = Ebη2(i sin δ) +Hb cos δ, (3.36b)

which can be rewritten in matrix notation:[
Ea

Ha

]
=

[
cos δ (i sin δ)/η2

η2(i sin δ) cos δ

][
Eb

Hb

]
. (3.37)

To formulate the characteristic matrix of the thin film, denoted [B C ]T , Equa-

tion (3.37) is normalised by dividing through by Eb and Hb with the result that[
B

C

]
=

[
Ea/Eb

Ha/Hb

]
=

[
cos δ (i sin δ)/η1

η1(i sin δ) cos δ

][
1

η2

]
. (3.38)

The problem of calculating the film’s reflectance is then reduced to the relationship

between the optical admittance of the film and that of the incident medium. By analogy

with Equation (3.33), the input optical admittance for the system can be written as

ηsys =
Ha

Ea
=
C

B
=

η2 cos δ + η1(i sin δ)

cos δ + η2/η1(i sin δ)
, (3.39)

and, thus, the reflectance of the system is

R =

(
η0 − ηs
η0 + ηs

)(
η0 − ηs
η0 + ηs

)∗
, (3.40)

which is equivalent to the Fresnel terms (Equations (3.24a) and (3.24b)) for calculating

the reflectance of a single interface.

3.3.4 Multilayer interference: The transfer matrix method

Whilst several methods exist for determining the wavelength-dependent, polarisation-

dependent and angle-dependent reflectance of multilayers, including recursion relations

[13] and iterative approaches [14] such as Rouard’s technique [11], here, the transfer

matrix method is presented.

This approach expands upon the characteristic matrix for a thin film introduced

in the previous section; its strength lies in the ease with which it may be extended
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from an individual film to include a series of bound media. To begin, consider the

initial system described in Section 3.3.3, which comprised a single thin film with top

and bottom interfaces a and b, respectively. To this system, an additional thin film is

added beneath the first, with the new bottom interface denoted c. The characteristic

matrix for the bottom film is:[
cos δ2 (i sin δ2)/η2

η2(i sin δ2) cos δ2

]
. (3.41)

Recalling Equation (3.37), it follows that[
Eb

Hb

]
=

[
cos δ2 (i sin δ2)/η2

η2(i sin δ2) cos δ2

][
Ec

Hc

]
, (3.42)

which, by analogy with Equation (3.38), gives

[
B

C

]
=

[
cos δ1 (i sin δ1)/η1

η1(i sin δ1) cos δ2

][
cos δ2 (i sin δ2)/η2

η2(i sin δ2) cos δ2

][
1

η3

]
. (3.43)

Evidently, this result can be extended to describe a system containing q thin films

stacked atop of one another, with individual matrices calculable for each layer in the

stack. Namely,

[
B

C

]
=

[
cos δ1 (i sin δ1)/η1

η1(i sin δ1) cos δ1

]
. . .

[
cos δq (i sin δq)/ηq

ηq(i sin δq) cos δq

][
1

ηm

]
, (3.44)

where the subscript m refers to the exit medium, and hence[
B

C

]
=

q∏
j=1

{[
cos δj (i sin δj)/ηj

ηj(i sin δj) cos δj

]}[
1

ηm

]
. (3.45)

Relying on the continuity conditions for the fields at each boundary, Equation (3.45)

describes the properties of a multilayer stack obtained through combined effects from

its q layers, with each layer described by its own characteristic matrix – this approach

defines the transfer matrix method.

As a final step, the reflected (R), transmitted (T ) and absorbed (A) intensities can

be calculated:

R =

(
η0B − C
η0B + C

)(
η0B − C
η0B + C

)∗
, (3.46a)
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T =
4η0Re(ηm)

(η0B + C)(η0B + C)∗
, (3.46b)

A =
4η0Re(BC∗ − ηm)

(η0B + C)(η0B + C)∗
. (3.46c)

These quantities can be used to extract the optical properties of any 1D multilayer

system. The full derivation of these expressions can be readily found in the literature;

the transfer matrix method, as laid out here, follows the procedure detailed by Macleod

[12].

3.4 Factors affecting reflectance in 1D biological systems

The incredible diversity of colourful and contrast-based optical effects encountered in

biological systems is particularly impressive given that they are achieved with a com-

paratively narrow selection of materials relative to synthetic structures. Therefore,

naturally evolved systems must maximise the interplay between several key variables

associated with the structure and its constituent materials. Often, the evolution of

the finely tuned systems reviewed in Chapter 2 is a direct consequence of biological

assembly mechanisms, animal behaviour or ecological constraints. Here, it is shown

how simple adjustments to structural properties, such as multilayer stack size or RI

contrast, can have a pronounced effect on the optical response of a system. Nature’s

ability to control such factors can therefore be utilised to deliver highly reflective and

conspicuous colours, effective in many faunal courtship rituals, or colours that appear

cryptic and/or muted if camouflage is required. The significance of several of these

factors with respect to determining the reflectance of biological multilayer reflectors is

outlined below, following the approach of Starkey and Vukusic [6].

3.4.1 Effect of layer number

The reflectance from a theoretical ideal multilayer, modelled with a peak reflectance

at 500 nm, is shown in Figure 3.4a for 3, 9 and 27 layers, and in Figure 3.4b for

much higher layer numbers. The reflectance exhibits characteristic multilayer spectral

features; namely, a maximum in reflectance at the peak wavelength and a series of side

band maxima and minima.

Adopting the iterative approach of Heavens [11], the peak reflectance for an ideal

multilayer at normal incidence comprising alternating high RI (nh) and low RI (nl)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Normal incidence reflectance of an ideal multilayer for 3, 9 and 27
layers, and (b) a reflectance map showing the theoretical variation of normal incidence
reflectance with increasing layer number. The colour-scale axis represents reflected
intensity (indicated in the labelled colour scale bar). Reflectance was calculated for a
multilayer with λpeak = 550 nm, n1 = 1.40 and n2 = 1.00.
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layers, becomes:

R =

(
nh
nl

)2s
n2h − ninnex(

nh
nl

)2s
n2h + ninnex

, (3.47)

where s denotes the number of high and low RI layer pairs in a system of 2s+ 1 layers,

and the RI of the incident and exit media are denoted by nin and nex, respectively. As

the layer number increases, this reduces to:

R ' 1−
(

4ninnex
n2h

)(
nl
nh

)2s

, (3.48)

and the peak reflectance rapidly approaches unity. The region of 100% reflectance

correlates to the PBG described in Section 3.2. Figure 3.4b shows that with increasing

layer number, the peak reflectance increases to the point where the condition for this

PBG is met. The spectral width of a multilayer’s PBG is governed by the constituent

RIs of the layers [2].

Most structurally coloured biological species have evolved a relatively limited num-

ber of layers in their reflecting architecture. This is the result of a balance between the

relative cost and benefit of layer number with respect to the functions to which each

system has evolved to perform. Examples of biological photonic structures comprising

in excess of 20 layers in a multilayer stack do exist but are relatively rare [6]. On the

other hand, a plethora of systems have been described in which fewer than 20 layers

are found. Species possessing a high layer number display a bias towards coloured re-

flections with significantly greater intensity. Furthermore, if the alignment of the layers

in the structure is relatively uniform, the reflection will be specular giving the system’s

appearance a metallic lustre [6].

3.4.2 Effect of refractive index contrast

The contrast between the high RI, nh, and low RI, nl, bears a pronounced effect upon

the reflectance. Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of normal incidence unpolarised

reflection on increasing RI contrast, n′ = nh/nl for an ideal 20-layered system with air

(n = 1) chosen to represent the nl layers in the system. In the absence of absorption,

both the intensity and the width of the peak reflectance band increase with increasing

index contrast. For this arrangement, 100% reflectance coincides with an index contrast

of n′ = 1.54 [6].

In terms of designing animal and plant morphologies with an RI contrast suffi-

cient to produce a high reflected intensity, the limited selection of dielectric materials
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that are found in biological organisms presents a significant challenge to Nature the

engineer. Such materials seldom possess RI values exceeding 1.85, with the majority

exhibiting a real RI component between 1.4 and 1.6 unless enhanced using pigments

such as melanin. As a result, whilst many of the systems described in Chapter 2 dis-

play intense, vibrant coloured reflections, a biological system that exhibits a full and

complete PBG represents something of a holy grail [2]. Details of the RI properties

of the bio-optical materials commonly found in animals and plants are available in the

literature [6]. Optical engineers, on the other hand, have access to an extensive range

of high-index materials, including metals (e.g. titanium) and semiconductors (e.g. sil-

icon). The dielectric materials encountered in zoological and botanical systems often

exhibit some degree of RI dispersion. Experiments typically reveal the RIs of these ma-

terials to increase slightly towards blue wavelengths, with the shape of the dispersion

often described using either the Cauchy or Sellmeier relations:

n(λ) = A+
B

λ2
+
C

λ4
+ · · · , (Cauchy) (3.49a)

n2(λ) = 1 +
∑
j

Bjλ
2

λ2 − Ci
, (Sellmeier) (3.49b)

where A, B and C are empirically determined coefficients specific to the material.

The values of the coefficients typically correspond to the wavelength (λ) expressed in

micrometres. As demonstrated in crefc:retard of this thesis, the wavelength-dependency

of a structure’s can strongly affect its optical properties.

3.4.3 Angle-dependent reflection

The phenomenon of iridescence, namely the change in reflected hue with viewing angle,

is a common hallmark of colour produced by a structure exhibiting periodicity. Typ-

ically, a reflectance maximum will be blue-shifted to shorter wavelengths as incident

angle of light moves away from the normal towards grazing angles. This process is

ultimately understood by considering the momentum properties of a propagating light

wave. Continuing our assumption that the interface of our optical systems lies in the

x-y plane, then normally incident light (in the x-z plane), that satisfies the resonance

condition, has a wavevector k0 = kz. Light incident at an angle θ (shown in Figure 3.6a)

will have a wavevector k0 = kx + kz. In order to retain the resonant condition, kz must

remain constant, which demands that k0 increases [6]. Figure 3.6b shows the iridescent

behaviour inherent to a multilayer stack for the case of unpolarised light impinging an

ideal multilayer designed to exhibit peak reflectance at 700 nm.
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Figure 3.5: Reflectance map showing the theoretical dependence of normal incidence
reflectance on RI contrast for a system comprising a 20-layer ideal multilayer, using
fixed values λpeak = 500 nm and nl = 1.00. The colour-scale axis represents reflected
intensity (indicated in the labelled colour scale bar).

Beyond the wavelength-dependency of the peak reflectance band, Figure 3.6b fur-

ther shows how reflected intensity varies as a function of the incident angle. As the

angle of incidence increases, the total unpolarised reflected intensity, comprising both

the s- and p-polarised responses, decreases to a minimum at the Brewster angle [15]

associated with the p-polarised reflectance (recall Equation (3.26)). Beyond the Brew-

ster angle, the now dominant s-polarised component sees that the overall reflectance

increases rapidly. Frequently, the hierarchical and multi-component nature of biological

reflectors prevents clear discrimination of Brewster reflection features. Some biological

examples of Brewster reflection, where multilayer structures are relatively flat and uni-

form across an area larger than the incident beam spot size, have been described [16].

In certain species of fish, the Brewster effect is inhibited by the natural birefringence

of the guanine crystals that form the bulk structure leading to the associated polarised

reflection feature being neutralised [17, 18]. Other instances where the iridescent be-

haviour of multilayer structures is suppressed have been identified in insects which

rely on the interference of reflected light from multiple spatially juxtaposed pointillistic

colour-centres (see Chapter 2).
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Figure 3.6: (a) A schematic diagram showing a generic multilayer having light inci-
dent with momentum components in the xz-plane. (b) Reflectance map showing the
angle-dependence of unpolarised theoretical reflectance from an ideal multilayer with
λpeak = 700 nm at normal incidence (dh = 140 nm, dl = 175 nm, nh = 1.25, nl =
1). This particular structure illustrates iridescence across the full extent of the visible
wavelength range. The colour-scale axis represents reflected intensity (indicated in the
labelled colour scale bar).
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3.4.4 Effect of optical absorption

The presence of optical absorption in a dielectric medium attenuates light propagating

through it according to the Beer-Lambert Law [8]. It originates from the complex

expression of the RI:

ñ = n+ ik, (3.50)

where k is the extinction coefficient that determines the extent to which the imagi-

nary component of the RI affects light propagation through a structure’s constituent

materials.

The impact exerted by the optical absorption varies according to its distribution

within the structure, i.e. whether it is present, or more concentrated, in the high RI

or the low RI layers. When present in the high RI layers, the absorption imparts a

large attenuation to the high-wavelength band-edge, with the opposite being true if

absorption is encountered in the low RI layers instead (see Figure 3.7). The observable

impact born out of the location-dependence of optical absorption is not, therefore,

merely restricted to the reduction of the overall reflected intensity, but also manifested

in the shape of the spectral response.

Numerous structurally coloured biological systems incorporate light-absorbing pig-

ments within the high RI layers of the structure. Whilst the real component of the

RI of many bio-optical tissues have been formally characterised, details of the ex-

tinction coefficients quantifying the absorption are more sparse. Certainly in beetles,

melanin is the most commonly observed pigmentary element; due to its molecular con-

jugation, melanin demonstrates absorbance across the visible spectrum [19]. Other

commonly encountered pigments in biological photonic structures include pterins [20]

and carotenoids [21].

Broadband absorbing pigments, such as melanin, can serve a variety of physiolog-

ical and ecological functions in biological systems including photoreceptor shielding,

thermoregulation, photo-protection, camouflage and mechanical strength [19]. More-

over, pigments may also be deployed as highly absorbing substrates beneath multilayer

reflectors with the result that the purity of the reflected colour is enhanced [22]. This

approach has been adopted by numerous animal species, for example, the damselfly

Neurobasis chinensis [23]. Conversely, the absence of melanin within a biological pho-

tonic system can act to desaturate the reflected colour to such an extent that the in-

tegument surface appears white [24]. Helpfully, Vukusic and Chittka have summarised

the various colours observed in different biological orders with respect to their struc-

tural/pigmentary origin [25].

The complex refractive index and dispersion of melanin in insect cuticle has been
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Figure 3.7: The effect on reflectance at normal incidence of absorption coefficient
(k) for an ideal multilayer with λpeak = 550 nm. The imaginary component of the RI
in the high and low layers is denoted by kh and kl, respectively.

investigated using techniques including index matching via fluid immersion and Jamin-

Lebedeff interference microscopy [26].

3.5 Polarised light

Following the description of light propagation presented thus far, which considers a

plane wave propagating along the z -direction (through isotropic media), the electric

field vector E is confined to oscillate in the x -y plane perpendicular to z. Conventionally,

the electric field vector alone is described when considering the polarisation of a light

wave since the magnetic field is perpendicular to the electric field and proportional to

it. Consider then, the electric field vector of a z -propagating plane wave in an isotropic

medium:

E(z, t) = Ex(z, t) + Ey(z, t) = (E0xe
iδx x̂ + E0ye

iδy ŷ)ei(kz−ωt). (3.51)

As the wave propagates, the locus of points traced by the field vector describes an

ellipse about the z -axis characterised by its ellipticity ε and the azimuth of its major axis

ψ (see Figure 3.8). If specific conditions relating the phase difference between the x - and

y-components are satisfied, then the ellipse may describe both linearly and circularly

polarised light. The sense of rotation of the field vector dictates the handedness of the
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Figure 3.8: A schematic of the polarisation ellipse. The polarisation state can be
described via two characteristic angles of the ellipse: the ellipticity angle χ = arctan ε,
and the azimuth ψ.

polarised wave; from the receiver’s perspective, i.e. against the direction of propagation,

if the wave exhibits a clockwise rotation it is described as right-handed, whilst an anti-

clockwise rotation is described as left-handed. Although the polarisation ellipse enables

various states of polarised light to be described via a single equation, it represents an

idealisation of the true behaviour of light and is therefore not without limitations. First,

the ellipse is only correct for a given instant in time and, second, it is only applicable

to describing light that is completely polarised, whereas, in nature, light is typically

unpolarised or partially polarised. For example, partially polarised states correspond

to more disordered motions in the electric field, which may only be described properly

by using statistical properties as opposed to instantaneous values [27].

3.5.1 Jones formalism

As has already been demonstrated in this chapter, matrix methods provide a useful

approach towards describing the propagation of plane waves. One such method was

introduced by the American physicist Robert Clark Jones in 1941 [28] in order to

provide a mathematical treatment of polarised light. His technique has the advantages

of being both applicable to coherent beams of light and, also, extremely concise. The

method is well adapted to the description of totally polarised states and, therefore, the

most natural expression of the beam is in terms of the electric vector itself. Written in
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column form, this ‘Jones vector’ is

E =

[
Ex(t)

Ey(t)

]
=

[
Ex0e

iδx

Ey0e
iδy

]
, (3.52)

where δx and δy are the appropriate phases.

Consider a monochromatic, polarised incident wave represented by its Jones vector

Ein, which passes through a polarisation-dependent optical element, emerging as a

new vector Eout corresponding to the modified wave. The process by which Ein is

transformed into Eout may be described mathematically using a 2×2 matrix, J, which is

characteristic to the optical element that initiated the transformation. This relationship

is expressed as follows:

Eout =

[
J11 J12

J21 J22

]
Ein. (3.53)

It should be noted that the elements of J are, in general, complex. Using this matrix

calculus, the linear transformation of the Jones vector of a plane wave by reflection or

transmission can be determined [29]. If a propagating wave is enacted upon by a series

of optical elements represented by the matrices J1,J2, . . . ,Jn−1,Jn, then

Eout = (JnJn−1 · · ·J2J1)Ein. (3.54)

The matrices do not commute; they must be applied in the proper order. Jones

matrices are related to the particular coordinate system used to specify the orientations

of the incident and emergent light beams. For example, the effect of rotating both the

input and output coordinate system azimuthally by the angle ψ (positive for a clockwise

rotation looking against the direction of propagation) is to transform the Cartesian

Jones matrix of the optical system according to:

J′ = R(ψ)JR(−ψ), (3.55)

where

R(ψ) =

[
cosψ − sinψ

sinψ cosψ

]
. (3.56)

Following this approach, the Jones formalism proves an effective tool to calculate

the optical properties for a completely polarised monochromatic wave as it encounters

numerous optical devices. Each constituent element of an optical assembly can be

defined through its own unique 2× 2 matrix.
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3.5.2 Stokes parameters and the Mueller matrix

In order to circumnavigate the restrictions inherent to the polarisation ellipse, which

limit the Jones formalism to a description of completely polarised light only, the average

values of the optical field must be considered. This necessitates that the polarisation

be represented in terms of observables. To this end, Sir George Gabriel Stokes made

a significant contribution via the introduction of the eponymous Stokes parameters in

1852 [30]. These four measurable quantities permit any polarisation state of light to

be elucidated fully.

The four parameters may be expressed collectively by the Stokes vector S written,

in terms of complex fields, as

S =


S0

S1

S2

S3

 =


〈ExE∗x + EyE

∗
y〉

〈ExE∗x − EyE∗y〉
〈ExE∗y + EyE

∗
x〉

i〈ExE∗y − EyE∗x〉

 (3.57)

The first parameter, S0, expresses the total intensity of the optical field whilst the

other three describe the polarisation state. The four elements of the Stokes vector are

connected as follows:

S2
0 ≥ S2

1 + S2
2 + S2

3 , (3.58)

for which the equality is only satisfied for completely polarised light. Equation (3.58)

is important because it allows the classification of the character of the light-medium in-

teraction. For completely polarised incident light, if the reflected/transmitted light sat-

isfies Equation (3.58) as an equality, then the medium is described as non-depolarising

(i.e. the exiting beam is still completely polarised) [31]. Further information charac-

terising the polarisation state may be extracted by analysing the relationships between

individual Stokes parameters. Referring to the polarisation ellipse illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.8, both the azimuth angle ψ and the ellipticity angle χ are defined thus:

ψ =
1

2
arctan

(
S2
S1

)
, (3.59)

χ =
1

2
arcsin

S3√
S2
1 + S2

2 + S2
3

. (3.60)

The ellipticity ε corresponds to the ratio of the major axis a to the minor axis b of

the polarisation ellipse (ε = sfracba). Additionally, with respect to partially polarised

light described by the equality expressed in Equation (3.58), the degree of polarisation
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Figure 3.9: A schematic of the Poincaré sphere. In this representation, all possible
polarisation states can be mapped in 3D via the Stokes vectors. Totally polarised
states lie on the surface of the sphere, whilst partially polarised states lie inside the
sphere. In the x-y plane, the ends of the axes correspond to the horizontal/vertical
(H/V ) and diagonal/anti-diagonal (D/A i.e. +45◦/-45◦) linear polarisation states,
respectively. Along the z-axis, the north and south poles of the sphere represent
right/left (R/L) circular polarised states, respectively. Through the angles ψ and χ
the polarisation state of the point P can also be described using polar coordinates.

DOP can be quantified:

DOP =

√
S2
1 + S2

2 + S2
3

S0
. (3.61)

Using the parameters introduced in Equations (3.57) to (3.61), the polarisation

state can be represented visually through the Poincaré sphere (see Figure 3.9). Here,

S1, S2 and S3 may be interpreted as Cartesian coordinates of a point P on a sphere of

radius S0. Thus, every conceivable polarisation state of a monochromatic plane wave

corresponds to a point on the Poincaré sphere [29].

In 1943 Hans Mueller devised a matrix method for treating the Stokes vectors [32].

An advantage of the Mueller method is that, like the Stokes parameters, it may be

applied to both totally polarised and partially polarised light. Following the interaction

of the incident wave, described by the Stokes vector S, with a polarising medium, the

emergent wave is characterised by a new set of Stokes parameters described by S′. The
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4× 4 Mueller matrix, denoted M, facilitates this transformation:

S′ =


S′0
S′1
S′2
S′3

 =


M11 M12 M13 M14

M21 M22 M23 M24

M31 M32 M33 M34

M41 M42 M43 M44



S0

S1

S2

S3

 . (3.62)

The upper-left element of M, M11, is a gain for unpolarised incident light and it

must hold the inequality M11 ≥ 0. A normalised Mueller matrix (whose elements

mij = Mij/M11) is obtained by scaling the matrix such that the upper-left element is

equal to 1:

Mnorm =


1 m12 m13 m14

m21 m22 m23 m24

m31 m32 m33 m34

m41 m42 m43 m44

 . (3.63)

Consequently, the elements of Mnorm have values between -1 and 1. Just as for

the Jones formalism, the rotation of the coordinate system by the azimuthal angle ψ

(again, positive for a clockwise rotation looking against the direction of propagation)

can be expressed as a matrix multiplication:

M′ = R(ψ)MR(−ψ), (3.64)

where

R(ψ) =


1 0 0 0

0 cos 2ψ − sin 2ψ 0

0 sin 2ψ cos 2ψ 0

0 0 0 1

 . (3.65)

The inequality in Equation (3.58) is important because it allows the classification

of the character of the light-medium interaction. For completely polarised incident

light, if the reflected/transmitted light satisfies Equation (3.58) as an equality, then

the medium is described as non-depolarising (i.e. the exiting beam is still completely

polarised) [31].

For non-depolarising devices, the 2 × 2 Jones matrices introduced in Section 3.5.1

correspond mathematically to the 4 × 4 Mueller matrix representation through the

following relationship:

M = A(J⊗ J∗)A−1, (3.66)
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where J is the corresponding Jones matrix, M the corresponding Mueller matrix, and

A is defined as

A =


1 0 0 1

1 0 0 −1

0 1 1 0

0 i −i 0

 . (3.67)

The Kronecker product (⊗) transforms the 2 × 2 matrices into a 4 × 4 matrix by

multiplication of submatrices component for component. Expressed in terms of the of

the Jones matrix J, the elements of M can be written:

M11 =
1

2
(|J11|2 + |J12|2 + |J21|2 + |J22|2), (3.68a)

M12 =
1

2
(|J11|2 − |J12|2 + |J21|2 − |J22|2), (3.68b)

M13 = Re(J∗11J12 + J∗21J22), (3.68c)

M14 = −Im(J∗11J12 + J∗21J22), (3.68d)

M21 =
1

2
(|J11|2 + |J12|2 − |J21|2 − |J22|2), (3.68e)

M22 =
1

2
(|J11|2 − |J12|2 − |J21|2 + |J22|2), (3.68f)

M23 = Re(J∗11J12 − J∗21J22), (3.68g)

M24 = −Im(J∗11J12 − J∗21J22), (3.68h)

M31 = Re(J∗11J21 + J∗12J22), (3.68i)

M32 = Re(J∗11J21 − J∗12J22), (3.68j)

M33 = Re(J∗11J22 + J∗12J21), (3.68k)

M34 = −Im(J∗11J12 + J∗21J22), (3.68l)

M41 = Im(J∗11J21 + J∗12J22), (3.68m)

M42 = Im(J∗11J21 − J∗12J22), (3.68n)

M43 = Im(J∗11J22 + J∗12J21), (3.68o)

M44 = Re(J∗11J22 − J∗12J21). (3.68p)

Once again, as in the Jones formalism, optical elements can be characterised by

their particular Mueller matrix.
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3.6 Light propagation in birefringent layered media

3.6.1 The refractive index in anisotropic media

Compared with the alternating high RI and low RI layers that comprise the 1D bio-

logical reflectors considered thus far, naturally occurring helicoidal architectures, such

as those encountered in the cuticle of certain scarabaeid species, require a more com-

plex description of the RI. In helicoidal structures, the RI contrast, so important in

determining the intensity with which light is reflected by the structure, is determined

by its birefringence. In beetles that reflect circularly polarised light, for example, the

RI can be described using a uniaxial index ellipsoid [33]. In this instance, the RI is

divided into two components: the ordinary RI (no = ny = nz and the extraordinary RI

(ne = nx).

Consider such a uniaxial index ellipsoid positioned in Cartesian coordinate system

(x, y, z ) with an azimuthal angle φ with respect to the x -axis and a polar angle θ with

respect to the x -y plane. Now, the local dielectric tensor can be written:

ε = Rz(φ)Ry(θ)

n
2
e 0 0

0 n2o 0

0 0 n2o

R−1y (θ)R−1z (φ), (3.69)

where Rz(φ) and Ry(θ) are rotation matrices about the z -axis and the y-axis, respec-

tively. In a liquid crystal layer, for example, the angle θ is identified as the tilt angle

and φ represents the angle between the projection of the liquid crystal director and the

x -y plane (i.e. the twist angle) [29]. In its explicit form, Equation (3.69) is:

ε =

εxx εxy εxz

εyx εyy εyz

εzx εzy εzz

 =

n
2
o + ∆ε cos2 θ cos2 φ ∆ε cos2 θ sinφ cosφ ∆ε sin θ cos θ cosφ

∆ε cos2 θ sinφ cosφ n2o + ∆ε cos2 θ sin2 φ ∆ε sin θ cos θ sinφ

∆ε sin θ cos θ cosφ ∆ε sin θ cos θ sinφ n2o + ∆ε sin2 θ

 ,
(3.70)

where ∆ε = n2e − n2o.

3.6.2 The 4× 4 Berreman method

A more rigorous treatment of the propagation of polarised electromagnetic waves in

anisotropic layered media is typically implemented via 4× 4 matrix formulations such

as those described by Berreman [34] and Yeh [35]. Due to the anisotropy of the indi-

vidual layers that form the twisted morphologies found in CLCs and certain scarabaeid

cuticles, mode coupling arises at the inter-layer boundaries since the incident plane

wave produces waves with different polarisation states. This coupling is not considered
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in 2× 2 matrix approaches. To perform simulations of the optical properties exhibited

by the beetle specimens investigated in this work, the Berreman 4× 4 matrix method

was adopted (for full details see Section 4.4). Here, key aspects of the Berreman method

are outlined following the approach of Scharf [29].

Continuing with the system configurations described throughout this chapter, the

x -z plane is chosen as the plane of incidence. Thus, the dielectric tensor is constant in

the x -y plane and varies only as a function of z. Since the problem is invariant in the

y-direction, it is perfectly acceptable to set all derivatives in the y direction to zero.

Considering an incident plane wave E = E0e
i(k · r−ωt), a requirement of the system is

that this plane wave has the same spatial dependence in the x -direction as the incident

wave, which corresponds directly to x -component of the wavevector k = [kx, 0, kz] in

the incident medium (with RI n0):

ξ = k0n0 sin θ0, (3.71)

where θ0 is the angle of incidence and k0 = ω/c. Consequently, the variation of all fields

in the x -direction is proportional to eiξx and the curl operator may be written as

∇× =

 0 − ∂
∂z

∂
∂y

∂
∂z 0 − ∂

∂x

− ∂
∂y

∂
∂x 0

 =

 0 − ∂
∂z 0

∂
∂z 0 −iξ
0 iξ 0

 . (3.72)

Maxwell’s equations can then be written in the following form:



−∂/∂zHy

∂/∂zHx + iξHz

−iξHy

∂/∂zEy

−∂/∂zEx − iξEz
iξEy


= iω



ε0εxxEx + ε0εxyEy + ε0εxzEz

ε0εyxEx + ε0εyyEy + ε0εyzEz

ε0εzxEx + ε0εzyEy + ε0εzzEz

µ0µHx

µ0µHy

µ0µHz


. (3.73)

By substituting the expression for the curl operator given in Equation (3.72) into the

wave equation, the third and sixth rows of Equation (3.73) form two linear algebraic

equations. In this way, the field components Ez and Hz can be expressed:

Ez = − ξ

ε0εzzω
Hy −

εzx
εzz

Ex −
εzy
εzz

Ey and Hz =
ξ

ωµµ0
Ey. (3.74)

Ez and Hz can subsequently be eliminated from Equation (3.73), leaving four linear,

homogeneous, first-order differential equations for the field variables Ex, Ey, Hx, and
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Hy:

∂

∂z


Ex

Hy

Ey

−Hx

 =



−iω
(
−ξ
ω
εzx
εzz
Ex − 1

ε0εzz
ξ2

ω2Hy + µ0µHy − ξ
ω
εzy
εzz
Ey

)
−iω

(
ε0εxxEx − ε0εxzεzx

εzz
Ex − ξ

ω
εxz
εzz
Hy − ε0εxzεzy

εzz
Ey + ε0εxyEy

)
iωµ0µHy

−iω
(

ε0εxxEx − ε0εyzεzx
εzz

Ex − ξ
ω
εyz
εzz
Hy

+ε0εyyEy − ξ2

ω2
1
µ0µ

Ey − ε0εyzεzy
εzz

Ey

)


.

(3.75)

Denoting the ‘generalised field vector’ on the left-hand side of Equation (3.75) as

ψ = [Ex, Hy, Ey,−Hx], the wave equation for ψ can be written in matrix form:

∂

∂z


Ex

Hy

Ey

−Hx

 = −iω


− ξ
ω
εzx
εzz

µ0µ− 1
ε0εzz

ξ2

ω2 − ξ
ω
εzy
εzz

0

ε0εxx − ε0εxzεzx
εzz

− ξ
ω
εzx
εzz

ε0εxy − ε0εxzεzy
εzz

0

0 0 0 µ0µ

ε0εyx − ε0εyxεzy
εzz

− ξ
ω
εyz
εzz

ε0εyy − ε0εyzεzy
εzz

− ξ2

ω2
1
µ0µ

0



Ex

Hy

Ey

−Hx

 ,
(3.76)

or, more concisely:

∂

∂z
Ψ = −iω∆Ψ, (3.77)

where ∆ is the differential propagation matrix. The elements of this matrix are de-

pendent on several material properties; namely the dielectric tensor of the anisotropic

medium (associated with the directional RI values), the angle of incidence and the

wavelength of light. Following the assumption that ∆ is approximately independent of

z over some finite distance h in the z-direction, Equation (3.77) can be solved numeri-

cally by developing a Taylor series to deliver a generalised field vector ψ in z + h, if ψ

is known in z. This series can be expanded as follows:

Ψ(z + h) =

(
I− iωh

c
∆−

(
ωh

c

)2 ∆2

2!
+ i

(
ωh

c

)3 ∆3

3!
± · · ·

)
Ψ(z), (3.78)

where I is the identity matrix. Equation (3.78) describes the linear matrix relationship

between the generalised field vectors at the interfaces bounding an anisotropic layer

separated by a distance h. Equation (3.78) may be simplified to:

Ψ(z + h) = P(h)Ψ(z) = e
iωh∆/cΨ(z), (3.79)
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where P(h) is similarly denoted as the propagation matrix [36].

3.6.2.1 Reflection and transmission

In order to extract the reflection and transmission coefficients expressed by the Fresnel

equations (Equations (3.23a) to (3.23b)), it is useful to link the 4× 4 matrix approach

to the 2 × 2 matrix methods used to describe the propagation of light in isotropic

media. Consider an anisotropic stratified medium between two semi-infinite isotropic

media with RIs n0 and n2, respectively, where the plane wave impinges on the structure

from the incident medium with RI n0. The components of the incident, reflected and

transmitted E-field vectors, for p-polarised and s-polarised light with respect to the x -z

plane are [Eip, Eis], [Erp, Ers], and [Etp, Ets]. Using the fact that the orthogonal E-

and H-fields are related by n0 and n2, respectively, in the semi-infinite isotropic media

as follows:

Hip

Eis
=
His

Eip
= n0, (3.80a)

Hrp

Ers
=
Hrs

Erp
= n0, (3.80b)

Htp

Ets
=
Hts

Etp
= n2, (3.80c)

then the generalised field vectors of incidence, reflection and transmission can be written

as

Ψi =


Eip cos θ0√
ε0
µ0
n0Eip

Eis√
ε0
µ0
n0Eis cos θ0

 , (3.81a) Ψr =


−Erp cos θ0√

ε0
µ0
n0Erp

Ers

−
√

ε0
µ0
n0Ers cos θ0

 , (3.81b)

Ψt =


Etp cos θ2√
ε0
µ0
n2Etp

Ets√
ε0
µ0
n2Ets cos θ2

 . (3.81c)

Recalling Equation (3.77), it follows that a plane wave transiting adjacent anisotropic

layers in our stratified medium can be described by the field vector Ψ. Equating P(h)

using Equation (3.78) with the matrix ∆ defined in Equation (3.76) for every single
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layer relates the generalised field vectors Ψi + Ψr and Ψt. This yields:


Etp cos θ2√
ε0
µ0
n2Etp

Ets√
ε0
µ0
n2Ets cos θ2

 =


`11 `12 `13 `14

`21 `22 `23 `24

`31 `32 `33 `34

`41 `42 `43 `44




(Eip − Erp) cos θ0√
ε0
µ0
n0(Eip + Erp)

Eis + Ers√
ε0
µ0
n0(Eis − Ers) cos θ0

 . (3.82)

It must be stressed that the material inside individual layers is assumed to be ho-

mogeneous. As a consequence, when considering systems with continuously changing

dielectric properties, the structure must be divided into sufficiently thin layers to per-

form accurate simulations [29]. Following Equation (3.82), and provided that Eip and

Eis are known, a system of four linear equations for the four unknowns Erp, Ers, Etp

and Ets is obtained. Whilst certain simple systems can be solved analytically via the

Taylor series in Equation (3.78), a numerical eigenvalue approach is used more gen-

erally. Finally, the equations for the reflected and transmitted electric fields can be

separated into

[
Erp

Ers

]
=

[
Rpp Rps

Rsp Rss

][
Eip

Eis

]
(3.83a) and

[
Etp

Ets

]
=

[
Tpp Tps

Tsp Tss

][
Eip

Eis

]
,

(3.83b)

where R and T are the Jones matrices for reflection and transmission of the system.

In summary, the 4 × 4 Berreman method facilitates the numerical calculation of the

reflection and transmission Jones matrices of an anisotropic multilayer sandwiched by

isotropic and semi-infinite ambient media.

3.6.3 Optical properties of biological helicoidal structures

In order to put the mathematical treatment outlined above into context with regards to

the biological systems investigated in this thesis, the relationship between the structural

properties revealed using electron microscopy in Chapters 5 to 7 is presented below.

In the review of structurally coloured biological systems presented in the next chap-

ter (see Section 2.6), the analogous optical properties reported for liquid crystals, in the

cholesteric phase, and for biological reflectors possessing a helicoidal morphology, such

as scarabaeid beetle species, is discussed with reference to specific examples. A heli-

coidal morphology may be considered as comprising many thin layers of its constituent

material, chitin for instance, with each successive layer rotated by a small angle with
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: Schematic of the layered composition forming the helicoidal structures
encountered in certain biological photonic systems. (a) The diagram shows the con-
stituent layers through which a helicoid can be constructed, the layers show rotation
through an angle of 90◦. (b) An oblique slice through a system comprising stacked,
successively rotating layers. The section rotates through a full 360◦, corresponding to
the helicoidal pitch length p = 2d. Images courtesy of Ewan Finlayson.

respect the layer preceding it. In this way, a helicoid is established with a period de-

termined by the distance over which the layers have collectively rotated through 360◦.

Where the pitch length of the helicoidal periods is comparable to the wavelength of vis-

ible light, the helicoidal system exhibits the optical behaviour of a Bragg stack. Thus,

at normal incidence, the peak wavelength of the reflection is given by:

λ0 = 2n̄d, (3.84)

where n̄ represents the average refractive index of the helicoid, and d represents half

the helicoidal pitch length p (see Figure 3.10). The range of wavelengths for which this

peak arises is governed by the birefringent RI properties of the constituent material,

with

∆λ = 2(ne − no)d, (3.85)

where no and ne are the RIs for the polarisation perpendicular (ordinary) and parallel

(extraordinary) to the axis of anisotropy, respectively [37].
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3.7 Summary

In this chapter, aspects of the fundamental physical mechanisms and mathematical

treatments applicable both to the biological systems featured in the studies described

in Chapters 5 to 7 and, indeed to many further biological photonic structures have

been discussed. Following a brief introduction to photonic crystal theory, the main

focus of the discussion contained herein regards the basic electromagnetic properties

of 1D biological reflectors. Therefore, much of the chapter deals with outlining the

transfer matrix methods used to describe the reflectance and transmission of light by

systems comprising multiple thin films, as well as the polarisation considerations that

affect the propagation of light in anisotropic stratified dielectric media. In particular

the Berreman 4× 4 matrix approach forms the basis for the simulations performed in

Chapters 5 to 7.
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Chapter 4

Experimental and Theoretical

Methods

As highlighted in the previous chapter, nature presents a miscellany of photonic crystal

topologies giving rise to richly diverse, complex optical effects.

The macroscopic colour appearance of biological photonic systems can, on occasion,

offer clues as to their underlying morphology. In beetles, for instance, rainbow-like

ordered spectral colours indicate the likely presence of a diffraction grating, whilst

iridescent behaviour is indicative of a multilayer structure. In such cases, the optical

characteristics on display are readily observed ‘by eye’. However, a full appreciation of

the physical origins that give rise to a biological photonic system’s optical properties

requires a more intimate knowledge of the ultrastructural architecture. Often, the

insight gained following the decipherment of a system’s spatial organisation dictates the

subsequent experimental approach towards quantifying its electromagnetic response.

From an experimental perspective, characterising the coleopteran specimens stud-

ied in this thesis involved the use of several techniques for performing structural and

spectral analyses, the specifics of which are described herein. Of course, experimental

observations must be considered in conjunction with the appropriate electromagnetic

theory to provide deeper insight into the underlying physical mechanisms that deter-

mine the visual appearance. To this end, the chapter comprises three distinct parts

categorising the structural characterisation, optical characterisation, and theoretical

modelling methods, respectively.

4.1 Structural characterisation

Although a sample’s optical characteristics are chiefly engineered by its ultrastructure,

whose physical features possess dimensions ranging from tens to hundreds of nanome-
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tres, the presence of exterior, micrometre-scale, features and surface topography may

also influence the photonic behaviour. One such example is encountered for the elytra

of the dragonfly Ryothemis resplendens, which possess a wrinkled texture that affects

the direction in which incident light is scattered [340]. The point is further illustrated

by the butterfly Papilio palinurus (see Section 2.4.1) which possesses an array of con-

cavities covering the scales on its wings giving the species a distinctive polarisation

signature [56]. In order to elucidate precisely the specific structural features governing

the optical properties of a system, a range of microscopy techniques may be utilised.

Indeed, depending on the nature of the system being explored, optical, electron and

scanning probe microscopy are all useful experimental tools for analysing biological

architectures effectively.

4.1.1 Optical microscopy

Light microscopy is an invaluable method for conducting optical and anatomical ob-

servations of a system’s external morphology. To examine the biological structures

investigated in this thesis, a Zeiss Axioskop 2 polarising microscope, capable of both

trans- and epi-illumination in bright and dark field, was used. The microscope offers

a selection of objective lenses ranging from 5×–100×, and is further equipped with a

filter turret capable of accommodating polarisers in both the incident and collecting

light paths. A Zeiss Axiocam MRc5 USB camera attached to the microscope, and

operated with Zeiss’ AxioVision software, was used to capture optical images.

The external morphology of coleopteran samples typically possesses a higher degree

of curvature than is encountered in species belonging to other orders. The microscope’s

more powerful objective lenses operate at short working distances and, consequently,

provide a depth of field too shallow to capture the entirety of the framed sample area in

focus. To overcome the limitations imposed by the shallow depth of field, the ‘extended

focus’ feature provided by the microscope’s imaging software was utilised. A series of

images, with the focus adjusted manually in small increments image-to-image, were

captured, and aligned automatically by the software to construct a single, enhanced

image.

The extent to which conventional optical microscopy may be used to interrogate

biological photonic structures is restricted, however, by the Abbe diffraction limit.

Working with light at visible wavelengths, the minimum illumination beam spot radius,

and thus maximum resolution, attainable is approximately 200 nm which, in terms of

observing the sub-wavelength features of the ultrastructure, is a significant constraint.

Full elucidation of a sample’s ultrastructural morphology, therefore, necessitates the

use of more powerful electron microscopy techniques.
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4.1.2 Scanning electron microscopy

Relative to photons of visible light, the de Broglie wavelength of electrons is very

small. Consequently, electron microscopy (EM) is an indispensable tool, enabling the

finer elements of a specimen’s light manipulating ultrastructure to be fully realised.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one such technique, offering high resolution

imaging of the ultrastructure. In order to image a sample, an SEM detects electrons

resulting from scattering mechanisms, both elastic and inelastic, that are stimulated

by focusing an incident beam of high-energy electrons, and scanning this beam across

the sample’s surface.

Since structural colours are typically determined by subsurface structural elements,

it is often desirable to expose a cross-section of the photonic structure. One method

to achieve this is via cryosectioning, although a more controlled method employs SEM

in conjunction with a focused-ion-beam, which can perform precise incisions along

specific directions. A further stage of preparation is necessitated due to the dielectric

materials encountered in biological photonic structures. Dielectrics, by their nature,

cannot ground accumulated charge; they must be sputter-coated with a thin layer

(typically 5–10 nm) of an electrically conducting metal, commonly gold or palladium,

prior to imaging in an SEM. This serves to minimise any build-up of charge on the

sample’s surface. In addition, electrically conducting epoxy resin or silver-DAG was

used to affix the samples to the SEM stub. The SEMs presented in this thesis were

taken using an FEI Nova 600 dual-beam (FIB-SEM) system. Typically, an electron

beam voltage of 10 kV and a beam current of 7.5 pA were used at a working distance

of 5 mm.

4.1.3 Atomic force microscopy

Further to imaging via SEM, the external morphology of a sample may also be examined

in fine detail using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to yield an accurate quantitative

analysis of the surface topography. The general principle of AFM is to lower a finely-

tipped cantilever into close proximity to the surface of a sample and scan the region

of interest. In this thesis, specimens were analysed using a Nanosurf NaioAFM in-

strument in dynamic mode. Here, the cantilever is driven to oscillate at its resonant

frequency approximately 10 nm above the sample’s surface, sufficiently close for tip-

surface interactions to occur. The resultant forces reduce the oscillation amplitude of

the cantilever but feedback electronics act to adjust the cantilever height in order to

maintain a constant oscillation amplitude as the probe scans the sample surface. The

subsequent movements of the cantilever enables the specimen’s surface topography to

be mapped as a 2D image. Since the application of AFM is restricted purely to probing
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the sample’s external morphology, its usefulness in determining the photonic properties

of structurally coloured biological systems is somewhat limited. Additionally, obtaining

high resolution AFM images is a far more time-consuming process compared to SEM

imaging.

4.1.4 Mechanical profilometry

On occasion, the surface morphology exhibits features with near-macroscopic dimen-

sions, yet still requires characterisation at the microscopic scale. One structure that

fits this description is the alveolate elytral topography encountered in the scarab beetle

M. holosericea (see Section 5.5). The individual concavities that cover the carapace of

this species possess dimensions exceeding the operating range of the AFM instrument

described in the previous section (Section 4.1.3) and therefore require an alternative

method. The solution here was to use a profilometer to perform surface metrology, pro-

ducing 1D profiles detailing the specimen’s surface features. The profilometry measure-

ments presented in Section 5.5 were taken using an Alpha-Step D-100 Stylus Profiler,

which provided nanometre resolution of the crests and slopes comprising the alveolate

structure across a series of discrete line scans. The profilometer used here was not

optimised for the 3D portrayal of a sample’s surface relief; the distance between scan

lines was only adjustable via manual control of the instrument’s x-y stage, limiting

the displacement of the scanning probe position in the x-y plane to approximately 50

µm. In this respect, the Nanosurf NaioAFM instrument afforded greater flexibility.

However, due to its maximum scan range of 70 µm, and maximum scan height of 14

µm, the AFM was unsuitable for characterising the alveolate surface structure of the

M. holosericea beetle.

4.1.5 Transmission electron microscopy

AFM and SEM are both extremely effective methods for elucidating any structural

periodicity or patterning present on the outer exoskeletal surfaces of biological pho-

tonic systems. With regards to anatomical investigations of the ultrastructure how-

ever, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is, arguably, the optimum technique for

dissecting the ultrastructure’s key colour-defining properties. Most useful, is the ability

of TEM to distinguish between the structure’s different constituent materials.

As the name suggests, the TEM detects electrons transmitted through ultra-thin

sample slices. These are typically 50–100 nm thick. The occlusion and absorption

of incident electrons by the sample translates directly to changes in image contrast,

effectively capturing ultrastructural information, including intermaterial boundaries,

as 2D cross-sectional images of the 3D structures.
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Prior to imaging, however, biological samples must be prepared via a multi-stage

process that is far more labour-intensive than required for SEM. The TEM images

presented in Chapters 5 to 7 were obtained by adhering to the following ‘recipe’: to

begin, samples were first fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde at 21◦C for 2 hours. Immersing

the samples in an aldehyde fixative creates cross-links that bond soluble proteins to the

cytoskeleton and lends biological tissue additional mechanical stability which helps to

preserve the ultrastructure throughout the entirety of the TEM process. Subsequently,

following rinsing in a sodium cacodylate buffer, the samples underwent a second fixing

stage in 1% osmic acid in buffer for 1 hour – buffering the fixatives serves to eliminate

the risk of osmotic shock which may cause either swelling or shrinkage of the structure.

Post-fixing, the samples were first rinsed in deionised water, then dehydrated through

a graded series of ethanol baths; dehydration is necessary since the resins in which

the samples are embedded are hydrophobic and, also, TEM operates under a high

vacuum. After this, the samples were transferred into propylene oxide for 30 minutes,

before beginning the resin-embedding procedure: samples were immersed in mixtures

of propylene oxide and Spurr resin in 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 ratios for 2 hours each before

spending a further 2 hours in 100% resin. The resin was then replenished and left

to infiltrate the sample’s ultrastructure for a further 24 hours, after which, it was

replenished a second time and the embedded samples were placed in an oven at 60◦C

for 24 hours. In addition to the commonly used hard Spurr resin, a softer variant was

also tested for sample embedding. Although the soft resin simplified the preparation of

samples for cutting, the TEM images acquired using it were not consistently successful

in terms of being able to resolve fine ultrastructural detail. Ultra-thin sections were cut

from the cured samples using an ultramicrotome, then stained using first 2% uranyl

acetate and, second, lead citrate; the former of these heavy metal salts stains proteins

and nucleic acids whilst the latter reacts, principally, with lipids. Finally, the samples

were mounted on a TEM stub and examined using a JEOL 100S TEM instrument.

The heavy metal stains utilised to prepare biological samples for TEM are cho-

sen both for their ability to scatter electrons strongly and to adsorb effectively onto

biological matter. The specimen’s ultrastructure may comprise numerous materials

which each adsorb the stains to varying extents, thus heightening the contrast in elec-

tron density between different regions in the structure and leading to the differential

transmission of the incident electrons by different regions. Consequently, micrographs

display greyscale contrast corresponding to the variation in material chemistry with

darker tones indicating more highly stained, electron-dense, regions and lighter tones

indicating electron-lucency.

In addition to simply imaging the photonic ultrastructures of the scarabaeid species

investigated in this thesis, post-imaging analysis of the TEM images was used to chart
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the distribution of helicoidal pitch lengths within the beetles’ exocuticle. In this respect,

the electron-density related contrast offered by TEM imaging is advantageous. How-

ever, the technique is not immune to artefacts; namely, the shrinkage or compression

of the microtomed cuticle cross-sections [341]. In scarab beetles, Neville and Caveney

provided estimates of the shrinkage incurred by microtomed exocuticle ranging from

6.1% to 10.7% [87].

4.2 Bidirectional reflectance distribution function

For a full appreciation of the light scattering behaviour exhibited by a photonic struc-

ture, the numerous experimental variables which may affect sample illumination and

the subsequent detection of the scattered response must be afforded careful consider-

ation. The ratio between the incident light flux and the reflected radiance, defined

in terms of the solid angles dωi and dωr respectively, for a single surface point is ex-

pressed via the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) (see Figure 4.1)

and provides a formal characterisation of the optical scattering from a reflecting surface

[342, 343]. Further to its spatial dependency, the BRDF is dependent upon both the

light wavelength and polarisation,

Rλ,pol(θi, φi, θr, φr) =
Ir(θr, φr)dωr

Ii(θi, φi) cos θidωi
. (4.1)

The BRDF is, in fact, a simplification of the more general bidirectional scattering-

surface reflectance distribution function which incorporates non-negligible subsurface

scattering as an additional consideration. However, since the presence of subsurface

scattering is typically inconsequential for the vast majority of structurally coloured

biological systems the BRDF, which works on the assumption that light entering the

structure leaves it at the same position, is sufficient [343, 344]. Where biological sys-

tems, which possess a variety of topographies and compositional materials, are con-

cerned, the task of characterising a given structure’s photonic properties across the

entirety of its surface and a substantial range of wavelengths can prove a challenging

and exhaustive process. In real terms, experiments are conducted with a pragmatic

approach, optimised to obtain the required optical data to describe any combination of

a system’s angle-dependent, wavelength-dependent, and polarisation-dependent prop-

erties via the simplest method. For the beetle specimens studied in this work, these

light scattering properties were interrogated using the imaging scatterometry technique

described in Section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.1: The BRDF relates the reflected light Ir(θr, φr) in a small solid angle dωr
to the incident light flux Ii(θi, φi) in a small solid angle dωi.

4.3 Optical characterisation

4.3.1 Microspectrophotometry

The colours displayed by biological samples are frequently highly localised as evidenced

by the numerous examples biological organisms, particularly those with a lepidote sur-

face texture, that deploy additive colour mixing (see Chapter 2). Therefore, the flexi-

bility to be able to isolate individual regions of colour for measurement is particularly

useful. Reflectance microspectrophotometry (MSP) employs the optics in a conven-

tional upright microscope in tandem with an optical fibre and spectrometer to accu-

rately record the reflectance spectra from sample regions as small as 7 µm in diameter

[343].

In order to obtain the MSP measurements presented in this thesis, regions of the

exoskeleton selected for their potential optical interest were removed from the speci-

men and affixed to a glass microscope slide. The region from which the spectra were

measured was selected using the microscope’s viewfinder with the sample’s position

controlled via an x-y stage. Next, an optical fibre was introduced, with one end held

in position using an adapter fitted for the microscope’s eye-piece socket. The opposite

end of the fibre was first attached to a light source in order to pinpoint the exact lo-

cation for which the reflectance was measured. The optical fibre was then connected,
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the optical microscopy and MSP arrangements
used. Light from Source 1, directed by a beam splitting mirror BS1, is focused by the
objective lens (OL; with magnifications between 5× and 100×) on to the sample. Using
a second beam splitting mirror BS2, light reflected by the sample is split between a
camera (Cam) connected to a computer (PC) and, via a mirror (M), the eye piece (EP).
The eyepiece can be connected to either a USB spectrometer (SP, PC) or to a second
light source (Source 2) (to illuminate the area from which the spectrum is measured).
A rotatable linear polariser (Pol) is incorporated into the setup, however, it may be
removed from the reflected beam path. CP filters could be included within a specialised
filter turret, positioned immediately before/after the mirror BS1 to polarise/analyse
the incident/reflected beams, respectively.
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instead, to an Ocean Optics USB2000+ high resolution USB spectrometer to record

the spectral response. Using a range of optical fibre diameters in combination with the

microscope’s selection of objective lenses, the size of the reflectance measurement area

could be precisely controlled.

4.3.2 Circularly polarised spectrophotometry

The principal optical characteristic shared by each of the coleopteran structures dis-

cussed in Chapters 5 to 7 of this thesis is the reflection of light possessing a high degree

of circular polarisation. Each sample’s complete CP response, corresponding to illu-

mination at normal incidence, was obtained by recording four separate CP reflectance

measurements using the experimental setup detailed in Figure 4.3a. Of these four mea-

surements, two correspond to co-polarised configurations that analyse the extent to

which the reflected light retains the same CP handedness as the incident beam. By

contrast, the other two measurements correspond to the cross-polarised states, demon-

strating the structure’s ability to convert RCP light to LCP light and vice versa. The

CP spectral reflectance measurements were made using an Ocean Optics HPX-2000

broadband fibre-coupled light source and an Ocean Optics USB2000+ high resolution

USB spectrometer. In order to minimise wavelength dependence, circular polarisation

was generated using a rotatable polariser, PBS1 (Thorlabs CM1-PBS251), followed by

an achromatic Fresnel rhomb quarter-wave retarder, QWR (Thorlabs FR600QM), ori-

ented at 45◦ azimuth. The Fresnel rhomb imposes a retardation of π/2 via two instances

of total internal reflection. The CP handedness was selected by setting the polariser az-

imuth to either 0◦ or 90◦. Intermediate routing to produce counter-propagating incident

and return fields was performed by a 50:50 beamsplitter, BS (Thorlabs CM1-BS013).

The incident light was focused on to the sample at normal incidence by an achromatic

10× objective lens, L, producing a beam spot with a diameter of ≈ 30 µm. The re-

flected light was collected by the same lens. The return beam was directed through

a CP analyser comprising the Fresnel rhomb and a second rotatable polariser, PBS2.

The system was calibrated against a plane aluminium mirror of known reflectance.

4.3.3 Imaging Scatterometry

Inspired by the approach towards characterising the reflection and transmission prop-

erties of single scales of Morpho butterflies demonstrated by Kinoshita et al. [345], a

novel method to determine the BRDF was developed by Stavenga et al. at the Uni-

versity of Groningen [346]. As discussed in Section 4.2, a complete description of the

BRDF presents an experimental challenge, since it necessitates the measurement of the

full hemispherical distribution of the light reflected by a sample as function of both po-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustrating the experimental setup for measuring the CP
reflectance from samples. (a) Incident white light travelling from the source is first
linearly polarised by Pol such equal amounts of horizontally and vertically linearly po-
larised light are transmitted. The light then encounters the first rotatable polarising
beam splitter PBS1, before being directed, via the beam splitter BS, through the Fres-
nel rhomb (QWR), which imparts a π/2 phase shift to produce CP light. The incident
beam is focused on to the sample by the lens L2. The reflected beam returns along
the same route, passing through the beam splitter BS, a second rotatable polarising
beam splitter PBS2 that serves as an analyser and, finally, the lens L3, before being
recorded by the spectrometer, SP. (b) Illustration of the changing polarisation state
of light passing through the Fresnel rhomb to produce achromatic CP illumination.
The device is oriented at an azimuthal angle of 45◦ so that light entering the rhomb
becomes linearly polarised at 45◦. The dimensions of the rhomb are such that prop-
agating light undergoes two internal reflections, each imparting a phase shift of π/4.
The emerging beam is thus CP.
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lar and azimuthal angles of incidence. The custom-built imaging scatterometer setup,

shown in Figure 4.4a, is designed to overcome this challenge. Unlike microscatterometry

[343], imaging scatterometry (ISM) is guaranteed to capture the entire −90◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦

hemisphere of scattered light, since the extent of illumination and scattering is not

determined by the numerical aperture.

The sample preparation involved prior to performing ISM measurements is minimal.

For optimal results the sample of the biological photonic structure under investigation

should possess the minimal amount of curvature possible. Here, samples were simply

affixed to the fine tip of the tapered end of a glass micropipette using rapid-action epoxy

resin. With the micropipette mounted in a rotatable micromanipulator, biological

samples can be positioned carefully in the first of two focal points, F1, belonging to

an ellipsoidal mirror. Once mounted, the sample surface can be viewed in detail using

camera C1, via an additional half-mirror, between lenses L2 and L3, and a small axial

hole in the ellipsoidal mirror. White light from the selected light source (either S1 or

S2, see Figure 4.4a) is focused on the sample. The aforementioned ellipsoidal mirror

is the heart of the imaging scatterometer; it performs an integral role in enabling the

photographic capture of the BRDF. The hemispherically scattered light is reflected into

the second focal point of the ellipse F2, thus effectively folding the 180◦ aperture of

reflected light into a narrow aperture of about 20◦ [347]. Lens L4 is positioned such

that its front-focal plane coincides with F2 and, consequently, collimates the far-field

scattering pattern produced by the sample. Next, lens L5, positioned in the back-focal

plane of L4, I, focuses the collimated light onto digital camera C2 [343, 346, 347].

Once captured, the raw images undergo post-processing following a routine per-

formed in MATLAB. This converts the raw images into polar plots whilst correcting

for the radial distortion inherent to the ISM setup (this is explained elsewhere [346]).

Additionally, an angular scale is added to assist in interpreting the scattering pattern;

red rings corresponding to scattered angles of 5◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦. An unavoidable

artefact, resulting from the positioning of the sample in the mirror’s first focal point, is

the dark shadow of the micropipette that is observed in the 9 o’clock position of each

polar image.

The imaging scatterometer is a powerful and versatile instrument in that it allows

imaging of the light scattering properties of photonic samples for any given geometry

[347]. Appropriately applied, ISM offers valuable insight into the optical effects that

arise due to the presence of periodic order, quasi-order and disorder within the ultra-

structure, as well as those realised by the sample’s surface texture. Here at Exeter, for

example, ISM has been used to augment studies describing optical characteristics of

Weevil scales (see Section 2.4.3) [138], the subspecies of T. flammea (see Section 2.7)

[256] and the dragonfly R. resplendens [340]. Elsewhere, ISM has been employed ex-
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tensively, including: performing hemispherical Brillouin zone imaging of diamond-type

structures in the weevil E. imperialis [190]; as an imaging fluorometer to image the spa-

tial distribution of fluorescent emission from the wings of papilionid butterflies [348];

to analyse the discrete multilayer structure in the barbules of the feathers of P. lawesii

(see Section 2.4.1) [152]; and, most recently, to examine the filamentary arrays encoun-

tered in the scales of the male peacock spider Maratus splendens [349]. Besides the

light scattering properties of biological photonic structures, ISM has been applied in

other areas of optics. For example, Constant et al. used the imaging scatterometer at

Exeter to directly image the iso-frequency contours of diffracted surface plasmons on

metallic bigratings [350].

As mentioned, the ISM setup features two xenon light sources, S1 and S2, that

are employed independently of one another. The sample illumination conditions can

thus be tailored to optimise the analysis of different photonic structures’ specific scat-

tering properties. The two sample illumination configurations are referred to as the

‘primary beam’ and the ‘secondary beam’, respectively, with the specific merits of each

configuration described in the next two sections.

4.3.3.1 Primary beam illumination

The axial, primary beam, S1, illuminates the object in the first focal point via di-

aphragm D1 and lenses L1,2. The angle of light incidence is thus always normal with

a fixed aperture of approximately 5◦. Therefore, in order to investigate the scattering

behaviour of the sample in response to off-normal incidence illumination, the sample

must be rotated. Adjustments to the sample rotation are implemented via the mi-

cromanipulator on to which the pipette holding the sample is mounted. The narrow

aperture of the primary beam facilitates the precise measurement of the directionality

associated with a biological structure’s colour appearance. Upon rotation of the sample

in the ellipsoidal mirror’s first focal point, its reflectance properties can be examined

in a specular θ − 2θ-like fashion. However, due to the 90◦ opening angle of the mirror,

only specular angles up to 45◦ can be measured.

4.3.3.2 Secondary beam illumination

The secondary beam, S2, illuminates the sample via diaphragms D2−4, lenses L6,7 and

a half-mirror H. Using the secondary beam allows measurement of the light scattering

pattern as a function of the angle of incidence. Light from the secondary source passes

diaphragm D5, located in the front-focal plane of lens L5, which is, via a beam splitter,

confocal with the second focal point of the ellipsoidal mirror. The size of diaphragm

D5 determines the size of the illumination spot at the sample. Diaphragm D4 controls
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Figure 4.4: Imaging scatterometry. (a) Schematic of the imaging scatterometer. the
primary light beam is delivered by light source S1 and the secondary beam by S2.
Cameras C1 and C2 document the near-field and far-field scattering by the object,
which is located at F1, the first focal plane of an ellipsoidal mirror (M). (b) Plot
showing the conservation of co-polarised CP light incident on an aluminium surface,
for several wavelengths, as a function of the angle of incidence. (c) as for (b), but
considering the handedness of cross-polarised CP reflectance. (d) Schematic showing
the handedness of two separate light paths from the secondary light source S2, in-
cident upon a left-handed chiral sample at 20◦ (solid lines) and 60◦ (dashed lines),
corresponding to the LCP-LCP analysis. Blue lines are LCP; red lines are RCP. (e) as
for (d) but for the RCP-RCP analysis. The schematic of the scatterometer in image
(a) is reproduced from Vukusic and Stavenga [343].
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the aperture of the incoming light, which can be changed from 5◦ to 180◦.

In the secondary beam configuration, ISM is a particularly effective technique for

demonstrating the hemispherical reflectance properties of specular mirror-like objects.

For example, Stavenga et al. utilised secondary beam ISM in their study of the Japanese

jewel beetle C. fulgidissima [16], whereby the presence of a 1D multilayer structure was

evident following the brilliant iridescent reflectance captured in the scatterograms. In

this thesis, the application of ISM to the CP beetle specimens was conducted primar-

ily using secondary beam illumination of the sample (see Chapters 5 to 7). Using

this configuration, ISM provides an effective and visually powerful analysis of the co-

polarised CP reflectance up to scattered angles of approximately 45◦. The conserva-

tion/conversion of CP reflectance must be followed carefully since, in addition to the

surfaces of the chiral samples, the light captured in the images undergoes two further

interactions with the surface of the ellipsoidal mirror. The conservation of CP handed-

ness by the ellipsoidal mirror, and the proposed handedness of CP beams interacting

with a specularly reflecting, left-handed chiral sample are shown in Figures 4.4b to 4.4e.

4.4 Theoretical modelling

4.4.1 Transfer matrix method

To compute the electromagnetic propagation and, thus, the reflectance and transmit-

tance properties of biological reflectors exhibiting periodicity in 1D, analytic techniques,

such as the transfer matrix method (TMM), are suitable. The TMM is one of a num-

ber of well-established methods for the analysis of wave propagation through stratified

media [351]. A brief outline of the mathematics underlying the method is presented in

Section 3.3.4 and more extensive treatments are documented elsewhere [12, 33, 351].

For the analysis of reflectance and transmittance from multiple one-dimensional

dielectric reflecting layers, the thickness and refractive index (or permittivity) of each

layer is required. These parameters are used to form a matrix that describes the op-

tical properties of each layer. As Maxwell’s equations require the conservation of the

electric displacement vector across each layer boundary, a treatment of the amplitudes

of forward and backward propagating waves within the structure can be made [352].

By taking the product of all layer matrices, the Fresnel reflection and transmission am-

plitudes are found, which are then used to calculate the reflectance and transmittance

[351]. This method can be utilised for a range of incident angles, for different linear

polarisations, and for absorbing media.

The TMM has the benefit of offering relatively fast calculations when compared with

other methods, such as Finite Element or Finite-Difference-Time-Domain modelling.
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However, its speed comes at the cost of limited applicability to complex structures; the

TMM can only be used for 1D structures without more complex processing methods,

such at the Chandezon method [353]. Fortunately, since the structurally coloured sys-

tems presented in this thesis are mostly well-described by 1D structures, the constraints

of the TMM method are not a problem [352]. Calculations utilising this method were

performed using an in-house code compiled in MATLAB [352].

4.4.2 Modelling anisotropic layered systems

Simulations of the wavelength-dependent CP reflectance from the photonic structures

identified in the coleopteran species presented in Chapters 5 to 7 were implemented

using an in-house code compiled in MATLAB, the development of which formed a

component of the work underpinning this thesis. The model closely follows the 4 × 4

matrix methodologies for 1D anisotropic stratified media described by several sources

[34–36, 351, 354], being most heavily influenced by the work of Berreman [34, 355]. A

notable extension to the referenced matrix methods is the scattering matrix modifi-

cation described by Ko and Sambles [356]. The helicoidal pitch was assumed to vary

continuously throughout the chiral region(s) of the structures investigated, with a res-

olution of 30 sublayers per helicoidal period. The sublayer thicknesses, upon which the

helicoidal structures are built, were measured directly from the TEMs of the respective

species’ exocuticle ultrastructure. Using these raw measurements, initial simulations

of the CP reflectance showed a noticeable blue-shift of the spectral features towards

shorter wavelengths when compared against the equivalent experimental spectra. As

mentioned in Section 4.1.5, it is not uncommon for the extensive preparation process

involved prior to TEM imaging to impose a small degree of shrinkage or compression

upon biological ultrastructures [341]. To estimate the extent of this shrinkage, a rig-

orous analysis, comparing the ultrastructural dimensions of the Chrysina resplendens

scarab beetle, as captured using both TEM and SEM, was performed. The compari-

son between the two EM methods determined that, to correct for the shrinkage of the

structure (see Chapter 7), TEM-based measurements of the ultrastructural dimensions

should be increased by a 9% scaling factor. This value agrees with the 6.1% to 10.7%

reported by Neville and Caveney [87]. For the other beetle specimens investigated in

Chapters 5 to 7, the degree of shrinkage was chosen so that the simulated reflection

spectra corresponded closely to the equivalent experimentally measured spectra. Fur-

thermore, incoherent averaging was incorporated into the simulations to reduce spectral

modulation [232].
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, the experimental methodologies and theoretical techniques used to char-

acterise the photonic structures presented in this thesis have been reviewed. First, the

methods employed to elucidate the important structural features of the beetle species

investigated in Chapters 5 to 7 were outlined. Several different imaging techniques were

used to provide direct information pertaining to the physical dimensions of the sam-

ples’ photonic ultrastructures, including optical microscopy (OM), electron microscopy

(EM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and mechanical profilometry. Alongside these

methods, image analysis was applied to determine and quantify further structural pa-

rameters relating to the surface morphologies of the species discussed in Chapter 5,

and to assist in creating profiles describing the variation in the helicoidal pitch length

throughout the investigations covered in Chapters 5 to 7.

Next, the experimental configurations involved in performing optical measurements

upon the coleopteran species investigated in the proceeding chapters were described.

The beetles’ optical properties were quantified using both microspectrophotometry

(MSP) and circularly polarised spectrophotometry. Furthermore, imaging scatterom-

etry (ISM) was used to capture the entire reflected hemisphere of scattered light for

both narrow-angle and wide-angle illumination.

Concurrent with the experimental approaches to describing the samples studied

in this thesis, theoretical models were developed to help refine understanding of the

optical effects exhibited by CP biological reflectors. Theoretical modelling often proves

an invaluable tool with regards to clarifying the origin of specific features observed

in experimental reflectance spectra. Adjacent to the experimental methods outlined

in this chapter, theoretical simulations illustrate the importance of each structure’s

constituent elements towards determining its photonic properties and, thus, enables a

comprehensive characterisation of its optical signature.
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Chapter 5

Narrowband Helicoidal Reflectors

in Scarabaeidae (Coleoptera)

5.1 Introduction

Published in 1911, Michelson’s first examinations of the lustrous gold Chrysina re-

splendens using a Babinet compensator [77] identified the ability of certain coleopteran

species to reflect circularly polarised (CP) light. Following on from Michelson’s red

letter paper, numerous subsequent studies have given insight both to the physical

mechanisms underpinning this behaviour and the extent to which it is spread across

coleopteran families. The significance of the contributions made by these studies was

reviewed in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.6).

In order to determine whether coleopteran specimens collected for work associated

with this thesis might possess the requisite ultrastructure for producing CP structural

colour, each specimen was examined using CP analysers, consisting of a linear polariser

in conjunction with a quarter-wave retarder. Any subsequent attenuation of the colour

appearance, or alteration in hue, indicates the presence of a chiral structure.

In truth, this task was, for the most part, a simple matter of verification since

expectations were guided following the existing literature, with articles surveying nu-

merous beetle subfamilies proving particularly useful [239]. Thus, emphasis was placed

on first examining species belonging to Scarabaeidae subfamilies where a CP response

was anticipated, whereas, species belonging to other beetle families, such as Curculion-

idae, were examined more in hope rather than expectation of a CP response since,

as discussed in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.4.3), their 3D photonic crystal configura-

tions are not known to exhibit CP reflectance. Among the species in the collection

that were identified as CP reflecting, thirteen are explored in greater detail within

this thesis. All the specimens investigated as part of this work were purchased from
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internet-based collectors/retailers; namely www.insect-sale.com, www.interinsects.com

and www.chaminade-entomologie.com.

This chapter presents a series of investigations that explore the chiral ultrastructures

of several beetle specimens exhibiting a narrowband colour appearance. The featured

specimens belong to three different genera of the Scarabaeidae family, the rutelinid

genera Chrysina and Mimela, and the genus Chalcothea belonging to the subfamily

Cetoniinae. Further to their CP behaviour, the impact of each specimen’s surface

morphology upon its optical properties is discussed.

5.2 Narrowband circular polarisation in the genus Chrysina

The coleopteran species belonging to the Chrysina genus (formerly Plusiotis) are among

the best reported proponents of CP reflection among scarab beetle species. They are

found exclusively in the New World, predominantly in mountainous regions of Mexico

and Central America, with the beetles’ colours apparently tailored to aid crypsis among

the various forested ecosystems across which the individual species are distributed.

While the majority of Chrysina species exhibit various shades of green, others are

coruscating jewels, resplendent in chitin-rich armours of silver and gold. Additionally,

hues of blue, pink and red are observed, in some cases as ‘mutant’ variants of normally

green or metallic coloured species. With respect to narrowband coloured examples,

however, non-green species are very rare and, as a consequence, are very expensive as

collectors items.

5.2.1 Qualitative analysis of sample polarisation

Three beetle species belonging to the genus Chrysina with very similar light green colour

appearances were photographed through CP analysers: C. alphabarrerai (Morón, 1981),

C. boucardi (Sallé, 1878), and C. karschi (Nonfried, 1891) (see Figure 5.1). The species

vary in length between 28 mm and 32 mm and measure 17–18 mm across the breadth of

their abdomens, being slightly narrower across the pronotum. Although the carapace

of each beetle is brightly coloured, the hues are not as lustrous as the mirror-like

gold and silver Chrysina specimens described by Neville [50] and Caveney [238]. At the

macroscopic scale, each of the beetles is easily distinguishable owing to slight variations

in the hue and the texture of their green elytral surfaces: C. alphabarrerai possesses a

series of well-defined grooves running the length of its elytra; the elytra of C. boucardi

have a slightly mottled appearance; C. karschi also exhibits grooves spanning the length

of its elytra, however, these are much finer than those observed for C. alphabarrerai.

The middle column of Figure 5.1 shows how each beetle’s green colour appearance
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Figure 5.1: Photographs of: (a)–(c) C. alphabarrerai, (d)–(f) C. boucardi and (g)–(i)
C. karschi. The photographs illustrate the basic polarised response of the specimens
for the following states: (a), (d), (g) without polarisers; (b), (e), (h) with an LCP
analyser; (c), (f), (i) with an RCP analyser.
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is enhanced upon observation through an LCP analyser. In contrast, the right-hand

column illustrates the change in colour invoked by viewing the specimens through an

RCP analyser instead. Here, the beetles’ green colour is diminished, appearing brown-

green for C. alphabarrerai and C. karschi, and a more reddish-brown in the case of

C. boucardi.

5.2.2 Structural characterisation

5.2.2.1 Optical microscopy

The three Chrysina specimens were examined for similarities in their fundamental CP

reflection properties using an optical microscope in reflection. Furthermore, following

previous descriptions of the green elytral regions of C. gloriosa [37, 219] and C. boucardi

[221], optical microscopy enabled the observation of the specimens’ exterior surface mi-

crostructure. Presented in Figure 5.2, the optical micrographs, as expected, highlight

the accentuated green colour of the specimens when observed using an LCP analyser

(Figures 5.2g to 5.2i). Equally unsurprising, is the diminished response upon observa-

tion using an RCP analyser (Figures 5.2j to 5.2l).

More notable is the surface structure that is elucidated. Each specimen displays an

array of close-packed cell-like features that are predominantly hexagonal in shape, with

a mean diameter of approximately 7–8 µm. Each ‘cell’ a bright yellow centre bordered

by an extremely fine red annulus, with the rest of the cell displaying a bright green

hue. The imaged samples, shown in Figure 5.2, correspond to elytral regions relatively

close to the medial edge of the elytron and approximately midway along its length since

observations of samples from this region are less hindered by the natural curvature of

the elytra. Nevertheless, the geometrical cell patterning was observed to extend over

the entirety of the beetles’ dorsal exoskeleton. Figures 5.2d to 5.2f show the specimen

samples imaged with the microscope configured for dark-field illumination, thereby

assessing the non-specular scattering of light by the samples. In contrast to bright-

field optical microscopy, the dark-field configuration obstructs the central component

of the incident beam so that the sample is only illuminated with light from oblique

angles. With the microscope configured thus, the hexagonal geometry of the cells is less

obvious; light from the yellow ‘nuclei’ is extinguished, as are the bright green inter-cell

borders. Surrounding the, now black, cell centres, however, the samples’ bright green

colour persists and, therefore, it can be inferred that these regions are either slightly

depressed or elevated from the rest of the surface. Referring to the investigation of C.

gloriosa’s surface morphology reported by Sharma et al. [37], which describes the cells

as “seeming to have a conical protrusion”, the latter is assumed to be the origin of the

specimens’ dark-field response.
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Figure 5.2: Optical micrographs of: (a), (d), (g), (j) C. alphabarrerai ; (b), (e), (h),
(k) C. boucardi ; (c), (f), (i), (l) C. karschi. The surface of the specimens’ elytra are
imaged using the microscope’s 50× objective lens revealing a polygonal surface texture
comprising many individual cell-like features. Light reflected from the specimens is
subject to the following analyses: (a)–(c) without CP analysers for bright-field illumi-
nation; (d)–(f) without CP analysers for dark-field illumination; (g)–(i) using an LCP
analyser; (j)–(l) using an RCP analyser. Image exposure times: (a)–(c) 5 ms; (d)–(f)
10 ms (insets 5 ms); (g)–(i) 10 ms; (j)–(l) 24 ms (insets 10 ms). Scale bars (a)–(l) 50
µm.
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Reverting attention to the RCP analysed images (Figures 5.2j to 5.2l), it is interest-

ing to note that the bright yellow centres of the cells now appear a muted red colour.

This explains why the beetles appear brown or red in Figures 5.1c, 5.1f and 5.1i. In

contrast, many other scarab beetles see their colour effectively extinguished upon obser-

vation using an RCP analyser, resulting in a dark brown or black appearance. Whilst

Jewell et al. used confocal microscopy to observe C. boucardi at wavelengths of 514 nm

(green), 543 nm (orange) and 633 nm (red) [221], showing that the perceived yellow

colour of the cell centres arises due to a combination of all three of these colours. This

observation was made without polarisers. The origin of the red colour seen in RCP

images presented here is not immediately apparent following the observations Jewell

et al. made for C. boucardi ; it is possible that some amount of pigmentation, which

would be insensitive to the structural colour properties differentiated via the use of CP

analysers, is incorporated into the ultrastructure.

5.2.2.2 Voronoi analysis

To characterise the extent of the hexagonal order of the cellular surface patterning

displayed by these beetles, Voronoi analysis was used to inform calculations of the

configurational entropy of the arrays. The results of the image analysis applied to

C. alphabarrerai are shown in Figure 5.3. The yellow coloured centres of the beetle’s

cell-like domains were treated as an array of nearest neighbour sites; the boundaries

of the individual Voronoi cells were then assembled by connecting the perpendicular

bisectors of these sites. Whilst the pattern was populated most densely by hexagonal

cells, both pentagonal and heptagonal cells are also observed in the Voronoi tessellation.

The non-hexagonal cells typically occur in small clusters, although a few instances

of isolated individual pentagons and heptagons were observed. The configurational

entropy of a system is defined as:

S = −ΣPnln(Pn), (5.1)

where Pn is the fraction of n sided shapes present in an individual Voronoi diagram.

This equation can be scaled in order to produce scaled entropy values between 0 ≤ S ≥ 1

as follows:

S = −ΣPnln(Pn)

ln(N)
, (5.2)

where N is the number of different n sided shapes present in the Voronoi diagram.

The configurational entropy calculations reveal that a degree of quasi-order exists

in the geometrical surface micro-cell patterns of the specimens, with the value of S
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Example of Voronoi image analysis applied to an optical micrograph
of the micro-cell exterior surface patterning observed for C. alphabarrerai. Image (a)
shows the Voronoi diagram resulting from analysis in MATLAB; image (b) highlights
the population density of different polygon geometries, with pentagons coloured red,
hexagons coloured white, and heptagons coloured blue. Unfilled cells represent un-
bounded regions in the Voronoi analysis.
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calculated to vary between 0.12 and 0.19 across the three specimens investigated here.

In the context of biological systems, this level of quasi-order is quite low. For example,

Pouya et al. calculated a scaled configurational entropy of 0.66 in the blue coloured

scales of the weevil E. magnificus [138] (see Section 2.4.3). Returning to the Chrysina

specimens, in accordance with the findings of Sharma et al. [37], the configurational

entropy was highest for specimen regions exhibiting greater surface curvature. Such

polygonal patterning has previously been described for C. boucardi by Jewell et al.

[221], albeit without formal analysis, and for the green regions of the C. gloriosa ex-

oskeleton by Sharma et al. [37] who propose that the imperfect hexagonal arrangement

creates minimum-energy configurations in response to the exoskeleton curvature [37].

Extending their hypothesis through the analogy with CLC structures, Sharma et al.

suggest that this geometry subsequently leads to the formation of focal conic domains,

which determines the exocuticle structure of these beetles. However, one recent report

on the C. gloriosa species presents a contrasting case, with the authors concluding that

the beetle’s cells demonstrate a concave, rather than convex, morphology [357].

5.2.2.3 Electron microscopy

The underlying ultrastructure of C. alphabarrerai and C. karschi was elucidated us-

ing TEM cross-sections of samples removed from the specimens’ elytra. The primary

motivating factor for obtaining these images was to determine the key physical parame-

ters defining the optical properties of the specimens’ helicoidal morphology. Figures 5.4

and 5.5 show TEM images of the photonic architectures encountered in C. alphabarrerai

and C. karschi, respectively.

First considering C. alphabarrerai, Figure 5.4a shows the entire epicuticle and ex-

ocuticle ultrastructure in cross-section across the approximate breadth of one of the

cell-like surface features. In this instance, the surface of the sample does not appear

to show the conical elevation suggested by Sharma et al. [37]. Instead, the interface

marking the transition from the epicuticle (immediately below the surface) to the exo-

cuticle is significantly curved. Furthermore, this interface also appears heavily darkly

contrasted relative to the rest of the structure. In TEM images, changes in contrast

typically imply a change in material properties. One possibility here is that a thin

layer of pigmentation is located at the epicuticle–exocuticle interface. This is a reason-

able assumption since Figure 5.4a shows that the exocuticle comprises a high number

of lamellae. Recalling the discussion presented in Section 3.4.1, regarding the effect

of increasing the layer number in 1D multilayer structures, the colour appearance of

C. alphabarrerai might be expected to be more metallic (i.e. specularly reflective) based

on its high layer number; the presence of an absorbing layer close to the surface would
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noticeably moderate the reflected intensity.

In its entirety, the exocuticle varies in depth depending on location and the undulat-

ing depth of the epicuticle between approximately 17.5 µm and 18.5 µm. Individually,

the lamellae exhibit undulating curvature that conforms to the profile of the epicuticle-

exocuticle interface; the extent of this curvature becomes gradually less pronounced

deeper into the exocuticle. The exocuticle displays two differently contrasted regions;

the first extends from the epicuticle–exocuticle interface to a depth of approximately

3.5–4.0 µm, and is noticeably lighter in tone compared to the remainder of the exocuti-

cle. Once again, this raises the possibility of varying material composition throughout

the ultrastructure. This change in contrast is shown clearly in Figure 5.4b, with the

curved lamellar structure from the less well contrasted region of the structure shown

in Figure 5.4c.

As discussed in the literature review presented in Chapter 2, the layered appearance

of the helicoidal morphology arises due to the rotation of the chitin microfibrils com-

prising the structure, with individual lamellae representing parallel orientations of the

microfibrils, i.e. a rotation of 180◦, and each pair of lamellae representing the helicoidal

pitch length. The lamellar pitch lengths corresponding to the C. alphabarrerai helicoid

were measured directly from the TEM cross-sections obtained for the specimen, and

are shown in Figure 5.6. This lamellar pitch profile helps to elucidate any variations

in the distribution of helicoidal periods throughout the specimen’s photonic structure.

Figure 5.6 shows averaged lamellar pitch lengths for two sample locations, with 100

lamellae recorded for the first location and 98 for the second, corresponding to 50 and

49 full rotations of the helicoid, respectively. The lamellar pitch length of the C. al-

phabarrerai structure, for the most part, was measured to be approximately 165 nm.

This value for the inter-lamellar distance (i.e. the helicoidal half-pitch) was recorded

spanning the distance between the 10th and 70th lamellae. Between the 1st and 10th

lamellae, the lamellar pitch increases steadily from 110 nm to 165 nm. Generally, the

profiles corresponding to the two locations display good agreement; the most apparent

difference develops for the final 30 lamellae. For the black data set in Figure 5.6, the

lamellar pitch measurement of 165 nm extends for a further 10 lamellar repeats, before

increasing sharply to a lamellar pitch length of approxiamtely 230 nm between the 80th

and 90th lamellae, then increasing with a shallower gradient to a lamellar pitch length

of 250 nm across the final 10 lamellae. In the red data set, the lamellar pitch length

increases with a steadier gradient between the 70th and 90th lamellae, measuring ap-

proximately 240 nm after 90 lamellar repeats, before increasing further across the final

10 lamellae finishing at approximately 300 nm.

The recorded values of the lamellar pitch length for the C. alphabarrerai photonic

structure are not too dissimilar to the ‘dual-pitch’ structure that Jewell et al. described
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: TEM images of illustrating the helicoidal multilayer in the exocuticular
structure of C. alphabarrerai. Image (a) shows a cross-section through the full extent
of the C. alphabarrerai ultrastructure; images (b) and (c) show exocuticle sections
magnified to highlight the specimen’s fine structural detail. Scale bars: (a) 2 µm;
(b)–(c) 1 µm.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Figure 5.5: TEM images of illustrating the helicoidal multilayer in the exocuticu-
lar structure of C. karschi. Images (a) and (b) show the fine ultrastructure of the
epicuticle, and the transition to the helicoidal exocuticle; image (c) shows how the
helicoid exhibits a curved morphology that follows the undulating interface separating
the epicuticle and exocuticle regions; images (d) and (e) show curved helicoid sections
magnified to highlight the specimen’s fine structural detail. Scale bars: (a)–(c) 2 µm;
(d)–(e) 1 µm.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of the lamellar pitch profile detailing the distribution of helicoidal
periods in the exocuticular photonic structure of C. alphabarrerai. Each lamellar pitch
represents a 180◦ rotation of the chitin microfibrils comprising the helicoid, with the
helicoidal periods determining the wavelength(s) reflected by the structure.

for C. boucardi, which stated values of 310 nm and 370 nm for the full helicoidal periods

[221].

Figure 5.5 presents a collection of TEM images displaying aspects of the photonic

helicoidal structure belonging to C. karschi. These images reveal some differences

compared with the structure described for C. alphabarrerai, the most noteworthy are

highlighted in Figures 5.5a and 5.5c. Both images show a surface profile that better

fits the description of conical protrusions reported by Sharma et al. [37]. In agreement

with the TEM images obtained for C. alphabarrerai, the TEM investigation of the

C. karschi ultrastructure also showed noticeably darker contrast along the epicuticle–

exocuticle interface, however, the contrast between different regions of the helicoid

itself was not observed. The lamellar architecture of the exocuticle C. karschi also

displays curvature following the undulation of the epicuticle-exocuticle interface, with

the localised curvature illustrated in fine detail by Figures 5.5d and 5.5e.

5.2.3 Imaging scatterometry

The angle-dependency of the specimens CP colour appearance was investigated us-

ing imaging scatterometry (ISM) with the secondary beam configuration following the

approach outlined in Section 4.3.3.2. The resulting scatterograms are presented in Fig-

ure 5.7. With polarisation analysers absent from the setup, each specimen’s bright

green colour is clearly evident in response to sample illumination ranging from nor-
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mal incidence up to scattering angles of approximately 45◦. For C. alphabarrerai and

C. karschi, the typical iridescent behaviour associated with multilayer photonic struc-

tures is absent (Figures 5.7a and 5.7g); the shade of the green colour captured in the

images does not display strong evidence of a blue-shift towards shorter reflected wave-

lengths. Recalling the lamellar pitch profile of C. alphabarrerai, the deeper section of

the exocuticle exhibits longer helicoidal periods which would give rise to reflection at

longer wavelengths. This effect, in turn, might act to moderate the anticipated blue-

shift when the angle of incident illumination is increased. This effect is clearly observed

for the case of C. boucardi (Figure 5.7d), where a distinctive pink/red hue is realised,

coming into effect just before the circular marker denoting a scattering angle of 60◦.

With regards to C. alphabarrerai and C. karschi, a second potential explanation is that

the iridescence is moderated by the curvature of the lamellae forming the helicoid.

With the imaging scatterometer configured to capture the hemispherical far-field

scattering pattern for the LCP-LCP co-polarised analysis, the specimens’ green colour

is refined with the colours appearing to possess greater chromaticity. These images

form the middle column of Figure 5.7. The symmetric blue and brown fringes at higher

scattering angles are artefacts of the CP analysers. As observed for the unpolarised

images, the LCP-LCP scatterograms display only slight iridescent behaviour. The right-

hand column of Figure 5.7 contains the RCP-RCP co-polarised images. These exhibit

significantly depleted reflection in response to sample illumination ranging from normal

incidence up to scattering angles in excess of 30◦ whereupon muted colours begin to

appear. The emergence of reflected colour at higher angles is attributed to the fact

that the purity of the handedness of CP light is not preserved for scattering at oblique

angles as discussed in Section 4.3.3.

5.2.4 Reflectance spectrometry

Experimental measurements of C. alphabarrerai, C. boucardi and C. karschi were per-

formed following the approaches described in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 – microspec-

trophotometry (MSP) and normal incidence reflectance spectra using a Fresnel rhomb

to achieve achromatic CP analysis. Both approaches have their advantages with re-

spect to the specimens under investigation. MSP is conducted using the microscope

and, especially when using an objective lens with a higher numerical aperture, collects a

greater proportion the non-specular reflection. The alternative experimental setup em-

ploys a Fresnel rhomb to produce and analyse the CP reflectance which affords better

broadband analysis of the CP properties than analysers comprising a linear polariser

with a quarter-wave retarder. However, this approach is optimised for samples whose

reflection is purely specular. Following this, another important distinction between the
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Figure 5.7: Imaging scatterograms captured using the secondary beam configuration
for: (a)–(c) C. alphabarrerai ; (d)–(f) C. boucardi ; (g)–(i) C. karschi. The polarised
hemispherical light scattering distribution is analysed for the following states: (a), (d),
(g) without polarisers; (b), (e), (h) the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration; (c), (f),
(i) RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration. The red circles represent scattering angles
of 5◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦.
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Figure 5.8: Experimentally measured spectra showing the LCP-LCP co-polarised
reflectance for the Chrysina specimens C. alphabarrerai, C. boucardi and C. karschi.
Plot (a) compares the specimens’ LCP-LCP response measured using the setup de-
scribed in Section 4.3.2. Plot (b) compares the specimens’ LCP-LCP response using
MSP (Section 4.3.1).

two approaches is that the MSP measurements are normalised using a white reflectance

standard, whilst, in the Fresnel rhomb setup, the measurements are calibrated using

an aluminium mirror sample. The experimental measurements obtained using both

approaches are shown in Figure 5.8a, for MSP, and Figure 5.8b, for the Fresnel rhomb

setup, and compare the LCP-LCP co-polarised reflectance spectrum for each specimen.

With respect to the MSP measurements, the LCP-LCP co-polarised spectrum for

each specimen exhibits a dominant reflection peak corresponding to a green colour ap-

pearance. Individually, these peaks are centred at 540 nm, 525 nm and 545 nm, for

C. alphabarrerai, C. boucardi and C. karschi, respectively. Similarly, each spectrum

features a secondary peak in the yellow–orange wavelength range; in each case the sec-

ondary peak is displaced by approximately 50 nm with respect to the dominant green

reflection feature. Little difference is observed in the reflected intensity of the C. al-

phabarrerai and C. boucardi samples, however greater reflected intensity was measured

for C. karschi.

The C. karschi specimen also demonstrated the greatest reflected intensity for the

Fresnel rhomb measurements. Although, the TEM evidence is insufficient to support

the hypothesis, a potential reason for this could be that C. alphabarrerai and C. karschi

scatter incident light to a greater extent. For the Fresnel rhomb measurements, the

spectral features located in the 500–550 nm wavelength range are more dominant rel-

ative to the secondary features in the 570–600 nm range. The shape of the spectra
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measured using this setup more closely resemble the measurements of the C. boucardi

specimen reported by Jewell et al. [221].

5.3 Circular polarisation in Chrysina chalcothea

Another member of the Chrysina genus, which exhibits a more metallic, dark green

appearance, is C. chalcothea (H. W. Bates, 1888). By comparison with the Chrysina

species presented in Section 5.2, C. chalcothea is visibly more lustrous, and the shade

of green is notably darker and slightly more coppery. This specimen is slightly smaller

than those investigated in Section 5.2, measuring 25 mm in length and 12.5 mm across

its breadth. Once again, the specimen was photographed with the use both of an LCP

analyser and an RCP analyser to test for a positive discrimination between CP light

with different handedness; the photographs are presented in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9 shows the same basic appearance changes upon being viewed using CP

analysers as was observed for the species discussed in Section 5.2; observing the speci-

men using an LCP analyser noticeably accentuates the green colour appearance which

is significantly decreased upon observation through an RCP analyser. By comparison

with the species featured in Section 5.2 the specimen’s colour appears to be completely

extinguished as opposed to merely diminished, with the specimen changing colour from

green to black instead of brown. From these photographs it may be inferred that

C. chalcothea possesses a different surface morphology compared to the other Chrysina

species studied. To test this hypothesis, the exterior integument of C. chalcothea spec-

imen is examined in fine detail using an optical microscope. The optical micrographs,

presented in Figure 5.10, verify that C. chalcothea exhibits different exterior exoskele-

ton features to the species previously described. The hexagonal micro-cell patterning

characterising the surface topography of the other green coloured Chrysina examples

(Figure 5.2) is absent from the surface of the C. chalcothea carapace. Indeed, the spec-

imen’s surface displays no significant features likely to affect its optical properties in

the same way as, say, C. boucardi.

5.3.1 Structural characterisation

The C. chalcothea ultrastructure was interrogated using TEM in order to elucidate the

fine detail of the anticipated helicoidal architecture. The microtomed cross-sections

of the specimen’s exocuticle are shown in Figure 5.11. The TEM images support the

observation made from the optical micrographs (see Figure 5.10) that the surface of

C. chalcothea is flat and does not possess any features which would be expected to

play an optically significant role. In contrast with the Chrysina species discussed in
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Unpolarised LCP analyser RCP analyser

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.9: The scarab beetle species C.chalcothea photographed to illustrate how
the beetle’s appearance is modified when viewed through CP filters. The C. chalcothea
specimen is shown for the following configurations: (a) without an analysing filter; (b)
through an LCP analyser; (c) through an RCP analyser.

Unpolarised LCP analyser RCP analyser

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.10: Optical micrographs of C. chalcothea showing the surface of the spec-
imen’s elytron magnified with a ×10 objective lens in bright-field epi-illumination.
The basic polarised response of the specimen is illustrated, with the reflected light
analysed for the following states: (a) without polarisers (exposure time: 2 ms); (b)
with an LCP filter (exposure time: 4 ms); (c) with an RCP filter (exposure time: 12
ms (inset: 4 ms)). Scale bars: (a)–(c) 200 µm.
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Section 5.2, the epicuticle, located proximally on the integument surface, is parallel to

the structure’s surface. From the elytral samples prepared for TEM, measurements of

the ultrastructure’s physical dimensions were taken from three separate locations. The

epicuticle region measured between 670–710 nm in thickness, and closely resembles the

epicuticle of the other green coloured Chrysina species with respect to its fine structure.

The dimensions of the individual lamellae comprising the exocuticular region were

measured in order to map the lamellar pitch profile of the CP reflecting structure. The

lamellar pitch profiles corresponding to the three locations are shown in Figure 5.12. Al-

though the number of lamellae recorded was consistent across the three elytral locations

investigated, the total thickness of the exocuticle did show quite significant variation.

The mean thickness of the three exocuticle locations, denoted as ‘loc-1’, ‘loc-2’ and

‘loc-3’ with reference to the lamellar pitch profile, were measured to be 6.85 µm, 7.87

µm and 7.39 µm, respectively. At each location 48 individual lamellae were recorded,

corresponding to 24 full helicoidal pitch lengths. Although the surface topography of

C. chalcothea is relatively featureless, the exocuticle displays several interesting ele-

ments. Referring to Figure 5.12, the first point of note is the scale of the first helicoid,

i.e. the first two lamellae, relative to the rest of the structure. Measuring close to

600 nm in length, the optical contribution from this region of the pitch profile should

be manifested at NIR wavelengths rather than influencing the C. chalcothea’s green

colour. Instead, the specimen’s green colour likely originates from the next portion of

the lamellar pitch profile; the lamellar pitch consistently measures approximately 150–

155 nm across a range of around 30 lamellae. With reference to the literature reports of

the material properties associated with the chitinous chiral structures encountered in

certain scarab species, an average refractive index close to 1.595 [238] might be expected

for the birefringent exocuticle of C. chalcothea. Taking this value in conjunction with

an average lamellar pitch length of 150 nm means that the dominant Bragg reflection

peak from the structure should be centred at 478.5 nm, although this appears too low.

The third portion of the pitch profile shows it to be chirped, namely with increasing

pitch length over the distance of several helicoids. From this observation it may be

inferred that the spectral response of the specimen should exhibit reflection over an

extended wavelength range. Given that the majority of pitch lengths ought to give

rise to a dominant reflection peak at shorter wavelengths, this small chirped region is

the likely cause of the coppery tinge observed as part of the specimen’s green colour

appearance.

Of further interest, is the narrow band of increased contrast in the TEM images

that runs parallel to the ultrastructure surface and is most strongly observed over the

distance spanned by the 6th to the 9th lamellae. This feature is observed consistently

across the three elytral locations that were imaged and does not appear to be a struc-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.11: TEM images illustrating the helicoidal multilayer in the exocuticular
structure of C. chalcothea. Image (a) shows a cross-section through the full extent of
the C. chalcothea ultrastructure; working downwards from the exterior elytral surface,
images (b)–(d) show exocuticle sections magnified to highlight the specimen’s fine
structural detail. Scale bars: (a) 2 µm; (b)–(d) 500 nm.
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Figure 5.12: Lamellar pitch profiles describing the distribution of helicoidal periods
in the Chrysina specimen C. chalcothea. Each lamellar pitch measurement (circles)
represents the distance for which the chitin microfibrils comprising the helicoid rotate
through 180degree.

tural deformation resulting from the TEM preparation process. The lamellar structure

remains clearly resolvable in this region despite the dark contrast, therefore one pos-

sibility is that the dark tone represents the presence of pigmentation which may alter

the material properties of the structure in this region. Typically, more darkly con-

trasted regions in the TEM correspond to regions of increased electron density which

represents a higher value for the refractive index. The presence of pigmentation also

affects the absorption properties of the photonic structure, and the position of this

region within the structure may moderate the contribution to the reflectance from the

helicoids located deeper within the structure close to the endocuticle.

5.3.2 Imaging scatterometry

Elytral samples from the C. chalcothea specimen were mounted in the imaging scat-

terometer and analysed using the secondary beam configuration, whereby the entire

hemispherical far-field scattering pattern is captured in response to being simultane-

ously illuminated for all angles of incidence. Figure 5.13a shows that without polarisers

incorporated into the ISM setup, the reflected colour appears green and changes very

little from normal incidence up to a scattering angle of 30◦. In the scattering region

bounded by the red lines representing angles of 30◦ and 60◦ the reflected hue changes

gradually from green to coral pink. Typically, multilayer structures exhibit iridescence
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which manifests as a blue-shift in the reflected colour as the angle of incidence increases.

Thus, the shift to the coral pink colour observed for scattering angles exceeding 55◦

does not fit simply into this standard behaviour. In this case, the colour change is at-

tributed to the blue-shifting of two, spatially distinct, reflectance peaks. First, the green

reflection that dominates at normal incidence and lower scattering angles is shifted to

shorter more-blue wavelengths; second, the reflectance arising from the longer pitch di-

mensions present in the chirped regions of the lamellar pitch profile, which is confined

to NIR wavelengths at normal incidence, is blue-shifted significantly enough to affect

the observed colour. The secondary beam images shown in Figures 5.13b and 5.13c

also verify the conservation of the handedness of the CP reflectance. For the LCP-LCP

configuration, shown in Figure 5.13b, the green colour observed in the 0◦–30◦ scattering

range is significantly accentuated, with a shift towards a copper colour in the 30◦–60◦

scattering range. The RCP-RCP configuration, shown in Figure 5.13c, illustrates that

reflectance is effectively extinguished for scattering angles up to 45◦, beyond which the

handedness of the CP response is not conserved.

Unpolarised LCP-LCP RCP-RCP

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.13: Imaging scatterograms captured using the secondary beam configura-
tion for C. chalcothea. Image (a) shows the far-field scattering response for no analysis
of the polarisation state. Images (b) and (c) show the hemispherical scattering be-
haviour for the LCP-LCP and RCP-RCP co-polarised configurations, respectively.
The red circles represent scattering angles of 5◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦.

5.3.3 Reflectance spectrometry

Given the comparatively smooth surface topography of C. chalcothea relative to the

other Chrysina specimens investigated in Section 5.2, the experimental setup described

in Section 4.3.2 was employed to measure the spectral response of C. chalcothea. Via

this setup, which utilises a Fresnel rhomb to both produce and analyse CP light, both
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the co-polarised and the cross-polarised components of the total CP response were mea-

sured. The CP reflectance measurements are shown in Figure 5.14a. In discussing the

TEM-based measurements of the helicoidal periods (see Figure 5.12), it was anticipated

that the LCP-LCP co-polarised reflectance would feature a dominant short-wavelength

peak arising from the high proportion of the ultrastructure exhibiting a lamellar pitch

length of 150–155 nm, i.e. a helicoidal pitch 300–310 nm. This is indeed the case, with

the highest intensity spectral feature in the LCP-LCP component peaking at a wave-

length of 530 nm. Moving towards longer wavelengths, a series of oscillatory peaks are

observed extending into the NIR wavelength regime. Therefore, C. chalcothea, strictly

speaking, displays broadband CP optical behaviour; however, the intensity of these

broadband oscillations is approximately 50–60% of the magnitude of the dominant

short-wavelength feature. This profile explains the origin of the coppery tinge to the

specimen’s otherwise green colour appearance. Beyond a wavelength of 750 nm, the

oscillatory behaviour disappears and the reflected intensity increases into the NIR up

to a wavelength of 850 nm, marking the long-wavelength limit of the range investigated.

This behaviour is ascribed to the relatively large dimension of the helicoid’s first period.

The oscillatory nature of the broadband reflectance extending from 500–750 nm can

also be attributed to the presence of long lamellar pitch lengths located immediately

following the epicuticle; over the first few rotations of the helicoid, the declivity in

the helicoidal pitch length establishes a resonant microcavity in conjunction with the

acclivity in pitch length encountered much deeper in the exocuticle (see Figure 5.11a).

This valley-like profile of the helicoidal pitch distribution gives rise to resonant Bragg

modes within the reflectance band. This interference results from light interacting with

approximately equal pitch length dimensions at different depths within the helicoidal

structure.

Both cross-polarised configurations give rise to an approximately flat spectral re-

sponse across the full range of wavelengths investigated, with an oscillatory ‘ripple’

complimenting the peak positions observed in the LCP-LCP co-polarised setup. The

intensity of this response is relatively low (≈ 4%) and originates from a Fresnel-type

reflection from the epicuticle layer separating the exterior surface from the start of

the helicoidal exocuticle. The flat profile of the cross-polarised response is reproduced

in simulations by ascribing the epicuticle a RI value equal to the mean of the un-

derlying birefringent helicoid. Unsurprisingly, the spectral response corresponding to

the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration is negligible across the full wavelength range

investigated.

The lamellar pitch dimensions obtained following the TEM image analysis were

implemented via the modelling methodology outlined in Section 4.4.2. Initial mod-

elling showed a blue-shift in the reflection features relative to the experimental spectra
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Figure 5.14: Measurements and simulations of the circularly polarised reflectance
spectra corresponding to the scarab beelte C. chalcothea. Plot (a): experimentally
measured spectra showing both co-polarised and the cross-polarised components of the
CP reflectance for C. chalcothea. Plot (b): the experimentally measured LCP-LCP
co-polarised component shown alongside the equivalent modelled spectrum calculated
using the lamellar pitch profile data measured from TEM images. Plot (c): examina-
tion of the variation in the LCP-LCP spectral profile in response to moving the beam
spot across the elytral sample.
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displayed in Figure 5.14a. To account for this, a scaling factor of 7% was applied to

the lamellar pitch values to negate the effects of any TEM shrinkage that may have

occurred during the sample preparation process (see Section 4.4.2). The resulting sim-

ulated LCP-LCP component of the reflectance is presented on the same axes as the

experimental spectral profile in Figure 5.14b. Applying the modification described

above, a favourable agreement is reached between the position of the spectral features.

However, other elements of the experimental data proved more difficult to replicate,

principally, the intensity of the dominant short-wavelength peak. The discussion of the

TEM images obtained for the C. chalcothea specimen (see Figure 5.11) made reference

to the dark band of contrast located across the cuticle depth spanned, approximately,

by the 6th to the 9th lamellae. Whilst factoring in increased absorption to this region of

the modelled structure lead to attenuation of the dominant green-wavelength peak, the

broadband oscillations observed for longer wavelengths were also depleted. Previous

investigations into the broadband metallic colours of other rutelinid specimens have

reported the significant role played by the presence of uric acid in the exocuticle struc-

ture, which serves to increase the birefringence of the helicoid [50, 238, 358–360]. As

a consequence, the effect of increasing the birefringence in the for the longer helicoidal

periods was investigated. However, a compromise satisfying all features of the spectral

profile has not yet been achieved.

Finally, the experimental measurements were repeated to investigate the consistency

of the LCP-LCP reflected spectrum in response to moving the beam spot across the

specimen’s surface. These results are displayed in Figure 5.14c, and show the spectral

profile to be remarkably robust to varying the location of illumination, with only slight

changes in the depth and positions of the oscillatory peaks observed.

5.4 Circular polarisation in Chalcothea smaragdina

First described in 1833 by the French entomologists Gory and Percheron in their

“Monographie des Cétoines” [361], Chalcothea smaragdina is a species of scarab beetle

belonging to the subfamily Cetoniinae, and native to the Indonesian island of Suma-

tra. C. smaragdina exhibits a metallic green colour appearance across all sections of

its external morphology and, like other species belonging to the Chalcothea genus, is

recognisable by the strongly defined contours that shape the pronotum and elytra (see

Figure 5.15). Relative to other scarab genera, Chalcothea species have a proportionately

elongated body shape; the total length of the specimens measured during this investi-

gation was approximately 30 mm, with the elytra measuring approximately 18 mm at

their longest point; at their broadest point, the specimens measure approximately 13

mm.
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Unpolarised LCP analyser RCP analyser

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.15: The scarab beetle species C. smaragdina photographed to illustrate how
the beetle’s appearance is modified when viewed through CP filters. The C. smarag-
dina specimen is shown for the following configurations: (a) without an analysing
filter; (b) through an LCP analyser; (c) through an RCP analyser.

The simple observation of C. smaragdina using CP analysers provides the first qual-

itative assessment of the specimen’s CP signature. Figure 5.15 shows three photographs

that illustrate the change in the colour appearance of C. smaragdina in ambient light-

ing conditions when viewed using an LCP filter (Figure 5.15b) and an RCP filter (Fig-

ure 5.15c). As a result, it is immediately obvious that C. smaragdina exhibits the CP

response typical of the vast majority of biological CP reflectors, namely the reflection

of left-handed CP light exclusively.

Upon being viewed through an RCP analyser, the green colour normally observed

for C. smaragdina is terminated to stark effect. In this respect, C. smaragdina more

closely resembles the behaviour dispalyed by C. chalcothea (Figure 5.9), rather than

the Chrysina specimens possessing hexagonal surface patterning (Figure 5.1). As a

consequence, C. smaragdina is anticipated to possess a relatively featureless surface

topography akin to that observed for C. chalcothea.

5.4.1 Structural characterisation

5.4.1.1 Optical microscopy

Optical micrographs were taken to investigate the surface morphology of C. smaragdina

in greater detail, with the resulting images presented in Figure 5.16. The polarised im-
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(a) Unpolarised – Bright-field (b) Unpolarised – Dark-field

(c) LCP analyser (d) RCP analyser

Figure 5.16: Optical micrographs of an elytral sample belonging to C. smaragdina
captured using the microscope’s 50× objective lens for the following configurations: (a)
unpolarised bright-field illumination; (b) unpolarised dark-field illumination; (c) with
the reflected light analysed using an LCP filter; (d) with the reflected light analysed
using an RCP filter. Image exposure times: (a) 2ms; (b) 8 ms; (c) 6 ms (d) 12 ms.
Scale bars: (a)–(d) 50 µm.

ages exhibit the CP behaviour typically associated with certain scarab species; with the

reflected light analysed using an LCP analyser C. smaragdina’s metallic green colour is

noticeably accentuated, whilst the same analysis repeated using an RCP analyser leads

to the reflected intensity being significantly suppressed. Rather than the featureless ex-

oskeletal exterior observed for the carapace of C. chalcothea, the elytra and pronotum

of C. smaragdina are decorated with a network of interconnected, elongated domains

that are non-uniform in their shape.

The clearest indicator that this surface texture affects C. smaragdina’s light scat-

tering properties is provided by Figure 5.16b, which displays the specimen’s surface

imaged using dark-field optical microscopy. Oblique angle illumination of the specimen

surface results in the green light reflected from the interior of the domains, observed

in bright-field observations (Figure 5.16a), disappearing. The net-like surface pattern-

ing bordering the domains, on the other hand, retains its green colour, implying that

this surface morphology scatters incident light to high angles. Further exploration of

the ventral exoskeleton, reveals that this net-like surface patterning is not confined

solely to the specimen’s dorsal exoskeleton, as evidenced by the optical micrographs
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(a) Unpolarised – Bright-field (b) Unpolarised – Dark-field

(c) LCP analyser (d) RCP analyser

Figure 5.17: Optical micrographs of a ventral sclerite sample belonging to C. smarag-
dina captured using the microscope’s 50× objective lens for the following configura-
tions: (a) unpolarised bright-field illumination; (b) unpolarised dark-field illumination;
(c) with the reflected light analysed using an LCP filter; (d) with the reflected light
analysed using an RCP filter. Image exposure times: (a) 2ms; (b) 4 ms; (c) 6 ms (d)
6 ms. Scale bars: (a)–(d) 50 µm.
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shown in Figure 5.17. Upon initial observation, the ventral surface patterning appears

to demonstrate a higher degree of periodicity compared to the dorsal exoskeleton re-

gions, with a more pronounced ‘zig-zag’ geometry reducing the elongated rectangular

profile exhibited by many of the dorsal domains. Similarly interesting was the fact

that, despite appearing the same colour as the dorsal exoskeleton at the macroscopic

scale, the ventral exoskeleton regions displayed a higher proportion of yellow, orange

and red colours when imaged in the magnified detail afforded by the microscope’s ob-

jective lenses. Observation of the ventral surface structure using the microscope’s 50×
objective showed that the domain interiors reflect light at green wavelengths similar

to the dorsal regions investigated, with the red colouring principally attributed to the

surface patterning. However, when examined using dark-field illumination, the ventral

structure resembles its dorsal equivalent by virtue of scattering green light in response

to illumination at oblique angles with the colour erased from the domain interiors.

5.4.1.2 Atomic force microscopy

In order to shed further light on the precise morphology of the C. smargadina sur-

face structure, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed to map the relief of the

specimen’s dorsal and ventral integument. The AFM measurements are summarised in

Figure 5.18. The elytral and ventral samples both exhibited surface roughness reminis-

cent of blaze grating structures, which have been identified in other biological reflectors

[161, 362]. Unlike the scarab beetles investigated by Xu et al. [161], when qualitative

observations were made of C. smaragdina under ‘bright’ illumination, no signs indicat-

ing the presence of diffracted orders were observed. However, it should be noted that

the surface structure identified for C. smaragdina is less ordered and, furthermore, the

periodicity of the C. smaragdina surface features varied greatly, ranging from approxi-

mately 4–7 µm.

5.4.1.3 Electron microscopy

Further interrogation of the C. smaragdina surface topography was undertaken using

electron microscopy techniques. Figure 5.19 shows SEM images obtained for an elytral

sample of the C. smaragdina specimen. The SEM images support observations of the

net-like surface pattern observed in optical micrographs of the surface (Figure 5.16).

Compared to the AFM measurements, both the optical micrographs and the SEM

images suggest that the periodicity of the surface features, generally, ranges from 4.00–

5.50 µm, deviating only where the elongated domains interconnect.

TEM analysis provided an invaluable tool for resolving the structural features of

C. smaragdina. Images relating to various aspects of the specimen’s structure are
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Figure 5.18: AFM measurements of the surface topography observed for Chalcothea
smaragdina. The featured sample corresponds to an elytral location close to the ge-
ographic centre of an elytron. Plots (a) and (b) present line profiles of the surface
topography corresponding to AFM measurements of elytral and ventral samples, re-
spectively; the surface profiles show a similar morphology to that exhibited by blaze
grating structures. Plot (c) provides a 3D representation of the surface morphology
measured for the elytral sample.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.19: SEM images showing the quasi-periodic surface striations observed for
the cetoniinine scarab beetle Chalcothea smaragdina. Scale bars: (a) 30 µm; (b) 5 µm.

collated in Figure 5.20. With regards to the surface topography, TEM analysis of

the ‘blaze’ features showed some distinct differences compared to the grating struc-

tures characterised in lepidopteran species [362–364]. For instance, lepidopteran grat-

ing structures typically protrude from the surface to a greater extent, and may have

nanoscale periodic structuring on the protrusions from their lepidote elytra which pro-

duce interference effects. It transpired that the surface profile of C. smaragdina, shown

in Figure 5.20a, display a similar, but not identical, topography to that observed in

TEMs presented by Xu et al. for other scarab beetle species which do exhibit diffractive

optical properties [161]. Figure 5.20a represents the surface topography observed for a

sample from the specimens ventral sclerites. Additional images are presented in Chap-

ter A. For samples belonging to the specimen’s elytra, the surface structure was not

observed with any consistent periodicity. In addition, the observed features appeared

to have potentially suffered some damage during the sample preparation process; in

some cases the surface features appeared to have become completely detached from the

elytron.

The TEM analysis also provided structural information concerning the lamellar ul-

trastructure of the specimen’s exocuticle. The helicoids encountered in the exocuticle

structures of the elytral and ventral samples, were found to be very similar; the to-

tal mean thickness of the exocuticle was measured to vary between 10 µm and 11 µm

across all the locations for which measurements were made. Elytral samples were found

to comprise 68–70 lamellar repeats, whilst ventral samples possessed between 68 and

74 lamellar repeats. The entirety of the cuticle structure is encapsulated in the cross-

sections shown in Figures A.1b and A.1c. These images correspond to samples from
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.20: TEM images illustrating the helicoidal multilayer and surface topogr-
pahy of the photonic structure of C. smaragdina. Images (a) shows the quasi-periodic
surface patterning exhibited by the C. smaragdina specimen; image (b) displays a
large cuticle cross-section that provides a sense of the surface structure and broader
lamellar profile; image (c) show the full extent of the helicoidal multilayer across the
breadth spanning a single period of the surface pattern; image (d) shows a highly
magnified section of the C. smaragdina helicoid in finer detail. Scale bars: (a) 2 µm;
(b) 10 µm; (c) 3 µm; (d) 500 nm.
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the ventral exoskeleton and, as in the green specimens from the genus Chrysina, the

exocuticle ultrastructure appears to be contrasted differently at different depths within

the helicoid. For the C. smaragdina images, greater contrast between the individual

lamellae is observed for a depth spanned by the 15–20 deepest lamellar pitch lengths

located immediately preceding the interface to the endocuticle. Incidentally, this ob-

servation was not repeated when imaging the elytral samples. Figure A.1d, displays

the fine detail of the helicoidal structure and, also, highlights the slight curvature of

the helicoid. As observed previously, in the TEM images obtained for the C. alphabar-

rerai and C. karschi specimens, the curvature within the exocuticle appears to stem

from undulations in the epicuticle layer governed by the surface topography. How-

ever, this if significantly less pronounced within the C. smaragdina photonic structure.

Lamellar pitch profiles detailing the helicoidal half-periods were constructed for both

the elytral and ventral exocuticle following measurements from the TEM images. The

measurements are presented in Figure 5.21.

There are no striking differences between the lamellar pitch profiles for the two

exoskeletal regions. Both the elytral samples (Figure 5.21a) and the ventral samples

(Figure 5.21b) show the dimensions of the helicoidal pitch to remain relatively constant

throughout the exocuticle structure. The profiles are not flat; moreover they undulate

throughout the depth of the exocuticle, with the lamellar pitch lengths increasing and

decreasing by approximately 5–10 nm relative to an average pitch length. Compared

to the other specimens investigated thus far, the lamellar pitch values measured for

C. smaragdina, exhibit greater variation between measurement locations. The reason

for this is not clear since, individually, samples from the elytral and ventral regions were

part of the same batch of samples prepared for imaging via TEM. The mean helicoidal

pitch length of the elytral samples was measured to be 160 nm, with the ventral samples

possessing a slightly longer mean helicoidal pitch length, measuring 165 nm.

5.4.2 Imaging scatterometry

The scattering effects arising from the surface topography described in the previous

section for the C. smaragdina specimen were investigated using ISM. Imaging scat-

terograms capturing the hemispherical far-field scattering pattern for both the elytral

and ventral specimen regions, with the imaging scatterometer employed in its primary

beam configuration, are shown in Figures 5.22a and 5.22b, respectively. In this config-

uration, the samples are illuminated through a small hole in the back of the ellipsoidal

mirror. For the scatterograms shown in Figure 5.22, the samples were oriented so

that illumination was incident normal to the sample surface. In addition, the primary

beam scattering patterns presented here were obtained exclusive of polarisers. Using
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Figure 5.21: Lamellar pitch profiles describing the distribution of helicoidal periods
in C. smaragdina. Plot (a) shows measurements obtained from TEM cross-sections
of elytral samples. Plot (b) shows measurements obtained from TEM cross-sections
of ventral samples. Each lamellar pitch measurement (circles) represents the distance
for which the chitin microfibrils comprising the helicoid rotate through 180◦.
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Elytron Sternite

(a) (b)

Figure 5.22: ISM results obtained for C. smaragdina, showing the far-field scattering
arising following illumination of (a) the elytral, and (b) the ventral exoskelton using
the imaging scatterometer in the primary beam configuration.

an aperture, a small beam spot with a diameter of approximately 25 µm was used to

interrogate the surface. The captured far-field scattering pattern for the elytral sample

of C. smaragdina was found to be highly directional, as evidenced by the diagonal line

of green reflected light. The scattering pattern is documented as a set of green coloured

fringes. The scattering directionality was observed to be sensitive to the orientation

of the sample; moving the location of the incident beam spot over the sample surface

resulted in the diagonal scattering pattern rotating about the optic axis. On occasion,

the scattering pattern split into two sets of, approximately symmetric, fringes about

the image centre.

Shown in Figure 5.22b, the scattering pattern arising due to primary beam illumi-

nation of the C. smaragdina specimen’s ventral sample exhibited similar behaviour to

the elytral sample. Once again, the scattering pattern displayed strong directionality

and was sensitivity to sample orientation. The scattering pattern appears to resemble

multiple scattering patterns of the type recorded for the elytral sample; this series of

diagonal scattering patterns, all crossing at the image centre, results in the pattern

fanning outwards for higher scattering angles. As a consequence, the scattering profile

somewhat resembles a bow-tie shape. The scattering demonstrates strong symmetry

about the optic axis, with orange light scattered by the sample up to angles of approx-

imately 20–25◦, and intense green light observed for scattering angles ranging from

30–60◦.
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Figure 5.23: Imaging scatterograms showing the far-field scattering from samples of
C. smaragdina corresponding to secondary beam illumination. Images (a)–(c) corre-
spond to a sample removed from the specimen’s elytron; images (d)–(f) correspond to
a sample removed from one of the specimen’s ventral sternites. The polarised hemi-
spherical light scattering distribution is analysed for the following states: (a), (d)
without polarisers; (b), (e) the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration; (c), (f) RCP-
RCP co-polarised configuration. The red circles represent scattering angles of 5◦, 30◦,
60◦ and 90◦.

Scatterograms of both C. smaragdina samples with the imaging scatterometer

utilised in its secondary beam configuration are displayed in Figure 5.23. An intense

green reflected colour dominates the unpolarised images for both samples. The area

of sample illumination is larger for the secondary beam configuration and, therefore,

achieving a small enough beam spot to isolate the yellow and red coloured regions of

the ventral sample (see Figures 5.17a and 5.17c) is not viable in this instance; as a re-

sult, the green colour dominates. The scattering properties originating from the surface

morphology lead to both samples demonstrating only weak iridescence, with a notice-

able blue-shift observed close to a scattering angle of 60◦. Analysed for the LCP-LCP

co-polarised setup shows, unsurprisingly, heightened green CP colour, following the be-

haviour expected of a left-handed chiral structure. The depletion of reflected colour in

the RCP-RCP scatterograms (see Figures 5.23c and 5.23f) is, likewise, expected. Rel-
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ative to the specimens investigated in Section 5.2, the image region for which reflected

colour is extinguished appears to extend to higher scattering angles, with an absence of

reflected colour recorded at least as far as scattering to an angle of 60◦. However, the

certainty with which this observation is asserted is limited since the blue and brown

artefacts of the analyser disrupt the high-angle observation.

5.4.3 Reflectance spectrometry

The LCP-LCP co-polarised reflectance exhibited by the C. smaragdina specimen was

measured using MSP, since this technique enabled CP measurements to be taken, whilst

collecting a greater amount of the scattered light than the method described in Sec-

tion 4.3.2. Figure 5.24 presents the LCP-LCP co-polarised spectra for three samples of

the C. smaragdina specimen, one elytral (Figure 5.24a), and two ventral (Figures 5.24b

and 5.24c), with the spectral profile tracked across a 500 µm distance of the samples’

surfaces.

The MSP measurements obtained for the elytral sample show a principal spectral

feature centred at a wavelength of 560 nm, accompanied by a lower intensity peak

at 595 nm. These features merge at a lower intensity with the base of the combined

LCP-LCP spectral profiles spanning a width of approximately 60 nm (550–610 nm).

The measurements of the ventral sample presented in Figure 5.24b, which correspond

to the ventral sample imaged in Figure 5.17, for the most part exhibit a near identical

LCP-LCP reflectance spectrum to the elytral sample. The only notable deviation

results from changing the location of sample illumination. Of the ten spectra presented

in Figure 5.24b, the first six, which cover a distance of approximately 275 µm are

relatively uniform. The seventh measurement shows the first change, with the 565 nm

peak becoming more rounded at their maximum and the intensity slightly reduced.

Spectra nine and ten display further changes with a low intensity short-wavelength

feature extending the bandwidth of this LCP-LCP response. The other ventral sample

investigated here corresponds to an area of the sample that appeared unusually orange-

red in colour relative to the rest of the specimen. MSP measurements for this sample

are shown in Figure 5.24c. Relative to the other C. smaragdina samples, the twin peak

profile is less apparent, with the long-wavelength response giving the spectral profile

an asymmetric appearance with only a single peak observed. This peak is centred at

595 nm, with the wide base of the feature extending from 550–635 nm.

Recalling the lamellar pitch profiles presented in Figure 5.21, the position of the

reflectance features measured using MSP are satisfied only by the maximum pitch

lengths obtained from the TEM analysis. Assuming a mean RI of approximately 1.595

[238], Bragg reflection peaks at 565 nm and 595 nm are satisfied by helicoidal periods
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of ≈ 354 nm and 373 nm, respectively, corresponding to lamellar pitch lengths of 177

nm and 186.5 nm. Quite possibly the TEM preparation process is responsible for a

degree of shrinkage within the samples, affecting the lamellar pitch values measured

from the TEM cross-sections.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.24: MSP measurements showing the consistency of the LCP-LCP normal
incidence reflectance for (a) elytral and (b)–(c) ventral exoskeleton samples obtained
from C.smaragdina, as the position of the illuminating beam spot is moved across the
sample surface.
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5.5 Circular polarisation in Mimela holosericea

The genus Mimela, like Chrysina, forms part of the Rutelinae subfamily of Scarabaei-

dae. The specimens examined in this thesis were collected in South Korea, however,

species of Mimela may be found spread across Asia from Russia to Vietnam and Cam-

bodia, whilst a few species are also native to Europe. Mimela holosericea (Kirby, 1825),

photographed in Figure 5.25, is an emerald green coloured species measuring from 15–

18 mm in length and 9–10 mm across the breadth of its abdomen. The beetle displays a

metallic lustre and, at the macroscopic scale, the majority of the elytra and the prono-

tum appear decorated with an array of pinprick sized dots. Each elytron possesses four

smooth-looking ridges running the length of the elytron, the first and last of which

border the medial and lateral edges of the elytron. The medial ridge, located along

the centre of the specimen’s body, is visibly the broadest of these ridges, all of which

display a more coppery hue by comparison with the dotted regions. The beetle’s legs

and the ventral regions of the thorax and the sternites are iridescent, changing colour

from red to green in response to increasing the angle of observation away from normal.

The mesothorax is velutinous, with the white hairs far more sparsely located over the

sternites, and all the ventral regions lack the pinprick texture observed on the elytra

and pronotum.

A rudimentary assessment of M. holosericea’s LCP and RCP optical properties was

carried out following the same procedure performed in Sections 5.2 to 5.4. Photographs

documenting the beetle’s appearance in an unpolarised state, and when viewed using

both LCP and RCP analysers are presented in Figure 5.25. Unsurprisingly, upon ob-

servation with an LCP analyser, the purity of M. holosericea’s green colour appearance

is refined, whilst observation with an RCP analyser renders the beetle’s colour almost

black, with the extinction unaffected by the curvature of the beetle’s exoskeleton. This

response mirrors the observations described for both C. chalcothea and C. smaragdina.

5.5.1 Structural characterisation

5.5.1.1 Optical microscopy

A closer look at the foveate integument of the M. holosericea elytra and pronotum was

facilitated by the use of optical microscopy. Beginning by studying the surface mor-

phology under bright-field illumination, Figure 5.26a shows an elytral sample obtained

from close to the medial elytron edge. Upon initial observation, the surface topogra-

phy of M. holosericea displays apparently similar structural features to the Chrysina

specimens investigated in Section 5.2; the surface is punctuated by an array of cell-like

features. In contrast to the Chrysina specimens, however, these cell-like features are
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Unpolarised LCP analyser RCP analyser

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.25: The scarab beetle species M. holosericea photographed to illustrate
how the beetle’s appearance is modified when viewed through CP filters. The
M. holosericea specimen is shown for the following configurations: (a) without an
analysing filter; (b) through an LCP analyser; (c) through an RCP analyser.

approximately circular as opposed to polygonal and, importantly, are far larger than

the hexagonal cells decorating the surfaces of the Chrysina specimens. Individual ‘cells’

of the M. holosericea specimen are clearly resolved using the microscope’s 5× objective

lens, and possess diameters ranging from 50–250 µm; the majority measure between

100–150 µm. The distribution of these cells displays no obvious periodicity. Between

the cells, the elytral surface appears smooth and yellow-green in colour; these regions

are disrupted by the tight clustering exhibited by the cells. The interior of the cells

are predominantly green; some cells display bright spots of green-yellow colour, how-

ever, generally the observed colour is closer to a mix of green and cyan which forms an

intermittent annulus surrounding the cell centres.

Figure 5.26b shows the sample under dark-field illumination. Here, the yellow-green

regions are largely diminished yet remain relatively bright at the cell edges, suggesting

that the cells are quite possibly an array of depressed concavities covering the beetle’s

dorsal integument. Much of the colour of the green annuli is diminished, with a bluish

tinge acquired in some cells. Under dark-field illumination, a greater proportion of the

cells exhibit spots of bright green colour close to their centres. The optical micrographs

acquired with the CP analysers positioned in the path of the reflected beam show the

behaviour consistent with the presence of a left-handed helicoid underlying the surface
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(a) Unpolarised – Bright-field (b) Unpolarised – Dark-field

(c) LCP analyser (d) RCP analyser

Figure 5.26: Optical micrographs of the scarab beetle species M. holosericea cap-
tured for the following configurations: (a) unpolarised bright-field illumination; (b)
unpolarised dark-field illumination; (c) with the reflected light analysed using an LCP
filter; (d) with the reflected light analysed using an RCP filter. The images were cap-
tured using the microscope 10× objective lens. Image exposure times: (a)–(b) 2.5 ms;
(c)–(d) 7.5 ms. Scale bars: (a)–(d) 200 µm.

structure; colours are accentuated when analysed for an LCP response, whereas the

colour disappears for the RCP case.

The coloured annuli displayed within the cell-like regions raise the possibility of the

surface depressions behaving in a retro-reflective capacity. The intermittent intensity

of the colour observed from these annuli suggests that the cells possess some non-

uniformity, potentially in the form of surface roughness. This might also explain the

inconsistent colour appearance of the cell centres.

5.5.1.2 Electron microscopy

The surface relief of M. holosericea was further investigated using SEM. Figures 5.27a

and 5.27b show the surface topography of M. holosericea as viewed from directly above
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.27: SEM images showing the alveolate surface texture of the scarab beelte
M. holosericea. Image (a) provides a bird’s eye view of the specimen’s surface mor-
phology; image (b) shows the structure from an elevated side view. Scale bars: (a)
100 µm; (b) 200 µm.

the surface and from an elevated oblique viewing angle, respectively. The SEM images

highlight the presence of some indeterminate elements dispersed among the cell-like re-

gions which may indeed interfere with the observed colour. Figure 5.27b proves the more

informative of the two images, clearly revealing an alveolate surface topography resem-

bling that described in tiger beetles by Schultz and Rankin [132] (see Section 2.4.1.1),

albeit with significantly larger alveoli. Concavities have also been reported in other

biological photonic systems, such as certain species of Papilio butterflies [56, 151] (see

Section 2.4.1.2). The butterflies’ structure exhibits interesting optical properties with

respect to the retro-reflection of linearly polarised light. In P. palinurus, green colour

is produced by the colour stimulus synthesis of yellow and blue light; the yellow colour

arises from the concavity centres, with blue annuli observed where the sides of the con-

cavities are inclined at an angle of 45◦. Taken in isolation, single sides of the concavities

scatter light to the orthogonal surface to itself on the opposite side of the concavity;

for incident light to be reflected back along its original path, it is thus imperative that

the inclination of the concavity equals 45◦.

As described in Section 4.1.4, the dimensions of the M. holosericea concavities ex-

ceeded the operating range of the AFM instrument utilised to determine the surface

topography of C. smaragdina. Consequently, a profilometer was used to make single

line scans of the surface topography for M. holosericea and determine the inclination

of the sides of the concavities. A set of the obtained surface profile data is presented in

Figure 5.28a. Due to the distribution of the concavity features on the sample surface,

the surface profiles do not necessarily correspond to scans across the concavity centres
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in every case, however a sufficient number were scanned in order to adequately describe

the structure. From the measurements presented in Figure 5.28a, the concavity depth

is estimated to be approximately 50 µm. Figure 5.28b isolates two of the concavity fea-

tures, corresponding to ‘profile number 4’ shown in Figure 5.28a, showing the projected

path followed by incident light rays impinging the concavity sides where their inclina-

tion is equal to 45◦. The ‘sculpting’ of the concavities observed for M. holosericea does

not appear to be optimally engineered to the same extent as observed for the Papilio

butterflies; however, a reasonable portion of the concavity sides is inclined at 45◦.

With regards to CP light, a chiral structure inclined at 45◦, conserves the purity

of the incident CP light, assuming it possesses the same handedness as the chiral

structure, almost entirely. Therefore, it is expected that following a double reflection

by the concavities of the M. holosericea specimen, incident LCP light will be reflected

as LCP with its wavelength blue-shifted and its intensity reduced.

The vast scale of the concavities, relative to the structural aspects typically de-

scribed in structurally coloured biological systems, proved difficult to capture mean-

ingfully using TEM. However, the TEM prepared samples did afford the opportunity

to examine the helicoidal structure transitioning from one concavity to the next. The

nature of the curvature of the lamellar structure in this region leads to the lamellar

pitch being slightly reduced which maintains the optical path length encountered by

light propagating the structure and maintaining its green colour across the breadth of

the elytron surface. For the samples taken from the M. holosericea elytron, the contrast

between adjacent lamellae is somewhat obscure over the majority of the top 50–60% of

the exocuticle depth (see Figure 5.29). The lamellar pitch profile associated with the

elytral exocuticle locations is presented in Figure 5.31a, and shows that the total lamel-

lae number varies from as few as 36 lamellae to a maximum of 42, or alternatively, from

18–21 helicoids. The lamellar pitch profile shows that the helicoid half-pitch declines

in length with a shallow gradient, with the proximal lamellae measuring approximately

190–210 nm and the medial lamellae measuring 150–160 nm.

The TEMs corresponding to samples obtained from the ventral exoskeleton (see Fig-

ure 5.30) reveal a twisted lamellae architecture comprising between 22 and 25 lamellae.

As was observed in the TEMs corresponding to the M. holosericea elytron, the lamel-

lae situated in the upper half of the helicoidal structure are less well contrasted. The

reason for this is initially unclear. The lamellar pitch profile measured for the ventral

exocuticle is shown in Figure 5.31b, revealing a consistent lamellar pitch of approxi-

mately 170 nm extending over the vast majority of the structure with only the last 2–5

lamellae showing a sharp increase in the pitch with maximum pitch varying between

the investigated locations from 210–260 nm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.28: Profilometry results detailing the surface morphology of the Rutelinine
scarab beetle M. holosericea. Plot (a) presents several sets of profilometry data for
which a line measurement of the surface structure over a distance 1 mm is recorded.
Each depression feature does not necessarily represent a measurement of the broadest
part of an individual concavity due to the non-uniform arrangement of these features.
Plot (b) isolates two concavities from profile number 4 in (a), with appropriately scaled
axes and arrows representing the path followed by light incident on a section of the
concavities inclined at 45◦, thus performing as a retro-reflector.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.29: TEM images showing cross-sections of the elytral ultrastructure of the
scarab beetle Mimela holosericea. Image (a) corresponds to a curved location following
the contours of the structure moving from one concavity to the next. Image (b) shows
the full extent of the exocuticle corresponding to a location closer to the concavity
base. Scale bars: (a) 2 µm; (b) 1 µm.
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Figure 5.30: TEM image showing cross-sections of the ventral ultrastructure of the
scarab beetle Mimela holosericea. Scale bar: 1 µm.
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Figure 5.31: Lamellar pitch profiles describing the distribution of helicoidal periods
in M. holosericea. Plot (a) shows measurements obtained from TEM cross-sections
of elytral samples possessing the alveolate surface morphology. Plot (b) shows mea-
surements obtained from TEM cross-sections of ventral samples. Each lamellar pitch
measurement (circles) represents the distance for which the chitin microfibrils com-
prising the helicoid rotate through 180◦.
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5.5.2 Imaging scatterometry

The contrasting light scattering properties of the alveolate elytra and flat ventral scle-

rites of M. holosericea were investigated using ISM in both the primary beam and

secondary beam configurations.

Scatterograms captured following primary beam illumination are displayed in Fig-

ures 5.32 and 5.33, corresponding to samples belonging to the elytra and the ventral

exoskeleton, respectively. With respect to the elytral sample, the size of the incident

beam spot was set to roughly match the surface area occupied by a single concav-

ity (diameter ≈ 100 µm). The far-field scattering patterns captured in Figures 5.32a

and 5.32b correspond to the unpolarised and LCP-LCP co-polarised analyses, respec-

tively; both cases show the concavities spanning the elytral surface of M. holosericea

to be highly scattering, with intense green colour observed up to scattering angles of at

least 70◦. For the RCP-RCP analysis, negligible scattering was recorded as evinced by

Figure 5.32c. The ventral sample displays the specular scattering behaviour typically

associated with stratified biological photonic systems. In response to the sample being

oriented at angles of 10◦, 20◦ and 30◦, the corresponding specularly reflected spot is

observed at scattering angles of 20◦, 40◦ and 60◦, respectively.

Unpolarised LCP-LCP RCP-RCP

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.32: ISM results showing the far-field scattering arising from primary
beam illumination of a single concavity of the type encountered on the elytra of
M. holosericea. The images show the scattering response captured for the (a) un-
polarised, (b) LCP-LCP co-polarised, and (c) RCP-RCP co-polarised configurations
of the primary beam setup.

The scatterograms captured for sample illumination via the secondary beam con-

figuration are shown in Figure 5.34. Specifically, Figures 5.34a to 5.34c present the

secondary beam CP analysis of the alveolate surface topography of M. holosericea.

The high degree of scattering exhibited by the specimen’s concavities suppresses irides-

cent behaviour and, thus, for the unpolarised and LCP-LCP co-polarised configurations

of the experiment, a uniform green colour is observed in response to illumination at
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10◦ 20◦ 30◦

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.33: ISM results showing the far-field scattering arising from primary beam
illumination of the ventral exoskeleton of M. holosericea. In contrast to the alveolate
surface morphology of the specimen’s elytra, the sternites exhibit specular reflectance.
The images show the scattering response captured for incident illumination at angles
of: (a) 10◦; (b) 20◦; (c) 30◦, leading to a small reflectance spot observed at scattering
angles of 20◦, 40◦ and 60◦, respectively.

normal incidence, which extends radially outwards towards grazing angles. In the RCP-

RCP case, colour is effectively extinguished for the full range of polar and azimuthal

angles. It is important to emphasise that for the specimens belonging to the genus

Chrysina, and also C. smaragdina, some degree of colour has been observed at oblique

scattering angles for imaging scatterograms captured in the RCP-RCP configuration,

due to the purity of CP handedness being gradually depleted. The heightened suppres-

sion of colour in the RCP-RCP analysis of M. holosericea specimen is ascribed to the

double reflection mechanism that occurs within the concavities at normal incidence,

and the multiple scattering events that occur for off-normal angles of incidence.

The angle-independent response exhibited in the scatterograms corresponding to

illumination of the alveolate regions of the M. holosericea elytra is highlighted by

comparison with the secondary beam images captured for other regions of the specimen.

First, Figures 5.34d to 5.34f display the response for a sample belonging to the yellow-

green medial elytral ridge. Here, angle-dependent colouration is exhibited, with the

yellow-green colour observed at normal incidence blue-shifted progressively through

various shades of green arriving at a turquoise colour corresponding to illumination at

an incident angle of 60◦.

Moreover, the secondary beam scatterograms obtained for the ventral exoskeleton

sample, shown in Figures 5.34g to 5.34i, display striking iridescent behaviour for the

unpolarised and LCP-LCP co-polarised results. In both cases, a brilliant red colour is

recorded in response to illumination at incident angles up to approximately 30◦ which

shifts abruptly to green thereafter. The dramatic transition in colour is attributed to
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the long helicoidal pitches located in the lower region of the ventral helicoid’s structure,

which theoretically give rise to NIR reflection properties at normal incidence. The rate

at which the blue-shift of the reflected colour from this distribution of helicoidal pitch

lengths occurs gives rise to the colour change captured in Figures 5.34g and 5.34h.

A weak response is also observed at oblique angles for the RCP-RCP measurement,

although the true nature of the colour is corrupted by blue and brown artefacts from

the CP analyser.

5.5.3 Reflectance spectrometry

The spectral response of the M. holosericea specimen was measured for the LCP-LCP

co-polarised configuration using the setup described in Section 4.3.2, which analyses

the CP reflectance corresponding to illumination of the sample at normal incidence.

This approach is suitable for assessing the retro-reflective capacity of the alveolate

morphology since light impinging the concavity sides demonstrating an inclination of

45◦ will be backscattered along its original path. furthermore, this approach is also

suitable for performing measurements for the base of the concavities and the ventral

sclerites, with the latter, in particular, demonstrating specular reflectance due to its

smooth exterior surface.

In addition to the experimental measurements, simulations of the reflectance from

the helicoidal lamellar structures encountered in the M. holosericea specimen were con-

ducted following the approach outlined in Section 4.4.2. The simulations were run using

helicoidal pitch values obtained from the TEM analysis of the specimen’s helicoid. The

simulated LCP-LCP response of the individual regions of the specimen are presented,

alongside their experimental equivalent, in Figure 5.35.

The results corresponding to illumination of the base of a single concavity are shown

in Figure 5.35a. The yellow-green colour of the concavity centres (see Figure 5.26) was

replicated to good effect by the simulation.

Figure 5.35b shows the experimental and modelled LCP-LCP response correspond-

ing to illumination of a single concavity incline. The lamellar pitch profiles imply that,

for a flat surface at normal incidence, a reflection peak in the vicinity of 570–600 nm

would typically be expected. It is clear, simply due to the readily observed green colour

of M. holosericea, that the requisite blue-shift must be determined by the specimen’s

alveolate morphology. The results shown in Figure 5.35b verify that the double reflec-

tion mechanism, with the simulation considering successive reflections at an incident

angle of 45◦, compares extremely favourably to the experimentally measured spectrum.

The lamellar pitch values obtained from TEM measurements of the ventral exoskele-

ton required a scaling factor of 9% to achieve the agreement with the experimentally
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measured spectrum presented in Figure 5.35c. Once again, the discrepancy in the

TEM-based measurements of the helicoidal period with regards to replicating the ex-

perimentally measured spectra is attributed to shrinkage of the structure during the

sample preparation process (Section 4.4.2).
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Figure 5.34: Polarised imaging scatterograms of the M. holosericea specimen cap-
tured using the secondary beam configuration for: Images (a)–(c) correspond to an
alveolate region of an elytral surface; images (d)–(f) correspond to the medial elytral
ridge; (g)–(i) correspond to the smooth surfaced ventral sternites. The polarised hemi-
spherical light scattering distribution is analysed for the following states: (a), (d), (g)
without polarisers; (b), (e), (h) the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration; (c), (f), (i)
RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration. The red circles represent scattering angles of
5◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦.
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Figure 5.35: Experimental measurements and simulations of the LCP-LCP re-
flectance component for M. holosericea corresponding to the following specimen sam-
ples: (a) the base of a single concavity feature comprising the alveolate surface topog-
raphy of the elytra; (b) the inclined wall of a single concavity feature on the elytra;
(c) a ventral sternite location.
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5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the helicoidal morphology that gives rise to the CP optical properties of

several coleopteran species belonging to the family Scarabaeidae has been presented and

discussed. In each of the specimens investigated, the presence of a left-handed helicoid

was revealed using TEM, which formed the base architecture defining its photonic

properties. However, the beetles displayed key differences in their topographical surface

structures leading to each beetle exhibiting distinct optical characteristics.

The first systems described were a selection of green coloured species belonging

to the genus Chrysina, namely, C. alphabarrerai, C. boucardi and C. karschi. One of

the cardinal elements distinguishing these beetles is the polygonal surface patterning

that adorns the dorsal exoskeleton of these species. Individually, the tessellating cells

comprising this pattern are predominantly hexagonal, with pentagonal and heptago-

nal cells employed to help this patterning conform to the contours of each specimen’s

carapace. The configurational entropy of the surface topography was calculated using

Voronoi analysis, with each beetle displaying exacerbated disorder in their surface to-

pography for exoskeletal regions possessing the greatest curvature. The green hues of

C. alphabarrerai, C. boucardi and C. karschi were shown to originate from the combined

contribution from different regions of their polygonal cells; the cells possess a bright

yellow nucleus surrounded by an annulus of green. The green regions were shown to

be weakly scattering using dark-field optical microscopy; a green colour appearance,

albeit with reduced intensity, was observed in response to oblique angle illumination,

however, the yellow colour of the cell centres was lost. TEM images provided evidence

of a complex epicuticle structure in these beetles that also imparts a significant curved

profile upon the underlying helicoid. Potentially resulting from this curvature, and the

weakly scattering surface topography, the RCP analysis of these specimens reveals that

the green colour of these beetles is not depleted to the same extent as observed in other

beetles possessing the left-handed helicoids. Observed in the RCP state, the green

colour of C. alphabarrerai and C. karschi appears a dull brown, whilst C. boucardi

exhibits a depleted red-brown colour.

Another specimen from the genus Chrysina, C. chalcothea, was also presented. In

this instance, the beetle displayed a darker green colour that is notably more lustrous

than that of C. alphabarrerai, C. boucardi and C. karschi. In comparison, the surface

of C. chalcothea was shown to be flat and featureless, with TEM analysis revealing

a left-handed helicoid with a lamellar structure running parallel to the surface. A

profile of the lamellar pitch lengths in the C. chalcothea helicoid identified a relatively

consistent helicoidal pitch, with a couple of significant deviations. As a result of an

unusually long pitch length corresponding to first period of the helicoid, and an acclivity
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in the profile located deeper within the structure, a resonant microcavity is established

in the helicoid. As a consequence, the LCP spectrum of C. chalcothea features a

dominant green peak, corresponding to the steady pitch length extending throughout

the majority of the helicoid, augmented by a series of lower intensity reflection peaks

spanning the rest of the visible wavelength range towards longer wavelengths. This

gives the predominantly dark green colour of C. chalcothea a slight coppery edge. The

flat, specularly reflecting, integument of C. chalcothea also leads to a more absolute

depletion of the specimens colour when analysed for an RCP response for incident

illumination up to approximately 45◦.

Investigation of the metallic green Chalcothea smaragdina scarab beetle revealed

the use of a different form of surface texture to that observed in the Chrysina speci-

mens. Again, the specimen possessed a left-handed helicoid giving rise to the selective

reflection of LCP light. Electron microscopy and AFM was used to describe the net-

work of approximately parallel striations covering the both the elytra and the ventral

integument of this specimen. To an extent, the surface topography bore resemblance

to a blazed diffraction grating profile, and, similar grating profiles have been described

in other species of Cetoniinae. The configuration of this surface structure identified

for C. smaragdina exhibited a larger, and less ordered, periodicity than reported in

other Cetoniinae species, with a period ranging from 4–7 µm as opposed to 1–2 µm.

Rainbow-like diffracted orders were not observed, however, ISM was used to investigate

the far-field scattering profile for samples of C. smaragdina, showing a highly directional

response pattern featuring multiple scattered orders.

Finally, the last system investigated in this chapter was that of Mimela holosericea.

Electron microscopy and surface profilometry were used to describe this specimen’s

alveolate surface topography, comprising a non-uniform array of concavities. These fea-

tures were much larger than the surface structures identified in the species of the genus

Chrysina and C. smaragdina, with typical diameters of 150 µm and a typical depth

of 40–50 µm. The aspect revealed for these concavities was a 45◦ inclination of their

sides, facilitating the reflection of normally incident light by means of a retro-reflection

mechanism. Here, light incident on a 45◦ inclined surface is reflected orthogonally and

impinges on the similarly inclined surface of the opposite side of the concavity. Light

at normal incidence is thus reflected back along its original direction. For oblique il-

lumination, the scattering properties of the concavities suppress iridescent CP colour

from the structure. In addition, the alveolate surface topography is more efficient at

suppressing the reflection of RCP light at oblique angles than the other structures

investigated. Whether this offers M. holosericea any distinct ecological advantage is

unknown.
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Chapter 6

Broadband Helicoidal Reflectors

in Scarabaeidae (Coleoptera)

6.1 Introduction

This chapter builds upon many of the themes discussed in Chapter 5, with both qual-

itative and quantitative analyses of the CP reflection from several coleopteran species,

displaying broadband colours, being rigorously examined. The chapter begins with

a description of the eidonomic properties of the specific species under consideration;

optical microscopy is employed first to elucidate the specimens’ exterior morphology,

and then, in conjunction with CP analysers to provide a qualitative appraisal of their

CP properties. Next, electron microscopy is used to reveal the physical form of the

ultrastructure which, crucially, enables the acquisition of the lamellar pitch profile for

each structure. Using the experimental procedure outlined in Section 4.3.2, the CP

reflectance corresponding to sample illumination at normal incidence is studied; the

consistency of each beetle’s spectral response across localised regions of the exoskeleton

is also presented. For elytral regions imaged using TEM, the subsequently obtained

helicoidal pitch data is used to simulate the associated theoretical CP reflectance. The

same theoretical model is applied to describe the angle-dependence of the specimen’s

CP colours, with the results presented alongside experimental ISM results. Certain

elements of the theoretical analyses are extended to facilitate the further quantitative

assessment of the ‘CP signatures’ exhibited by individual species.

Subsequently, the chapter presents a dissection of the structural nuances which dif-

ferentiate between the species’ respective helicoids, and their associated optical effects.

This discussion is augmented using the scarab beetle Chrysina aurigans, which exhibits

intraspecific colour variation, as an example. Following this approach, comprising the

marriage of structural and optical analyses, leads to an effective understanding of the
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photonic behaviour and performance demonstrated by these biological helicoidal reflec-

tors.

6.2 Broadband circularly polarised metallic colours in

Anoplognathus and Chrysina

Gold and silver coloured specimens displaying a metallic lustre have been described in

a number of coleopteran subfamilies [50, 57, 196, 198, 365], several examples of which

were reviewed in Chapter 2. Two genera of Rutelinae, namely Anoplognathus and

Chrysina, boast a higher than average number of broadband coloured species, several

of which form the basis of the work presented in this chapter.

6.2.1 Qualitative analysis of sample polarisation

The anticipated selective reflection of left-handed CP light for metallic coloured species

belonging to the Anoplognathus and Chrysina genera may be confirmed by acquiring

polarised light images first using simple photography and, second, using polarised opti-

cal microscopy. These provide further insight regarding the beetles’ surface topography.

The polarisation-induced changes in reflected hue are documented here photographi-

cally for four species: A. aureus (Waterhouse, 1889), C. strasseni (Ohaus, 1924), C. op-

tima (H. W. Bates, 1988) and C. batesi (Boucard, 1875). The specimens are shown in

Figure 6.1; A. aureus is coloured bright gold across the entirety of its exterior integu-

ment and measures approximately 16 mm in length, and 9 mm across the breadth of its

elytra. The Chrysina specimens are larger, C. strasseni and C. optima measuring ap-

proximately 25 mm in length and C. batesi 30 mm, with widths of 12 mm and 14 mm,

respectively. C. optima is distinctly silver whilst C. strasseni and C. batesi are both

silvery-gold. The photographs verify the differential reflection of LCP and RCP light,

and are analogous to the behaviour observed for the green coloured species presented

in Chapter 5. When the reflected light is analysed using an LCP filter the metallic

hues of the specimens are embellished, whilst the colour is dramatically diminished

when they are viewed through an RCP filter. The negligible colour corresponding to

the RCP analysis extends over the majority of each beetles’ carapace, however, where

the exoskeleton exhibits strong curvature at the lateral edges some colour is observed.

The response of these beetles provides further evidence for the strong bias towards the

formation of principally left-handed helicoidal structures in biological systems.

Figure 6.2 presents optical micrographs for the same four species shown in Fig-

ure 6.1. The beetles’ exterior morphologies were imaged using bright-field epi-illumination

with the reflected light analysed corresponding to three different configurations of the
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Figure 6.1: Photographs of: (a)–(c) A. aureus; (d)–(f) C. strasseni ; (g)–(i) C. op-
tima; (j)–(l) C. batesi. The photographs illustrate the basic polarised response of the
specimens for the following states: (a), (d), (g), (j) without polarisers; (b), (e), (h),
(k) with an LCP analyser; (c), (f), (i), (l) with an RCP analyser.
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Figure 6.2: Optical micrographs of: (a)–(c) A. aureus; (d)–(f) C. strasseni ; (g)–
(i) C. optima; (j)–(l) C. batesi. The surface of the specimens’ elytral exoskeletons
are imaged using the microscope’s 10× objective lens in bright-field epi-illumination.
The basic polarised response of the specimens is illustrated, with the reflected light
analysed for the following states: (a), (d), (g), (j) without polarisers (exposure time:
1 ms); (b), (e), (h), (k) with an LCP analyser (exposure time: 2 ms); (c), (f), (i), (l)
with an RCP analyser (exposure time: 12 ms (2 ms insets)). Scale bars: (a)–(l) 200
µm.
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polarisation-state: (i) without a polariser, (ii) with an LCP analyser, and (iii) with an

RCP analyser. In each instance the light incident upon the beetles’ surfaces was unpo-

larised. In contrast with the variety of surface topographies encountered for the species

described in Chapter 5, each of the broadband specimens observed here possessed a

relatively smooth and featureless surface across the full extent of the carapace, akin to

the coppery green C. chalcothea specimen.

6.2.2 Structural characterisation

Replicating the successful use of TEM imaging to reveal the nanoscale features of the

underlying helicoidal architecture of the species described in Chapter 5, it was deployed

again here. The resultant cuticle cross-sections are displayed in Figure 6.3, detailing

the exocuticular regions for A. aureus (Figure 6.3a), C. strasseni (Figure 6.3b) and

C. optima (Figure 6.3c) in their entirety. In the case of C. batesi, the individual

lamellae could not be resolved with sufficient accuracy throughout the extent of the

exocuticle in order to describe the structure’s chirp with a high degree of precision.

Fortunately, the images obtained for A. aureus, C. strasseni and C. optima enabled the

lamellar arrangement of the chitin microfibrils, characteristic of biological CP reflectors,

to be rigorously analysed. The measurement of each specimens’ lamellar pitch profile

was conducted by analysing TEM images of the helicoidal ultrastructure; series of

consecutive high magnification (typically 40,000×) images were captured in order to

map the ultrastructure from the integument surface to the beginning of the endocuticle.

Examples of these images are shown in Figure 6.4, with Figure 6.4c, showing a full

period of the helicoidal structure revealed in C. optima.

The first observation that can be made from the TEM images displayed in Fig-

ures 6.3 and 6.4 is that, in contrast to the narrowband CP reflectors described in Chap-

ter 5, the TEMs obtained for the broadband specimens exhibit a significantly greater

variation in the helicoidal pitch length as the exocuticle region is traversed from top

to bottom. Since the wavelength of light reflected by helicoidal photonic structures is

directly related to the pitch of the helicoid, the existence of different pitch lengths in the

ultrastructure of broadband coleopteran reflectors is to be expected. Of greater interest

is the degree to which each species’ exact colour appearance is ‘tailored’ by its helicoidal

pitch profile. For the A. aureus, C. strasseni and C. optima specimens, the lamellar

spacing, i.e. the helicoidal half-pitch, varies continuously throughout the exocuticle.

Recalling the discussion in Section 2.5 detailing the multilayer configurations which

give rise to broadband spectral characteristics, the helicoidal multilayers seen here are

classified as ‘chirped’ multilayers as opposed to ‘multiple-filter’ or ‘chaotic/random’

stacks. The lamellar pitch profiles for A. aureus, C. strasseni and C. optima are shown
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.3: TEM images showing the full exocuticle ultrastructure of three broad-
band beetle species: (a) A. aureus; (b) C. strasseni ; (c) C. optima. The chirped
morphology of the lamellar structure is clearly defined. Scale bars: (a)–(c) 5 µm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.4: TEM images detailing the finer aspects of the helicoidal ultrastructure
within the broadband coloured species: (a) A. aureus; (b) C. strasseni ; (c) C. optima.
The lamellar spacing corresponds to parallel alignment of the chitin microfibrils, i.e.
a rotation of the structure by 180◦. Scale bars: (a) and (b) 1 µm; (c) 100 nm.
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in Figures 6.5a to 6.5c, respectively.

Historically, the literature describing the CP reflection by scarab beetles has not

given full appreciation to the significance of lamellar pitch profile, with descriptions

of the helicoidal pitch only appearing in more recent publications. Similarly, both the

inter- and intra-species variations in helicoidal pitch, as well as associated variations in

the reflection spectra, are relatively undocumented. One of the aims of this thesis is to

help address this issue.

In the case of A. aureus, four samples of exoskeletal material, measuring 1–2 mm2,

were removed from one of the specimen’s elytra and prepared for TEM. During the

sample preparation process (Section 4.1.5) the samples were divided equally between

fixation in soft and hard resins. Unfortunately, the samples prepared using soft resin

did not lead to successful imaging. The reasons for this are unclear. From the micro-

tomed sections obtained from the samples prepared with the hard resin, images of the

ultrastructure were taken at three separate locations.

As illustrated by Figure 6.5a, the lamellar pitch length showed a high level of consis-

tency across the A. aureus locations investigated. The total thickness of the exocuticle

measured for A. aureus varied between approximately 15.25 µm and 16.15 µm with

the mean thickness of the three regions measuring 15.60 µm. For each A. aureus loca-

tion, 80 individual lamellae were observed, forming 40 complete helicoids. Dissecting

the A. aureus pitch profile, three distinct regions can be observed. The first region of

the pitch profile spans the first 10 lamellae, across which the lamellar pitch length de-

creases with a shallow ‘chirp gradient’ from, approximately, 260–230 nm. The second,

and largest, feature of the pitch profile is a broad ‘valley’ in the chirped ultrastruc-

ture, spanning approximately 55 lamellae. The ‘base’ pitch length remains relatively

constant over the extent of this valley feature, with a helicoidal half-pitch of 165 nm.

At an exocuticular depth corresponding to 60 lamellar repeats, the pitch profile dis-

plays an acclivity, leading out of the valley-like feature into the third lamellar pitch

region. The profile of this third region loosely resembles the first region in reverse, with

the helicoidal pitch length initially plateauing before exhibiting an increasing, curved

gradient.

Multiple samples were obtained from three different specimens of C. strasseni and

subjected to the same preparation and analysis as those belonging to A. aureus. The

pitch profiles comprised of the lamellar pitch length data presented in Figure 6.5b were

measured from a single male specimen. The TEM exocuticular cross-sections obtained

for the other C. strasseni specimen samples displayed some damage in the form of tears

and folding resulting from microtoming of the elytra sections. The additional lamellar

pitch data is presented in Chapter B.

For this C. strasseni specimen, the TEM image cross-sections revealed the presence
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Figure 6.5: Lamellar pitch profiles describing the chirped distribution of helicoidal
periods within the exocuticle structures of the broadband species (a) A. aureus, (b)
C. strasseni and (c) C. optima. The variation in the inter-lamellar spacing directly
determines the wavelengths reflected and transmitted by the structure.
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of 94 lamellae (or 47 full helicoids) in the exocuticle. Once again, the lamellar pitch pro-

file may be described in terms of three distinct regions (see Figure 6.5b). In contrast to

the lamellar pitch profile describing the chirped multilayer in A. aureus, the first region

of the profile for C. strasseni features significantly shorter lamellar pitch dimensions.

Given the more silvery appearance of C. strasseni relative to A. aureus, the presence

of pitch lengths that, theoretically, give rise to reflection at shorter wavelengths was

anticipated. Progressing through the helicoidal structure, the lamellar pitch length in

the first region of the pitch profile increases following a parabolic trend, culminating

in a maximum in the pitch lengths that varies positionally between the 18th and 20th

lamellae. The value of the maximum lamellar pitch length ranges from approximately

260–285 nm across the profiled cuticle locations. Following this, the lamellar pitch

lengths decrease, and a broad valley-like feature can be observed that exhibits a sim-

ilar profile to the valley-like region of the A. aureus lamellar pitch profile described

previously. In fact, the base pitch length within this region provides an even flatter

profile than in A. aureus, again measured to be approximately 160 nm. The similari-

ties between the C. strasseni and A. aureus profiles extends to the third region of the

respective pitch profiles; the plateau in the pitch length representing the ‘edge’ of the

valley-like feature corresponds, once again, to a lamellar pitch of 230-250 nm. From

here, the pitch length increases steadily across the distance spanned by the remaining

lamellae, with the final few lamellae preceding the endocuticle interface, measuring

close to the maximum pitch length encountered for the 18th–20th lamellae.

The lamellar pitch profile constructed from measurements resulting from TEM anal-

ysis of the C. optima exocuticle is presented in Figure 6.5c. It is immediately apparent

that the chirped distribution of the helicoidal periods significantly removed from the

profiles observed in A. aureus and C. strasseni (Figures 6.5a and 6.5b, respectively). In

contrast to the broad valley-like features defining the structure in these specimens, the

lamellar pitch profile of C. optima can broadly be approximated as a simple slope where

the helicoidal period lengthens with increasing exocuticular depth. Overall, however,

the chirp encompasses a very similar range of lamellar pitch dimensions; the shortest pe-

riods, located immediately beneath the epicuticle, measure approximately 110–120 nm,

with the maximum pitch length, located immediately before the exocuticle–endocuticle

interface, measuring approximately 260 nm. These lamellar dimensions translate to he-

licoidal periods of 220–240 nm and 520 nm, respectively. The lamellar pitch profile of

the C. optima does display one deviation away from a steady chirp gradient, however.

This feature may be considered as a relatively shallow depression, by comparison with

the A. aureus and C. strasseni specimens, or, alternatively, as a step-like feature in-

terrupting the acclivity of the chirp. With respect to the total number of lamellae in

the ultrastructure, this depression in helicoidal periods is located in the middle of the
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exocuticle, spanning the intermediate distance between the 26th and 46th lamellae;

74 lamellae were measured in total, corresponding to 37 full rotations of the helicoid.

Given the profile of the lamellar pitch distribution, however, this feature in fact lies

slightly closer to the cuticle surface rather than the endocuticle.

6.2.3 Imaging scatterometry

In Chapter 5, ISM was presented as a useful technique enabling the photographic

capture of hemispherically scattered light from the narrowband CP light reflecting

structures. Dark-field optical microscopy was used to appraise the directionality of the

reflectance from the broadband specimens, with the smooth texture of their exoskeletal

surfaces giving rise to specular scattering behaviour. Therefore, A. aureus and each

of the three broadband Chrysina species described thus far, C. strasseni, C. optima

and C. batesi, were analysed using the imaging scatterometer in its secondary beam

configuration. The results, shown in Figure 6.6, present the angle-dependent reflected

colour corresponding to three polarisation analyses: (i) unpolarised, (ii) LCP-LCP co-

polarised and (iii) RCP-RCP co-polarised.

The images presented in Figure 6.6 corresponding to the unpolarised analysis are

now considered on a species-by-species basis, beginning with A. aureus. In the absence

of CP analysers being included in the experiment, A. aureus’ intense gold colour ap-

pearance endures in response to sample illumination ranging from normal incidence to

approximately 30◦. Hereafter, a slight blue-shift in the reflected colour is observed,

with the beetle’s exhibiting a more green colour appearance. The green colour fills

the scattering region bounded by the circles denoting scattering angles of 30◦ and 60◦.

At higher scattering angles, the colour changes noticeably from green-gold to a light

orange/pinkish hue. As the angle of illumination tends towards grazing, the response

displays white glare resulting from the Fresnel-type reflection associated with the sam-

ple’s surface. In comparison with A. aureus’ gold complexion, C. batesi, C. strasseni

and C. optima all appear more silvery to the naked eye. Indeed, the difference in the

colour of C. batesi and C. strasseni is remarkably subtle. In response to sample illu-

mination from normal incidence to 30◦, the scatterograms for each Chrysina specimen

display a silver-green colour. Of the three Chrysina specimens, C. strasseni appears the

greenest. In the image region spanning scattering angles from 30◦–60◦, each specimen

exhibits a degree of blue-shift in its colour appearance. For oblique incidence at angles

exceeding 60◦, the colour of C. batesi and C. strasseni changes to a pale yellow and

then white approaching the radial limit of the scatterograms. Over the same incident

angle range, the now blue-green colour of C. optima takes on a pink tincture preceding

whitish broadband reflectance at grazing angles.
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Figure 6.6: Imaging scatterograms captured using the secondary beam configura-
tion for: (a)–(c) A. aureus; (d)–(f) C. strasseni ; (g)–(i) C. optima; (j)–(l) C. batesi.
The polarised hemispherical light scattering distribution is analysed for the following
states: (a), (d), (g), (j) without polarisers; (b), (e), (h), (k) the LCP-LCP co-polarised
configuration; (c), (f), (i), (l) RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration. The red circles
represent scattering angles of 5◦, 30◦, 60◦and 90◦.
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The middle column of scatterograms in Figure 6.6, presents the resultant colour

changes following the introduction of CP filters to implement the LCP-LCP co-polarised

analysis. For each beetle specimen the colours observed in the LCP-LCP co-polarised

scatterograms appear more saturated, with the angle-dependent colour shifts greatly

accentuated. First considering the LCP-LCP secondary beam scattering behaviour of

A. aureus (Figure 6.6b), the purity of the gold colour observed in response to illumina-

tion ranging from normal incidence to 30◦ is enhanced. The colour-shift towards green

hues in the region relating to scattering between 30◦ and 60◦ follows the characteris-

tics of iridescent reflection inherent to multilayer structures. The conservation of the

handedness of CP light following its reflection by both chiral and non-chiral interfaces

has already been considered, accompanying the discussion of ISM results presented in

Chapter 5.

Unsurprisingly, given the left-handed nature of these species’ helicoidal structures,

stark differences are observed upon adjusting the CP filter arrangement to record the

RCP-RCP co-polarised scattering behaviour. In response to illumination at angles

ranging from normal incidence to approximately 45◦, the colour reflected by the speci-

mens is effectively extinguished.

In summary, elytral samples for each of A. aureus, C. strasseni, C. optima and

C. batesi were simultaneously illuminated over all polar and azimuthal angles in a

single measurement to characterise their polarisation-dependent BRDF. In the unpo-

larised experiment, all four species display slight iridescence, with their blue-shifted

colour changes following the accepted optical response associated with multilayer struc-

tures. However, due to the broadband responses resulting from the chirped systems, the

iridescence is less striking than is typically observed during equivalent measurements

for narrowband multilayer reflectors. In contrast, for light scattered to angles beyond

60◦, the colour experiences a red-shift. Whilst this behaviour initially appears unusual,

the lamellar pitch profiles obtained via the TEMs suggest that a region of the beetles’

structures gives rise to reflection in the near-infrared (NIR) at normal incidence. Thus,

in response to increasing angle of incidence, light reflected by these NIR helicoidal pitch

lengths is blue-shifted, leading to red and yellow reflected light mixing with blue-shifted

light reflected by the shorter pitch lengths. In the LCP-LCP co-polarised configura-

tion of the measurements, the basic response of the samples follows that observed for

the unpolarised experiment. However, the reflected colours and their angle-depnedent

transitions are greatly accentuated. In the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration, the

reflectance is suppressed in response to illumination ranging from normal incidence up

to approximately 45◦. Beyond this point, the handedness of the CP reflection from

the sample is no longer conserved and, therefore, the RCP-RCP scatterogram displays

some reflected colour at green and yellow wavelengths.
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Figure 6.7: Plot (a) shows the experimental measurement of the co-polarised and
cross-polarised CP reflectance states for A. aureus, corresponding to illumination at
normal incidence. Plot (b) shows the localised variation in the dominant component
of the specimen’s reflectance, the LCP-LCP co-polarised state. The plot charts the
variation in spectral profile as the beam spot is scanned across an elytral sample
located close to the medial elytral edge.
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Figure 6.8: Experimental measurement of the co-polarised and cross-polarised CP
reflectance states for the Chrysina specimens (a) C. strasseni, (b) C. optima and (c)
C. batesi, corresponding to illumination at normal incidence.
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6.2.4 Reflectance spectrometry

In this section, measurements of the broadband specimens’ CP reflection characteristics

are presented. These measurements were made utilising the experimental setup detailed

in Section 4.3.2, which allows for the specimens to be interrogated using a small beam

spot (diameter ≈ 30 µm) at normal incidence. Four separate components comprising

the samples’ total CP reflectance were recorded at numerous elytral locations, two co-

polarised (RCP-RCP and LCP-LCP), and the other two cross-polarised (RCP-LCP and

LCP-RCP). The design of the experiment is ideally suited to investigations of samples

whose reflection properties are specular in their nature. The four broadband specimens

introduced thus far were rigorously analysed using this approach to determine the

consistency of their spectral features across their precious metal coloured exteriors.

The experimentally measured reflectance spectra of the gold coloured A. aureus

specimen are shown in Figure 6.7. For the more silvery Chrysina specimens, the equiv-

alent measurements are presented in Figure 6.8, with regards to isolated experimental

spectra, and Figure 6.9, which displays the locational variation in the specimens’ spec-

tral features. The measurements presented here, in the main bulk of the chapter,

characterise approximately flat elytral samples removed from between the elytron’s

medial edge and the its geographic centre.

By inspection of Figure 6.7a it can be seen that the CP reflectance measurements ob-

tained for A. aureus, as expected, strongly demonstrate the selective reflection of LCP

light at normal incidence, with the RCP-RCP and cross-polarised contributions negli-

gible by comparison. A small response is recorded for the cross-polarised terms that

is attributed to the epicuticle layer separating the beetle’s left-handed helicoid from

the outermost elytral surface. For wavelengths at which the LCP-LCP co-polarised

response does not manifest, the cross-polarised response is approximately flat and fea-

tureless, however, for the majority of the wavelength range investigated, where the

LCP-LCP spectrum is observed, a series of extremely shallow oscillations appear in

the reflectance due to interference effects. Turning full attention to the LCP-LCP re-

flectance, a distinct oscillatory profile is observed. Unsurprisingly, given the sample’s

rich golden colour, no contribution was recorded for wavelengths shorter than 500 nm,

typically associated with a blue colour appearance. The reflectance cut-off located at

≈ 505 nm is remarkably well-defined, with the reflected intensity effectively reduced

from approximately 50–55% to a negligible level over a wavelength range covered by a

difference of 2–3 nm. Such behaviour marks the A. aureus structure out as a potentially

interesting example of a naturally occurring CP-selective optical filter. For wavelengths

spanning 505–575 nm, the LCP-LCP co-polarised spectrum displays strong reflectance,

which can be attributed to the broad base of the valley-like feature identified in the
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lamellar pitch profile that describes the helicoid’s chirp (Figure 6.5a). Moving towards

longer wavelengths and through into the NIR regime, the spectral profile of A. au-

reus is characterised by a series of well-defined oscillations; between wavelengths of

575 nm and 750 nm, 11 individual peaks can be resolved. The origin of this oscil-

latory behaviour is ascribed to the valley-like feature describing the chirped lamellar

pitch distribution; the recurrence of same-length helicoidal periods at different depths

within the exocuticle establishes a multilayer resonance cavity that gives rise to these

Fabry-Pérot-like spectral features. Figure 6.7b demonstrates positional invariance of

the LCP-LCP spectrum exhibited by the A. aureus specimen.

The experimentally measured CP spectra associated with C. strasseni, C. optima

and C. batesi are presented in Figures 6.8a to 6.8c, respectively. The more silvery

colour appearances observed for these specimens are accounted for in these measure-

ments, with each specimen displaying reflectance of wavelengths associated with blue

colouring (400–500 nm). For each of the broadband Chrysina specimens, a strong fea-

ture was measured spanning the majority of the wavelength range between 500 nm and

600 nm. At longer wavelengths, the LCP-LCP co-polarised responses of C. strasseni

and C. batesi both display clear similarities to the equivalent measurement obtained

for A. aureus. Both spectra feature a series of oscillatory resonant features extending

from a wavelength of approximately 580–590 nm into the NIR. For C. strasseni, the

observations can be explained with reference to the lamellar pitch profile (Figure 6.5b).

As in A. aureus, the Fabry-Pérot-like behaviour is ascribed to the resonant cavity illus-

trated by the chirped distribution of helicoidal periods in the exocuticle ultrastructure

of C. strasseni, which follows a valley-like profile. It is likely that C. batesi possesses

a similarly chirped helicoid, with a resonant cavity width approximately equal to that

of A. aureus since 16 individual peaks are resolved in each spectrum. C. strasseni ex-

hibits 12 resonant features. Further evidence that the chirp of the helicoid represents

the origin of this resonant behaviour is provided by the LCP-LCP co-polarised spec-

trum measured for C. optima, shown in Figure 6.8b. The distinctive oscillatory peaks

measured for C. strasseni and C. batesi are largely absent in the spectrum observed for

C. optima. This can be attributed, once again, to the lamellar pitch profile describing

the C. optima helicoid; the absence of a significant ‘valley-like’ feature, which creates

the resonant cavity in the other specimens, results in a reduced spectral response at

longer wavelengths within the visible regime.

Negligible reflected intensity was measured for the RCP-RCP spectra in all the

specimens. Furthermore, the cross-polarised terms displayed broadband low intensity

reflectance resulting from the Fresnel-type reflection from the epicuticle layer located

between the specimen’s exterior surface and the underlying helicoid. A degree of os-

cillatory behaviour is observed in the cross-polarised spectra. This is attributed to a
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weak cross-polarised broadband Bragg reflection originating from the helicoidal ultra-

structure interfering with the principal Fresnel-type reflection. Broadly speaking, the

peaks of the cross-polarised interference oscillations correspond, albeit approximately,

to the intensity dips in the LCP-LCP co-polarised response. The extent to which this

co-polarised/cross-polarised relationship was observed relied heavily on the clarity of

the cross-polarised oscillations which proved to be very sensitive to the localised mea-

surement position.

The localised variation in the LCP-LCP co-polarised reflectance spectra for elytral

samples of the C. strasseni, C. batesi and C. optima specimens is shown in Figures 6.9a

to 6.9c. Whilst the spectra presented in these figures display remarkably good consis-

tency, there are a few differences relating to the experimental measurements presented

in Figure 6.8. In the case of C. batesi, the spectral features from the measured sample

appear very slightly red-shifted. As a result, a fewer number of resonant features are

observed. Whether the chirp within the exocuticle for this sample possesses a slightly

different number of lamellae or a variation in the cavity dimensions is unclear. The

‘missing’ resonant features are either red-shifted beyond the investigated wavelength

range or assimilated into the broad spectral feature spanning from approximately 530–

630 nm.

The other specimen to display some differences is C. optima. Whilst the reflected

intensity remains low in the wavelength range 600–670 nm, thus preserving the spec-

imen’s silver appearance, there is a more notable presence of resonant features in the

LCP-LCP spectra. Specifically, three distinct peaks are observed in the principal re-

flectance feature spanning 540–590 nm, and peaks are also observed for the increased

reflectance in the NIR. One possible explanation is that the small deviation from the

steady chirp, shown in Figure 6.5c, is more pronounced for other locations in the heli-

coidal structure.

6.2.5 Modelled optical properties

Efforts to replicate the CP reflectance spectra of the A. aureus, C. strasseni and C. op-

tima helicoidal morphologies using the lamellar pitch values obtained from their re-

spective TEM cross-sections, in conjunction with the modelling approach outlined in

Section 4.4.2, are presented in Figure 6.10. The simulated reflectance is displayed, over-

laid with the species-specific LCP-LCP experimental measurements, in Figures 6.10a

to 6.10c for A. aureus, C. strasseni and C. optima, respectively. The modelled spec-

tra display a satisfactory reproduction of the spectral features recorded in the experi-

mental measurements; although, the intensity of the short-wavelength features in the

C. strasseni and C. optima proved difficult to reproduce with high accuracy. The key
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Model parameter/Specimen A. aureus C. strasseni C. optima

Number of helicoids 40 47 37

Epicuticle thickness (nm) 550 400 400

Pitch length scaling factor 1.10 1.09 1.01

Uric acid fraction 0.70 0.60 0.60

Sellmeier coefficient (B) 1.631027 1.593505 1.593505

Sellmeier coefficient (C) 0.027517 0.025678 0.025678

RI birefringence (∆n) 0.203 0.192 0.181

Absorption coefficient (k) 0.001 0.001 0.001

Table 6.1: Details of the key structural parameters applied to the modelled spectra
of A. aureus, C. strasseni and C. optima presented in Figure 6.10.

modelling parameters applied to each species are provided in Table 6.1. Substituting

the Sellmeier coefficients into Equation (3.49b) yields the mean refractive index of the

anisotropic stratified system on which the beetles’ exocuticle structures are modelled.

The coefficients were obtained by fitting the Sellmeier relation to tabulated data for

the wavelength-dependent RI of chitin and uric acid provided by Vargas et al. [366]

for fresh shrimp shells. The effect of altering the uric acid concentration was explored

by applying an effective medium approximation, the uric acid fractions adopted were

governed by values reported by Caveney for C. resplendens and C. optima [238]. The

ordinary and extraordinary RIs, which, along with the Euler angles, describe the index

ellipsoid, were then determined by the birefringence. This was approximated to be

independent of wavelength. Thus, the birefringence and the pitch length scaling factor

represent the two degrees of freedom that were altered in order to closely match the

simulated spectra to their experimental equivalent.

Theoretical models, based upon the scattering matrix approach described in Sec-

tion 4.4.2, were further employed to simulate the angle-dependence of the CP re-

flectance. The results, with respect to the A. aureus and C. strasseni specimens are

shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively.

It is useful to compare the angle-dependent CP reflection simulations of A. aureus

and C. strasseni, with the imaging scatterograms displayed in Figure 6.6. To facilitate

these comparisons, the model was expanded to perform a sweep over all azimuthal

angles, φ, as well as incident angles, θ. From the spectra calculated for each angle, the

tristimulus values were extracted and converted to RGB values, in order to represent

the CP colour. These polar diagrams represent approximations of the experimentally

captured scatterograms. The angle-dependent simulations of the CP reflectance display

the iridescent behaviour observed in the experimental ISM measurements. The RCP-
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RCP analysis illustrates clearly that handedness of the reflection by a chiral material

is not preserved where the structure subject to incident illumination at oblique angles.
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Figure 6.9: Experimental reflectance spectra measured for the scarab beetles (a)
C. strasseni, (b) C. optima and (c) C. batesi, corresponding to illumination at normal
incidence for the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration. The plots chart the variation
in spectral profile as the beam spot is scanned across the elytral samples located close
to specimens’ medial elytral edge.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of experimental and modelled LCP-LCP co-polarised re-
flectance in response to illumination at normal incidence for: (a) A. aureus; (b)
C. strasseni and C. optima.
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Figure 6.11: The modelled angle-dependent co-polarised CP reflectance of A. aureus,
with corresponding polar plots displaying the reflected CP colour. Plots (a) and (b)
correspond to the LCP-LCP co-polarised component. Plots (c) and (d) correspond to
the RCP-RCP co-polarised component.
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Figure 6.12: The modelled angle-dependent co-polarised CP reflectance of Chrysina
strasseni, with corresponding polar plots displaying the reflected CP colour. Plots
(a) and (b) correspond to the LCP-LCP co-polarised component. Plots (c) and (d)
correspond to the RCP-RCP co-polarised component.
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6.3 Colour variation in C. aurigans

Intraspecific colour variation is commonplace in the animal kingdom, typically arising

due to sexual dimorphism. In some instances, however, differences in patterning and/or

colour appearance are manifested in two male or two female conspecifics, for example,

the subspecies of the Torynorrhina flammea beetle [162].

Here, an investigation comparing the structural and optical characteristics of two

colour variants of C. aurigans (Rothschild & Jordan, 1894) is presented. Another

member of the Chrysina genus, C. aurigans is native to Central America, with the

specimens procured for this investigation collected in the Cordillera de Talamanca

mountain range spanning part of the border between Costa Rica and Panama. Of the

specimens described herein, one possesses the bright gold colour appearance typically

exhibited by the species, whilst the other is a rare colour-variant which appears red

over the majority of its elytra.

Photographs displaying the two specimens as perceived in natural lighting and,

also, through both LCP and RCP analysers are shown in Figure 6.13. The specimens

measure 28 mm along their length, with a breadth of 14–15 mm. As Figure 6.13a shows,

the more common gold specimen exhibits a metallic gold colour across the full extent of

its elytra, scutellum and most of the pronotum. Only the head and the pronotum edges

display a variation, with a pinkish red colour observed. Referring to Figure 6.13d, the

elytra are mostly coloured red, however gold is observed around the elytral edges, with

a thicker band spanning the lateral edge and a very thin band spanning the medial

edge. The scutellum is gold and the head and pronotum resemble the gold variant with

some additional pink-red colour distributed around the centre of the pronotum.

When viewed through the CP analysers C. aurigans exhibits the characteristic

response associated with a species possessing a left-handed chiral structure – through

the LCP analyser, the colours of both specimens are heightened, and then diminished

upon switching to view the specimens via an RCP analyser.

6.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy

TEM imaging was undertaken to examine the cross-sectional structure of the elytra of

both colour variants of C. aurigans. The four TEMs collated in Figure 6.15 correspond

to one elytral region from the more common gold specimen, and three spatially distinct

regions of an elytron belonging to the red variant. The different regions are shown in

the optical micrographs shown in Figure 6.14. In the gold variant, the imaged region

was obtained from close to the mid-point of the elytron, approximately halfway along

its length, and between the mid-point and the medial edge across its breadth. Similarly,

the images pertaining to the red colour variant correspond to elytral samples removed
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Figure 6.13: Photographs of (a)–(c) the gold and (d)–(f) red variants of C. aurig-
ans. The photographs illustrate the basic polarised response of the specimens for the
following states: (a), (d) without polarisers; (b), (e), with an LCP analyser; (c), (f),
with an RCP analyser.
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Figure 6.14: Optical micrographs of (a)–(c) the gold and (d)–(l) red coloured variants
of C. aurigans. The surface of the specimens’ elytral exoskeletons are imaged using
the microscope’s 10× objective lens in bright-field epi-illumination. With respect to
the red specimen, images (d)–(f) correspond to a location close to the medial elytral
edge (MEE); images (g)–(i) correspond to elytral centre (CE) in terms of both length
and breadth; images (j)–(l) correspond to a location close to the lateral elytral edge
(LEE). The basic polarised response of the specimens is illustrated, with the reflected
light analysed for the following states: (a), (d), (g), (j) without polarisers (exposure
time: (a) 1 ms; (b), (g), (j) 2 ms); (b), (e), (h), (k) with an LCP analyser (exposure
time: (b) 2 ms; (e), (h), (k) 3 ms); (c), (f), (i), (l) with an RCP analyser (exposure
time: 12 ms (3 ms insets)). Scale bars: (a)–(l) 200 µm.
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from halfway along its length. Of these, one sample was located at the medial edge of

the elytron (Figure 6.15b), one at the mid-point across the breadth (Figure 6.15c), and

one at the lateral edge (Figure 6.15d). Throughout this discussion the three regions

examined from the red C. aurigans’ elytra are termed the ‘medial elytral’, ‘mid-elytral’

and ‘lateral elytral’ regions, respectively.

From a series of consecutive high-magnification (40,000×) images recorded for the

samples from each of these elytral locations, plots charting the change in lamellar pitch

throughout the specimens’ exocuticles were created. These pitch profiles are displayed

in Figure 6.16. Since the golden hue possessed by the gold C. aurigans variant is akin to

that observed in A. aureus (see Figure 6.1a), it is prudent to compare their respective

lamellar pitch profiles. Recalling the profile measured for A. aureus (see Figure 6.5a),

which was observed to be fairly symmetrical, with the exocuticle beginning and ending

with several longer pitch lamellae which were separated by a broad, steep-sided ‘valley’

of shorter pitch lamellae. A similar ‘valley’ profile is observed in Figure 6.16a for the

gold C. aurigans variant. C. strasseni also displayed a broad ‘valley’ feature in its

lamellar pitch profile (see Figure 6.5b), however the pitch length corresponding to the

valley base is shorter by approximately 20 nm. The shortest lamellar pitches in the gold

C. aurigans profile measure approximately 170 nm. For each of A. aureus, C. strasseni

and the gold C. aurigans variant, the breadth of the pitch profile valley feature spans

approximately 50 repeats of the lamellar period. In contrast with the profiles measured

for A. aureus and C. strasseni, prior to development of the valley feature, the pitch

length keeps a relatively constant value of approximately 250 nm moving towards the

endocuticle.

With regards to the rare red variant of C. aurigans, a key question to address is

whether the variations in red and gold colour over the breadth of the elytron are purely

structural? Alternatively, if the red colour cannot be attributed solely to the dimensions

of the helicoids, is a pigmentary component present in the red variant which is absent

in exclusively gold members of the species?

First, the significance of the lamellar pitch measurements obtained for the medial

elytral region is considered. In total, six locations from a prepared sample were imaged

using TEM, however, in four of these a lack of contrast, particularly in the middle of

the exocuticle, rendered the fine detail too difficult to resolve for analysis. The lamellar

pitch lengths measured for the other two locations are displayed in Figure 6.16b. Im-

mediately following the epicuticle the lamellar pitch measures 145 nm, before moving

swiftly into a rounded local maximum in pitch length, peaking at 180 nm, which spans

approximately 9–10 lamellae. From here, the lamellar pitch increases steadily from a

length of 150 nm to 180 nm over a distance covering 35 lamellae repeats. Thereafter,

the two lamellar pitch profiles display some differences. The red data set in Figure 6.16b
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extends to 66 lamellae in total with the pitch gradient relatively unchanged. On the

other hand, the black data set (again, see Figure 6.16b) only extends to 58 lamellae

in total, however, the lamellar pitches are approximately 20 nm longer over this part

of the pitch profile. Whilst good agreement is observed for the data sets presented in

Figure 6.16b, given the localised colour variation close to the medial edge of the elytra,

it is difficult to draw concrete conclusions regarding the cuticles’ ultrastructure without

further measurements.

Greater consistency in terms of the total number of lamellae measured was found

following measurements made from the TEMs obtained for the mid-elytral region of

the red C. aurigans specimen, with 73 lamellae recorded for each region investigated.

Here, five spatially distinct locations across the microtomed samples were identified. Of

these five, four enabled the physical dimensions of helicoidal structure to be recorded

in sufficient detail. The four data sets obtained for the mid-elytral region of the red

variant are displayed in Figure 6.16c. Once again, the lamellar pitch measurements

demonstrate a broad valley-like feature, although, in this instance, the ‘valley depth’ is

approximately 50 nm as opposed to 80 nm for the gold specimen. Furthermore, for the

mid-elytral locations the sides of the valley feature are less steeply inclined. For the

black data set, labelled ‘location-1’, in Figure 6.16c, the minimum pitch length recorded

is approximately 200 nm, and ranges from 175–185 nm for the red, blue and green data

sets. Compared to the lamellar pitch profile of the gold C. aurigans specimen, for which

the shortest pitch length was measured to be approximately 170 nm, the pitch profiles

for the red specimen’s mid-elytral region indicate its colour possesses a structural origin.

A final notable feature of the pitch profiles detailed in Figure 6.16c applies only to

three of the four data sets. The red, blue and green data sets all exhibit an unusual dip

in pitch length affecting a region of the exocuticle spanning approximately 16 lamellae

periods. The presence of this feature corresponds to a region of increased contrast in the

TEMs imaging these locations (see Figure 6.15c). Interestingly, this feature is absent

in the TEMs imaging ‘location-1’ represented by the black data set in Figure 6.16c.

This disparity is investigated further in Section 6.3.4.

The lamellar pitch profiles produced using the TEMs of the samples corresponding

to the lateral elytral region of the red C. aurigans specimen are shown in Figure 6.16d.

The total number of lamellae measured ranged from 69-74, with the overall shape of the

profiles displaying similarities with both the pitch profiles of the gold specimen, and the

medial elytral pitch profiles of the red specimen. Beginning with the gold C. aurigans

specimen’s lamellar pitch profiles, the lateral elytral region of the red specimen exhibits

a similar valley-feature throughout a significant portion of the exocuticle. The minimum

pitch length observed for this feature is approximately 150 nm in the lateral elytral pitch

profiles – 10 nm less than in the more common gold specimen. Two main differences are
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(c)

(d)

Figure 6.15: TEM images showing the full exocuticle ultrastructure of (a) the gold
and (b)–(d) red variants of C. aurigans. With respect to the red specimen, image (b)
shows the exocuticle structure at a location close to the medial elytral edge; image
(c) shows the exocuticle structure corresponding to a central elytral location; image
(d) shows the exocuticle structure at a location close to the lateral elytral edge. Scale
bars: (a)–(d) 5 µm.
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observed; first, for the last few lamellae approaching the endocuticle, where the pitch

profiles for the lateral elytral region of the red specimen show less consistency. The

second and most notable difference is observed for the part of the exocuticle spanned

by the first 11–12 lamellae. In the gold specimen, the pitch length starts longer and

decreases, whilst the opposite is observed in the lateral elytral locations of the red

specimen. This parabolic increase in lamellar pitch length observed through the first

few lamellae for the lateral elytral locations of the red specimen, is a more pronounced

version of the pitch profile corresponding to the same cuticle region of the medial elytral

pitch profiles for the red specimen. Overall, the lateral elytral profiles exhibit a broader

range of pitch lengths than those measured in the medial elytral locations.

6.3.2 Imaging scatterometry

Samples removed from both coloured variants of C. aurigans were analysed using ISM

in the secondary beam configuration. Figure 6.17 shows the scatterograms comparing

samples of the gold and red specimens that were obtained from approximately equiva-

lent elytral locations – close to the geographic centres of the elytra. The gold specimen

exhibits the CP behaviour typical of the other broadband specimens investigated in this

chapter, displaying iridescence characteristic of the layered helicoidal photonic struc-

ture. Analysed in the LCP-LCP configuration, the gold colour of the specimen assumes

a more pronounced green element in response to illumination between angles of 30◦ and

60◦ (Figure 6.17b). The LCP colour from the longer periods of the helicoid, results in

a colour shift to orange in response to oblique angle illumination beyond 60◦, with this

light contributing beyond the long wavelength limit of the visible spectrum at normal

incidence. Similarly, the RCP-RCP analysis produces the expected result; reflected
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Figure 6.16: Plots of the lamellar pitch profiles for (a) the gold variant and (b)–(d)
the red variant of C. aurigans. The red specimen’s structure is measured at three
spatially distinct locations: (b) close to the medial elytral edge; (c) the centre of the
elytron; (d) the lateral elytral edge. The inter-lamellar periodicity, or chirp, directly
determines the wavelengths of light reflected and transmitted by the helicoids.
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Figure 6.17: Imaging scatterograms captured using the secondary beam configura-
tion for: (a)–(c) the gold C. aurigans specimen; (d)–(f) the red C. aurigans specimen.
The polarised hemispherical light scattering distribution is analysed for the following
states: (a), (d) without polarisers; (b), (e) the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration;
(c), (f) the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration. For both colour variants of C. au-
rigans the elytral samples were taken from close to the centre of the beetles’ elytra.
The red circles represent scattering angles of 5◦, 30◦, 60◦and 90◦.

colour is effectively extinguished for sample illumination up to 45◦. Thereafter irides-

cent behaviour is observed at oblique angles, with annuli of red, orange, yellow and,

finally, green observed moving radially outwards (Figure 6.17c).

For the sample taken from the centre of the red specimen’s elytron, the response

at normal incidence is rather muted, as can be seen in Figure 6.17d. The intensity

of the red colour increases with increasing angle of incidence however, suggesting that

the dimensions of the helicoid are reflecting mainly at, or beyond, a wavelength of

approximately 670 nm at normal incidence. The red colour of the sample becomes

clearer towards in the centre of the scatterograms for the LCP-LCP, for which an

impressively rich red colour is observed (Figure 6.17f. Reflected colour is negligible

for the RCP-RCP analysis, extending to the circular marker on the scatterogram that

denotes a scattering angle of 60◦.

The variation in colour across the outer integument of the red coloured variant of the
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Figure 6.18: Imaging scatterograms captured using the secondary beam configu-
ration for samples corresponding to six different locations of the red specimen’s ex-
oskeleton: (a) close to the medial elytral edge; (b) close to the centre of the elytron;
(c) close to the lateral elytral edge; (d) the medial pronotum region; (e) the central
pronotum;(f) the lateral pronotum region. All images are shown for the LCP-LCP co-
polarised configuration. The red circles represent scattering angles of 5◦, 30◦, 60◦and
90◦.

C. aurigans is illustrated in Figure 6.18, which presents imaging scatterograms captured

both for the three elytral regions featured in the optical micrographs, and for three

locations on the specimen’s pronotum. The scatterograms shown in Figure 6.18 were

all captured for the LCP-LCP polarised analysis. The images highlight the, relatively,

localised diversity of the specimens colour. The pronotum, in particular, has distinctive

and symmetric markings which conform to the selective reflection of LCP light exhibited

by the elytra; this patterning sparks curiosity with regards to the level of control

exercised in the original formation of the helicoids.
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6.3.3 Reflectance spectrometry

Figure 6.19b shows both the experimental measurement and simulation of the LCP-

LCP reflection from the gold and red specimens of C. aurigans. Measurements were

obtained via the experimental and modelling approaches utilised for the other speci-

mens described in this chapter, and outlined in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.4.2, respectively.

With respect to the red specimen, the modelled structure was based upon the TEM-

based measurements of the lamellar pitch dimensions displayed in the pitch profile for

‘location-1’ with reference to Figure 6.16c. Unlike some of the other specimens inves-

tigated, the helicoidal pitch data obtained from the TEM analysis of the C. aurigans

structure produced a good fit to the experimental measurements. Therefore, the appli-

cation of a scaling factor, to correct for the effects of the sample preparation process

involved for TEM, was not required. Since the gold specimen exhibited a chirped he-

licoid similar to that measured for A. aureus, the observation of an extremely similar

spectral profile is logical. The spectra for the gold specimen, shown in Figure 6.19a,

display an equally dramatic cut-off in the reflected wavelengths at the short-wavelength

edge of the LCP-LCP reflection. Compared to A. aureus, this cut-off occurs at a slightly

longer wavelength of 515 nm as opposed to 505 nm.

More difficulty was encountered in trying to reproduce the experimental spectrum

recorded for the red specimen. As in the simulations performed for the other speci-

mens investigated in this chapter, incoherent averaging was applied to reduce spectral

modulation. However, alone, this could not sufficiently account for the suppression of

oscillatory features in the red specimen. Furthermore, modifications of absorption and

RI index within the structure did not lead to a more satisfactory result. It is possi-

ble that the structure possesses some defects that might account for this discrepancy.

Libby et al. have raised the topic of defects in the form of fluctuations in the orien-

tation of the chitin nanofibrils from which the helicoid is formed [359]. In this report,

the authors suggest that, due to the presence of pore canals running vertically through

the exocuticle, defects are likely to form in the structure and, in addition, might lead

to localised fluctuations in the concentration of uric acid in the structure. For this

investigation, the extent to which such defects might alter the optical properties of the

beetle specimens has not yet been fully explored.

The spectral profile of the LCP-LCP component that dominates the appearance of

both coloured variants of C. aurigans was rigorously examined across several samples

taken from the gold and red specimens. The consistency of the LCP-LCP spectrum for

samples of the gold specimen is shown in Figure 6.20. The same experimental approach

was repeated for samples belonging to medial, mid and lateral elytral samples taken

from the red specimen. These results are shown in Figure 6.21. As observed for the
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of experimental and modelled LCP-LCP co-polarised re-
flectance in response to illumination at normal incidence for: (a) the gold variant of
C. aurigans; (b) the red variant of C. aurigans.
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gold C. aurigans specimen, the spectral profiles corresponding to the different elytral

regions of the red specimen each exhibit a distinct cut-off in reflection at their short-

wavelength edge. For the medial and mid elytral samples, unsurprisingly, this occurs

at longer wavelengths of approximately 620–640 nm, with some locational variation.

Reflection from the medial elytral sample was measured to be consistently more intense

(Figure 6.21a), with the mid elytral sample showing the most variation in intensity as

the beam spot location was changed (Figure 6.21b). The majority of the broadband

samples investigated in this chapter display their strongest spectral feature, typically

spanning 50–100 nm in bandwidth, at their short-wavelength edge. Therefore, it is

difficult to assert with authority the reason for the relative lack of pronounced resonant

features encountered in the reflectance measurements for the red coloured samples. One

possible explanation is given by the lamellar pitch profiles (Figures 6.16b and 6.16c)

which display more gradual acclivities and declivities of the helicoidal chirp, perhaps

reducing the influence of the resonant cavity created by the valley-like shape of the pitch

profile. However, this argument could be applied to the green-gold coloured lateral

sample of the red specimen, yet the spectral profile measured for this sample displays

oscillatory features akin to those measured for the entirely gold specimen (Figure 6.21c).

With other samples also displaying less well-defined oscillations for wavelengths longer

than 750 nm however, the decisive factor could be the wavelength-range for which the

Fresnel rhomb gives optimised achromatic performance (420–670 nm). The presence

of uric acid is unlikely to be responsible, since it is shown to absorb more strongly at

near-UV wavelengths [367].

6.3.4 Structural abnormalities in the red variant of C. aurigans

The TEM analysis of the exocuticular structure undertaken for samples originating from

different locations across the breadth of the specimen’s elytra presented some interesting

observations. In this section, the apparent structural anomaly revealed in several of the

cuticle cross-section obtained for the red C. aurigans specimen’s central elytral sample

is explored in greater depth. The lamellar pitch profiles describing the chirp based

upon TEM images obtained for the mid elytral region of the red specimen showed some

disparities (Figure 6.16c). Most notable was a dip in the measured pitch values that was

recorded in three of the four profiles presented, which appeared to correspond to a region

of dark contrast located deep within the helicoid. Figure 6.22 shows, in fine detail, this

dark region for each of the three locations where it was observed. For the affected

lamellae, the pitch profiles clearly indicate a level of compression, without any obvious

signs of damage to the structure. The resumption of longer helicoidal pitches can be seen

to the right of the darkly contrasted section in each of the images. Recent investigations
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Figure 6.20: Experimental reflectance spectra measured for the gold coloured C. au-
rigans specimen, corresponding to illumination at normal incidence for the LCP-LCP
co-polarised configuration. Individually, the plots chart the variation in spectral pro-
file as the beam spot is scanned across three elytral samples all originally located close
to the medial edges of the specimen’s elytra.
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Figure 6.21: Experimental reflectance spectra measured for the red coloured C. au-
rigans specimen, corresponding to illumination at normal incidence for the LCP-LCP
co-polarised configuration. Individually, the plots chart the variation in spectral pro-
file as the beam spot is scanned across samples taken from three separate locations
halfway along the elytral length: (a) the medial elytral edge; (b) the elytral mid-point;
(c) the lateral elytral edge.
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of the C. aurigans specimen have made reference to the potentially uneven distributions

of uric acid within the structure [358, 367]. Describing the reflection spectrum of the

silver-like specimen C. chrysargyrea, Vargas et al. ascribe the NIR reflection band

observed in their measurements to an increased volume fraction of uric acid deep within

the helicoid [367].

Figure 6.23 presents a series of investigative simulations examining the effects of

altering different parameters applied to the modelled structure. The structural pa-

rameters altered for each model are contained in Table 6.2. Figure 6.23a shows the

simulated response for a sample taken from the mid elytral region of C. aurigans, with

the structure defined by the lamellar pitch profiles exhibiting the ‘dip’ relating to the

darkly contrasted region manifested in the TEMs. The structural abnormality gives

rise to a reflection feature between 500–600 nm that was not recorded in any experimen-

tal measurements of the specimen. Figure 6.23b considers the change in the spectrum

affected by discounting the helicoid beyond the depth in the cuticle at which the ab-

normality appears. As expected, the shorter-wavelength reflection feature is no longer

observed, whilst oscillations in the spectrum arising from the cavity created by the

dip are also eradicated. Figures 6.23c and 6.23d highlight the moderating influence of

increasing the imaginary component of the complex RI within the dip region, first by a

factor of 10, then by a factor of 100. Unsurprisingly, significantly increasing the absorp-

tion in a given region of the structure depletes its photonic performance. Furthermore,

an absorption coefficient large enough to negate the reflection contribution from the

structural abnormality is unrealistically high with regards to the materials employed

in biological photonic systems. Although, high concentrations of uric acid located deep

within the helicoidal structures of scarab beetles has been hypothesised by Vargas et

al. [367], the anticipated effect of this would be an increase in the structure’s mean RI.

Since the presence of uric acid is long known to increase the birefringence within beetle

helicoids [238], the impact imparted by reducing the mean RI index within the dip

region by accounting for a reduced concentration of uric acid was instead considered.

The results, shown in Figures 6.23e and 6.23f, show some success in suppressing the

shorter wavelength reflection feature. Typically, however, the dark contrast of material

sections in TEMs is a result of higher electron density in the region and, therefore, a

higher RI value [368]. With this in mind, the intraspecific CP colours exhibited by

C. aurigans remain, in some aspects a slight enigma and further study is required to

understand the full complexity of their origin.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.22: TEM images showing the structural abnormality observed for certain
elytral locations in the red C. aurigans specimen. Images (a), (b) and (c), refer to
elytral locations ‘ce2’, ‘ce3’ and ‘ce5’, profiled in Figure 6.16c. Scale bars: (a)–(c) 1
µm.
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Figure 6.23: Modelled spectra showing the effect of changing the material param-
eters of the helicoid periods located within the ‘dip’ observed in the lamellar pitch
profiles, corresponding to the central elytron sample locations ‘ce2’, ‘ce3’ and ‘ce5’,
shown in Figure 6.16c. Plot (a) applies the same base parameters used to model the
components of the CP reflectance using the lamellar pitch profile for the location ‘ce1’;
plot (b) repeats the simulation but for the structure ending at the ‘dip’ feature. The
modifications to the structure applied in models (c)–(f) are listed in Table 6.2.
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C. aurigans red
specimen re-
flectance data

Absorption Coeffi-
cient (k)

Uric Acid Fraction RI Birefringence
(∆n)

Figure 6.23a 0.001 0.70 0.165

Figure 6.23c 0.01 0.70 0.165

Figure 6.23d 0.1 0.70 0.165

Figure 6.23e 0.001 0.50 0.125

Figure 6.23f 0.001 0.30 0.075

Table 6.2: Details of the structural parameters applied to the modelled spectra
presented in Figure 6.23.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, an investigation into the origins of the coruscating broadband metallic

colours observed in a number of rutelinid beetle species has been presented. Through

extensive TEM imaging of the beetles’ helicoidal ultrastructures and subsequent anal-

ysis of the structural dimensions elucidated, detailed descriptions of the helicoids was

achieved. In each case, profiling the distribution of helicoidal pitch lengths throughout

the specimens’ photonic exocuticle regions identified species specific chirped manifes-

tations of the helicoidal morphology. The broadband reflection originating from multi-

layers possessing a variation in RI periodicity is nothing new in itself. However, barring

the odd exception [369], the resonant Bragg peaks identified in the LCP reflection spec-

tra of these broadband beetle specimens had not been afforded significant attention in

previous investigations. The detailed deconstruction of the specimens’ chirped helicoids

with respect to their optical properties represents a relatively new approach. By using

models constructed on the basis of the parameters extracted from the TEM analysis of

the beetles’ helicoids, the validity of this approach was verified in the broadly successful

replication of the experimental measurements of the beetles’ CP reflection.

The use of ISM to capture the CP colour reflected by the beetles was shown to be a

robust method for describing their angle-dependent CP appearance. ISM represents an

excellent tool with which to communicate the results obtained using other experimental

methods.

Finally, through the discussion of the intraspecific colour variation displayed by

gold and red variants of the C. aurigans specimen, the need for an enhanced under-

standing of the self-assembly processes by which the helicoidal morphology is formed

was highlighted. The natural variation and the role of defects in biological systems

presents an ongoing challenge, with further investigation required in order to appre-

ciate the full complexity of the interplay between physical and biological mechanisms
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that characterise the beetles’ structures.
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Chapter 7

Biological Wave Retarders in the

Genus Chrysina (Coleoptera:

Scarabaeidae)

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6, the chirped helicoidal layered systems encountered in the metallic silver

and gold species belonging to the Rutelinae subfamily were discussed at some length,

with particular attention paid to the Chrysina genus. This chapter serves to expand

this discussion by presenting a detailed study of two further species belonging to the

Chrysina genus, namely C. resplendens (Boucard, 1875) and C. cupreomarginata (F.

Bates, 1904), both shown in Figure 7.1.

Thus far, all of the species discussed in this thesis are united by their shared propen-

sity for the exclusive reflection of left-handed CP light up to viewing angles of at least

45◦. C. resplendens currently enjoys a degree of notoriety among zoological examples

of structural colour since it possesses the remarkable ability to preserve right-handed

CP (RCP) light upon reflection in addition to reflecting LCP light. To date, C. re-

splendens is the sole example of this behaviour reported in an animal species. The

work presented in this chapter draws inspiration from several previous studies of the

C. resplendens species that have made valuable contributions to the field. The pho-

tonic structure of C. resplendens was first characterised experimentally in detail by

Caveney [238] who, in his paper, identified two left-handed helicoidal regions separated

by a “unidirectional” layer of birefringent material in which the rotation of the chitin

microfibrils is interrupted. Throughout this thesis, many references have been made to

the analogous optical behaviour of scarab beetles’ helicoidal structures and the optics
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of CLCs. In contrast, the parallel alignment of chitin microfibrils in the unidirectional

layer resembles liquid crystals ordered in the nematic phase. Caveney showed that the

unidirectional layer performs as a half-wave plate within the reflectance band. The

reflection of incident RCP light was thus explained by a conversion to LCP light upon

being transmitted through the unidirectional layer, enabling reflection upon interac-

tion with the second helicoid and the subsequent reconversion to RCP light on the

return journey through the retarder. As with the species discussed in Chapter 6, the

golden hue of C. resplendens arises due to the chirped configuration of its helicoids.

Further investigations have considered the optical properties of C. resplendens via the

application of imaging polarimetry [370] and Mueller matrix ellipsometry techniques

[231, 232, 371].

This chapter comprises three principal sections. First, the ultrastructure of C. re-

splendens described by Caveney is revisited, with its optical properties discussed in

hitherto unreported detail. The second part of the chapter describes the light polarisa-

tion properties of the ultrastructure encountered in the elytra of C. cupreomarginata,

introducing it as a second example of a beetle species utilising a birefringent retarder

layer. Last, the respective characteristics of the two beetles’ structures are compared

and contrasted, leading into a broader theoretical discussion concerning the optical

effects of biological birefringent wave retarders.
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Figure 7.1: Photographs of the Chrysina scarab species (a)–(c) C. resplendens and
(d)–(f) C. cupreomarginata. The photographs illustrate the basic polarised response
of the specimens for the following states: (a), (d) without polarisers; (b), (e), with an
LCP analyser; (c), (f), with an RCP analyser.
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7.2 Qualitative optical observations of C. resplendens and

C. cupreomarginata

The rudimentary CP response of both species is illustrated by means of photographing

the specimens first without any polariser between the subject and the camera lens, and

then with an LCP analyser and an RCP analyser controlling the polarisation of the light

recorded by the camera. The photographs corresponding to the three configurations

are shown in Figure 7.1. Sections removed from the elytra of both specimens were

imaged at a higher magnification using a microscope, in bright-field epi-illumination,

for the same three polarisation configurations (see Figure 7.2), providing more detailed

information concerning the presence of any optical roughness across the exoskeleton

surface. Unsurprisingly, given their highly reflective metallic appearance, the specimens

exhibit relatively smooth surfaces which comprise an ensemble of closely tessellating

sclerites, with the beetles’ exoskeletons akin to a suit of armour.

Figure 7.1 b shows that when viewed with an LCP analyser the gold colour of C. re-

splendens is noticeably altered, with the light reflected at green and yellow wavelengths

dominating the response and providing an indication of the dimensions of the helicoids

in the first helicoidal region according to Caveney’s description of the cuticle structure.

Conversely, Figure 7.1 c shows that when viewed with an RCP analyser the colour of

C. resplendens, as observed in the unpolarised state, shifts to a deep shade of metallic

orange, presumably due to the diminished influence of the first helicoidal region and the

emergence of the second helicoidal region as the dominant reflector. At a qualitative

level, these observations agree favourably with Caveney’s statement that C. resplen-

dens “reflects left circularly polarised light which had a maximum reflection in the green

wavelengths, but also reflects right circularly polarised light with a maximum reflection

in the orange wavelengths” [238].

For C. cupreomarginata, when viewed through a LCP analyser the specimen’s colour

displays a marginal bias towards reflecting orange wavelengths (Figure 7.1 e), with

the colours greatly accentuated relative to the beetle’s appearance for the unpolarised

configuration (Figure 7.1 d). Relative to C. resplendens, the LCP configuration appears

to show a greater degree of iridescence, with the beetle’s colour transitioning through

yellow and then to green as the edges of the elytra are approached. Figure 7.1 f

shows C. cupreomarginata viewed through a RCP analyser; relative to the unpolarised

configuration the colour shifts from green/gold towards blue/green and the intensity

of the reflected colour also appears slightly diminished. Following the assumption

that this RCP response is generated similarly to C. resplendens via the utilisation of

a unidirectional birefringent retarder layer, this observation points to two potential

possibilities for the architecture of the C. cupreomarginata exocuticle. First, the chirp
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Figure 7.2: Optical micrographs of the Chrysina scarab species (a)–(c) C. resplen-
dens and (d)–(f) C. cupreomarginata. The surface of the specimens’ elytral ex-
oskeletons are imaged using the microscope’s 10× objective lens in bright-field epi-
illumination. The basic polarised response of the specimens is illustrated, with the
reflected light analysed for the following states: (a), (d) without polarisers (exposure
time: 1 ms); (b), (e) with an LCP analyser (exposure time: 2.5 ms); (c), (f) with an
RCP analyser (exposure time: 2.5 ms). Scale bars: (a)–(f) 200 µm.
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of the second helicoidal region encompasses a much narrower range of lamellar pitch

lengths, in comparison with C. resplendens, corresponding to RCP light being reflected

at blue wavelengths; second, the birefringent retarder may have significantly different

dimensions and not behave as a half-wave retarder over the same range of wavelengths.

The colour changes in both species are replicated in the optical micrographs shown in

Figure 7.2.

7.3 Circular polarisation in C. resplendens

7.3.1 Structural characterisation

The optically significant regions of the cuticle of C. resplendens were identified, pri-

marily, using TEM. The full extent of the photonic structure of the exocuticle of C. re-

splendens is shown in Figure 7.3a, with its constituent regions that lead to its distinct

CP signature clearly highlighted; Figures 7.3b to 7.3e display these regions in finer de-

tail. In agreement with previous descriptions of the C. resplendens species, the TEMs

reveal that the structure possesses a non-helicoidal layer that separates the stratified

structure into two spatially distinct helicoidal regions. As described for the biological

CP reflectors presented in Chapters 5 and 6, TEM facilitates the acquisition of the di-

mensions of the individual lamellae and, in the case of C. resplendens, the birefringent

retarder layer which inform the modelled CP reflectance by the system. In addition,

SEM was also performed on fractured elytron sections to verify the overall thickness of

the exocuticle.

The lamellar pitch profile describing the chirped configuration of the upper and

lower helicoids in the C. resplendens exocuticle is displayed in Figure 7.5. The dimen-

sions of individual lamellae were obtained for four separate locations observed from the

elytron samples prepared for TEM; the prepared elytron sections were all extracted

from approximately central locations of an elytron belonging to a single specimen. One

of the observed locations provided a relatively large area of clean and intact cuticle, and

allowed the localised variation in the lamellar pitch to be examined in greater detail,

with the lateral separation between the sub-locations measuring approximately 25 µm.

The mean total thickness of the C. resplendens exocuticle measured 21.5 µm, with the

thinnest and thickest locations measuring 20 µm and 22.3 µm, respectively. The total

number of lamellae recorded was relatively consistent across the separate locations,

with the upper helicoid comprising either 19 (‘loc-3’), 20 (‘loc-1a’–‘loc1f’) or 21 (‘loc-2’

and ‘loc-4’) lamellae and the lower helicoid comprising 78 lamellae across location 1

and 80 lamellae in locations 2 and 4. Location 3, in contrast, exhibited only 71 lamel-

lae in the lower helicoid. Within the upper helicoid, the lamellar pitch decreases from
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(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7.3: TEMs detailing the exocuticular photonic structure of C. resplendens.
(a) A normal section through the outer part of the cuticle structure of C. resplendens
showing the optically significant region in its entirety with the individual component
regions labelled as follows: 1: epicuticle; 2: upper helicoid; 3: unidirectional bire-
fringent retarder; 4: lower helicoid; 5: endocuticle (beginning of). Regions 2–4 form
the exocuticle. (b)–(e) magnified sections depicting the epicuticle and upper helicoid,
the half-wave birefringent retarder, the middle section of the lower helicoid and the
deepest section of the lower helicoid, respectively. Scale bars: (a) 5 µm; (b)–(e) 1 µm.
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approximately 225 nm at the distal limit to 150 nm at the proximal limit. The lower

helicoid exhibits a complex profile, initially the chirp follows a similar path to that seen

in the upper helicoid, albeit over approximately half the number of lamellae. Over-

all, the lower helicoid displays a broad range of lamellar pitch dimensions spanning,

approximately, 125 nm to 285 nm; descending through the lower helicoid, the pitch

lengths are shortest upon approaching the midpoint of the structure, whilst the longest

helicoids are encountered both immediately following the unidirectional layer and close

to the endocuticle. The mean thickness of the birefringent retarder was measured to

be 1.75 µm, with a range of ± 0.1 µm. Located above the upper helicoid, the mean

thickness of the epicuticle measured 0.62 µm ± 0.05 µm.

SEMs detailing the photonic structure of the C. resplendens exocuticle are shown

in Figure 7.4. An issue commonly encountered when performing TEM is that a small

degree of shrinkage may arise as a consequence of the extensive preparation process to

which samples are subjected. An estimate of the shrinkage of the cuticle’s structural

features was made by comparing the images obtained using the two electron microscopy

techniques. SEMs were obtained for several separate elytron locations from the same

C. resplendens specimen that provided elytron sections for TEM. In the case of SEM,

the mean total thickness of the C. resplendens cuticle measured 23.44 µm, with the

thinnest location measured to be 20.73 µm and the thickest location 24.51 µm. To

correct for the disparity between the TEM and SEM measured values, a scaling factor

of 9% was applied to measured values of the lamellar pitch that were subsequently used

in initial simulations of C. resplendens’ CP reflectance.

7.3.2 Imaging scatterometry

Figure 7.6 displays the imaging scatterograms captured using the secondary beam con-

figuration of the imaging scatterometer (see Figure 4.4) which attempts to describe

the full BRDF (see Section 4.2) for the sample. Scatterograms are presented for three

polarisation-state configurations: unpolarised, LCP-LCP co-polarised and RCP-RCP

co-polarised.

The scatterogram corresponding to the unpolarised configuration, (see Figure 7.6a),

displays a bright, slightly orange, gold colour which exhibits only a minor degree of blue-

shift as the angle of illumination increases from normal incidence to approximately

45◦. Around this point, the reflected hue takes on a slightly green tint. However, blue-

shifted light, originating from longer pitch lengths in the upper and lower helicoids,

swiftly restores the dominant colour to orange-gold as the scattering angle approaches

60◦. Hereafter a pale yellow/white colour is observed. For the LCP-LCP polarised

secondary beam configuration, the reflected colour observed in response to incident
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7.4: SEMs of the exocuticular photonic structure of C. resplendens. The
labels UH, BR and LH in image (a) refer to the upper helicoid, unidirectional bire-
fringent retarder layer and the lower helicoid, respectively. Scale bars: (a)–(c) 10 µm.
(Images courtesy of E. Finlayson, Exeter).
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Figure 7.5: Plot of the lamellar pitch profile for C. resplendens, detailing the chirped
nature of the helicoidal exocuticle structure. The plot displays lamellar pitch lengths
(circles) measured directly from different TEM cross-sections of the exocuticle; a scal-
ing factor of 1.09 has been applied to account for shrinkage in the structure resulting
from the TEM sample preparation process. The break in the data corresponds to the
position of the unidirectional layer.
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Unpolarised LCP-LCP RCP-RCP

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.6: Imaging scatterograms captured using the ‘secondary beam’ configura-
tion for C. resplendens. The images show the far-field scattering pattern for both
species in three states: (a) the unpolarised configuration; (b) the LCP-LCP co-
polarised configuration; (c) the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration.

angles of illumination ranging between 0◦ and approximately 45–50◦ is a bright lime

green (see Figure 7.6b). Coinciding with purity of the CP handedness diminishing

at scattering angles beyond 45◦, the reflected hue switches sharply to bright orange,

more closely resembling the colour reflected at normal incidence for the RCP-RCP

co-polarised configuration. This similarity in the reflected colour may be observed

when comparing Figures 7.6b and 7.6c. In the RCP-RCP co-polarised scatterogram,

a bright orange hue is observed for scattering angles ranging from normal incidence

up to approximately 35–40◦ beyond which the colour blue-shifts very slightly, giving a

more yellow-orange hue. A couple of minima are observed in the scatterograms at an

approximate scattering angle of 45◦ along the diagonal axis connecting the 4 o’clock

and 10 o’clock positions.

7.3.3 Reflectance spectrometry

Reflectance measurements in response to sample illumination at normal incidence were

performed on the cuticle using the experimental setup outlined in Section 4.3.2 and

previously applied to the specimens analysed in Chapters 5 and 6. The majority of the

reflectance spectra presented herein focus upon the CP reflectance properties exhibited

in response to light incident upon the top surface of several sections removed from the

specimen’s elytra. However, a section of an elytron was also prepared to enable optical

reflectance measurements to be performed with incidence upon the bottom surface of

the lower helicoid. The soft endocuticle, including a pigmented layer, was removed me-

chanically to expose an area of the hard exocuticle, which, upon exposure, was readily

identifiable owing to its reflective appearance. Again, following the approach to exam-
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ining the species described in Chapters 5 and 6, the theoretical reflectance was modelled

using a scattering matrix method for 1D anisotropic layered systems, employing the

structural parameters obtained from the electron microscopy experiments described in

Section 7.3.1.

Beginning with the more conventional case where light is directly incident upon the

top surface of the epicuticle, Figure 7.7 shows the overlaid experimentally measured

and computationally modelled reflectance spectra for the LCP-LCP (Figure 7.7a) and

RCP-RCP (Figure 7.7b) co-polarised configurations. The spectral shape should be

considered with reference to the lamellar pitch profile shown in Figure 7.5. In the LCP-

LCP case, a broadband spectral response is observed. In terms of reflected intensity,

the strongest feature of the spectra is observed spanning the 700–800 nm wavelength

range, which can be explained with reference to the lamellar pitch profile. Across the

first 10 lamellar repeats of the upper helicoid, the decreasing pitch length follows a

relatively shallow gradient with the pitch ranging between 200–230 nm. In contrast,

the second half of the upper helicoid shows a steeper decline in the lamellar pitch

length. The concentration of a sufficient number of lamellae over a narrow range of

pitch lengths leads to light being reflected with higher intensity. Thus, the reflectance

dip centred approximately at 650 nm can also be attributed to the steepening decline of

the lamellar pitch following the first 10 lamellae. The second half of the upper helicoid

which comprises lamellar pitch values ranging between 150 nm and 180 nm, with this

region contributing the broad peak that covers the spectral region from 500–630 nm.

However, at no point within the upper helicoid is a lamellar pitch corresponding to the

small reflectance peak centred on 450 nm encountered.

Given the relatively low intensity of the feature centred on 450 nm, its contribution

to the perceived colour of the specimen would be minimal. Similarly, the strong spectral

feature observed between 700 nm and 800 nm does not contribute significantly to the

colour of C. resplendens as percieved by humans. This leaves the beetle’s LCP colour

to be determined by the peak in the 500–630 nm wavelength range.

For RCP light incidence upon the top surface of the epicuticle, the RCP reflectance

measurement exhibits broadband reflectance spanning the wavelength range 500 nm

to 850 nm. The origin of this reflectance component is attributed principally to the

lower helicoid, and the form of its spectrum is influenced not only by the large range

of lamellar pitch lengths recorded in the lower helicoid, but also by the wavelength-

dependence of the retardation imparted by the unidirectional layer. The reversal of

CP handedness required to produce C. resplendens’ RCP-RCP response corresponds

preferentially to wavelengths for which the unidirectional layer imposes a retardation

that is close to π. A point of significance here is that the RCP-RCP spectrum does

not extend to as short a wavelength as the LCP-LCP spectrum despite the lamellar
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Figure 7.7: Plots providing a comparison of the experimental and modelled re-
flectance spectra for C. resplendens in response to illumination at normal incidence
for (a) the LCP-LCP and (b) RCP-RCP co-polarised configurations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: Plots demonstrating the consistency of the co-polarised spectral profiles
for an elytral sample belonging to C. resplendens for illumination at normal inci-
dence. Plot (a) corresponds to the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration, and plot (b)
corresponds to the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration.
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pitch dimensions for a significant portion of the lower helicoid being shorter than in

the upper helicoid. The inference based upon this observation is that the RCP-RCP

bandwidth is constricted by the specification of the birefringent retarder rather than

that of the lower helicoid.

The intensity of the RCP-RCP spectrum is strongest within the visible wavelength

range for wavelengths longer than 600 nm, however, in contrast with species such as

A. aureus and C. aurigans, presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, respectively, there is no

dramatic cut-off in reflectance above a certain wavelength. The decreasing reflectance

in the 500 nm to 600 nm wavelength range tempers the dominance of the reflectance

at red wavelengths leading to the orange-gold colour described by Caveney [238].

Both the LCP-LCP and RCP-RCP reflectance spectra strongly support the CP

colours observed in the images presented in Section 7.2 and the imaging scatterograms

shown in Figure 7.6.

The performance of the birefringent retarder layer was investigated further by con-

ducting reflectance measurements with light incident upon the exposed bottom surface

of the lower helicoid. These measurements, and the accompanying simulations, are

shown alongside the equivalent spectra for light incident upon the top surface of the

upper helicoid, and presented in Figure 7.9. For this configuration, the LCP-LCP

spectral profile may be attributed principally to the lower helicoid, whose response is

now independent of the unidirectional retarder. The reflectance from the lower heli-

coid spans the entire visible spectral range, with the simulated spectrum, additionally,

showing intense reflection in the NIR, and correlates well with the range of lamel-

lar pitch dimensions measured for the lower helicoid. This provides strong evidence

that the RCP-RCP response for light incident upon the top surface of the elytron is

indeed constrained by the performance of the birefringent retarder. The absence of

short-wavelength components from the RCP-RCP spectrum (red data) in Figure 7.9a

that are present in the LCP-LCP spectrum (red data) in Figure 7.9b implies that the

unidirectional layer does not impart the phase retardation required to reverse the CP

handedness at those wavelengths. This conclusion is given further credence by the

RCP-RCP spectrum (blue data) shown in Figure 7.9b, which arises from the combined

action of the upper helicoid as well as the retarder. The spectral features located

at wavelengths shorter than 500 nm that are present in the LCP-LCP spectrum in

Figure 7.9a are absent in the RCP-RCP spectrum in Figure 7.9b. One possible mech-

anism that would prevent this CP handedness reversal by the unidirectional layer is

full-wave retardation within that wavelength regime. Returning to the case where light

is incident upon the top surface of the cuticle to examine the small reflectance peak

centred on 450 nm in the LCP-LCP spectrum in Figure 7.9a, the potential affect of

this mechanism may be considered. Using this feature as evidence, the following con-
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Figure 7.9: Plots providing a comparison between experimental and modelled re-
sults demonstrating the effect of reversing the helicoidal structure encountered in the
C. resplendens exocuticle. In each plot, the blue and red curves indicate the CP com-
ponent that is attributed principally to the upper and lower helicoids, respectively, as
encountered relative to the propagation direction of the incident beam. Thus, invert-
ing the structure results in the ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ helicoids switching. Specifically, the
individual plots show: (a) Experimentally measured CP reflectance for light incident
upon the structure’s epicuticular surface; (b) Experimentally measured CP reflectance
for light incident upon the structure’s rear surface; (c) Simulated CP reflectance for
light incident upon the structure’s epicuticular surface; (d) Simulated CP reflectance
for light incident upon the structure’s rear surface.
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jecture can be drawn: since the TEM analysis of the exocuticle showed that the upper

helicoid lacks the lamellar pitch dimensions requisite for constructive interference cor-

responding to the 450 nm feature, the short-wavelength component of incident LCP

light is transmitted by the upper helicoid. When this LCP radiation passes through the

unidirectional layer, its CP handedness is converted from left-handed to right-handed

and then back to left-handed as near-2π retardation occurs. It is then reflected by

the sufficiently short lamellar pitch lengths that are located approximately half-way

through the lower helicoid. Once again, this reflected LCP light travels back through

the unidirectional layer, experiencing a double handedness reversal, before propagating

unhindered through the upper helicoid.

In his paper, Caveney performed direct measurements of the dimensions and refrac-

tive index of the unidirectional layer and reported half-wave retardation at a wavelength

of 590 nm. That result does not fit well with the measurements of the specimen inves-

tigated in this study; a wavelength nearer to the centre of the RCP-RCP reflectance

band shown in Figure 7.9a is expected. Caveney’s measurement, however, is closer to

the short-wavelength band edge of the RCP-RCP response. Referring to the reflectance

measurements in Figure 7.9a, the unidirectional layer is estimated to act most efficiently

as a half-wave plate at a wavelength of approximately 670 nm, with full-wave retar-

dation occurring in the propinquity of 410 nm. Thus, in order for the unidirectional

layer to satisfy this wavelength-dependent retardation hypothesis, it must possess some

degree of birefringence dispersion. Using these empirical estimates, the in-plane bire-

fringence of the microfibril assembly was calculated for each of the two wavelengths

using the relation:

∆n(λ) =
∆φ(λ)λ

2πl
, (7.1)

where ∆φ(λ) is the retardation, λ is the free-space wavelength and l is the thickness

of the unidirectional layer. These values were used, in conjunction with the Sellmeier

equation (Equation (3.49b)), to inform the wavelength-dependent birefringence applied

in the scattering matrix model that was used to simulate the reflectance of the C. re-

splendens structure.

7.3.4 Theoretical modelling

Figure 7.9c shows the modelled CP reflectance spectra representing incidence upon the

epicuticular surface of the C.resplendens elytron. By comparison with the correspond-

ing experimental measurements (Figure 7.9a), also illustrated for the two co-polarised

configurations by Figure 7.7, it is seen that the principal spectral features are suc-

cessfully reproduced; namely, the positions of the three main peaks of the LCP-LCP
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spectrum and the short-wavelength limit of the RCP-RCP reflectance band. With re-

gards to incidence on the bottom surface of the lower helicoid, the modelled spectra are

shown in Figure 7.9d. Here, the broad LCP-LCP response, measured experimentally

in Figure 7.9b, is replicated, with the reflectance band extending from 400 nm across

the full range of visible wavelengths and into the NIR. Similarly, the absence of short-

wavelength reflectance features in the RCP-RCP spectrum correlates favourably with

the experimental measurement.

In order to consolidate the results of the secondary beam ISM measurements, the

theoretical modelling approach was extended to examine the angle-dependent behaviour

of the CP reflectance exhibited by the C. resplendens specimen. The results, simulated

for each of the four co-polarised and cross-polarised reflectance components that con-

tribute to C. resplendens’ colour appearance, are shown in Figure 7.10. In each case,

the spectral features are blue-shifted in response to the angle of incidence increasing

away from normal, thus exhibiting the typical optical behaviour associated with multi-

layer structures. The LCP-LCP co-polarised angle-dependent reflectance is presented

in Figure 7.10d. The shift from a green colour appearance at normal incidence to

bright orange as seen in the ISM results (see Figure 7.6b) is demonstrated clearly in

the simulation.

Figure 7.10a shows the RCP-RCP co-polarised response of the structure. In re-

sponse to illumination ranging from normal incidence to approximately 40◦, the intense

reflection in the region of 600 nm and, to a lesser extent, longer wavelengths that is

confirmed. This behaviour is attributed, in equal measure, to the chirp of the lower

helicoid and to the optimisation of the half-wave retardation imposed by the unidi-

rectional layer for this wavelength range. Approaching an incident angle of 45◦, the

reflected intensity is depleted for all wavelengths, without exception. As discussed in

previous sections, the purity of the CP handedness is diminished for oblique angles

and, as the angle of incidence approaches grazing angles, the optical behaviour more

closely resembles the Fresnel-type reflection associated with a plane mirror. This fact

explains the subsequent re-emergence of a broadband spectral response to incident an-

gles greater than 60◦. The high-angle RCP-RCP spectral profile further possesses a

blue-shifted contribution from the upper helicoid’s constituent periods.

The proposed optical function of the respective component regions of C. resplen-

dens’ helicoidal photonic morphology is elaborated through the series of simulations

presented in Figure 7.11, in which the CP field amplitudes propagating through, and

reflected by, the structure are illustrated. The simulations presented here correspond

to normal incidence upon the elytral surface, and demonstrate the changes in either

forward or backward propagating modes as a function of depth within the photonic

ultrastructure. Within Figure 7.11, adjacent plots are separated by vertical bars high-
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lighting the interfaces separating the structural features comprising the helicoidal struc-

ture of C. resplendens. The z position at which the incident field exhibits attenuation,

as signified by the colour bar, corresponds directly to the generation of the reflected

field. As for the discussion of the spectral features presented in the previous section,

this z-dependence may be correlated with lamellar pitch distribution describing the

chirp of the helicoids.

The response of the structure to an RCP incident field is presented in Figures 7.11a

to 7.11d. The origin of the RCP reflectance may be understood by considering these

plots in a particular order, as follows. Figure 7.11a shows the forward propagating

RCP field. In this case, the incident field propagates through the left-handed upper

helicoid with very little attenuation, and is converted to LCP by the unidirectional

layer, subject to the wavelength dependence of its retardation. The conversion displays

maximum efficiency at a wavelength of 670 nm, whereupon half-wave retardation is

imposed. The strong LCP field appears in Figure 7.11c after the transition from the

unidirectional layer to the lower helicoid. Since the lower helicoid also possesses a left-

handed configuration, the forward-propagating LCP field amplitude is depleted due

to reflection in this region. The associated backward-propagating LCP field is shown

in Figure 7.11d. Figure 7.11b completes the picture; the generation of the reflected

RCP field in the unidirectional layer is shown. This component of the field propagates

uninhibited back through the upper helicoid. The reflectance of the RCP component

is also affected by both the wavelength dependence of the retardation and the chirp of

the lower helicoid.

Considering now the LCP reflectance from the structure, Figures 7.11g and 7.11h

show the forward-propagating and reflected components of an incident LCP field, re-

spectively. Corresponding to the longer helicoidal pitch lengths that are located close

to the top of the upper helicoid, Figure 7.11g shows the depletion of the forward propa-

gating LCP field between 700 nm and 800 nm. The gradual depletion of shorter wave-

lengths with increasing depth through the upper helicoid correlates to the shortening

of the helicoidal pitch, as demonstrated by Figure 7.5. The majority of the residual

forward-propagating LCP field component is converted to RCP by the near-half-wave

retardation imparted by the unidirectional layer. This is evinced by Figure 7.11e, where

the forward-propagating RCP component becomes apparent at z ≈ 6 µm. This RCP

field component continues to travel through the lower helicoid relatively unopposed.

Figure 7.11g further shows the propagation of LCP wavelengths shorter than 500 nm

into the lower helicoid. Following the hypothesis laid out in the previous section, this

propagation arises due to the absence of reflection-producing helicoidal pitch dimensions

in the upper helicoid, coupled with the approximately full-wave retardation postulated

for the unidirectional layer (region ‘BR’). The double handedness reversal that occurs
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within the unidirectional layer, i.e. LCP to RCP and back to LCP, is demonstrated

by the complimentary dark and bright bands seen in Figures 7.11e and 7.11g, respec-

tively. Figure 7.11h indicates that wavelengths shorter than 500 nm are then reflected

by helicoidal periods situated within the lower helicoid at a depth of approximately

13–14 µm. Finally, in contrast to the optical behaviour exhibited by a plane mirror,

Figure 7.11f confirms that the left-handed helicoids encounetered in the exocuticle of

C. resplendens reflect barely any RCP component in response to an LCP incident field.
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(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 7.11: Simulated CP electric field amplitudes within the photonic structure of
C. resplendens for light impinging the cuticle surface at normal incidence as a function
of depth from the surface. For the four polarisation configurations (i.e. RCP-RCP,
RCP-LCP, LCP-RCP and LCP-LCP) the electric field has been decomposed into
(a), (c), (e), (g) forward-propagating (transmitted) and (b), (d), (f), (h) backward-
propagating (reflected) components. The labelled grey panel separating adjacent plots
illustrates the spatially distinct regions of the photonic structure: (i) the epicuticle
(Epi); (ii) the upper helicoid (UH); (iii) the unidirectional birefringent retarder (BR);
(iv) the lower helicoid (LH).
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7.4 Circular polarisation in C. cupreomarginata

7.4.1 Structural characterisation

The exocuticle of C. cupreomarginata, with its regions of interest identified, is shown in

Figure 7.12a. As in the cases of C. resplendens and the other broadband CP reflectors

presented in Chapter 6, the chirped nature of the helicoidal multilayer system is evi-

dent. Following the original observation in this work that C. cupreomarginata shares

C. resplendens’ ability to reflect right-handed CP light (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2), the

apparent existence of a unidirectional birefringent retarder layer (Figure 7.12a compo-

nent region 3) is not surprising. The chirped configuration of the lamellae is elucidated

in greater detail in Figures 7.13a and 7.13b, while Figure 7.13c focuses in on the bire-

fringent retarder.

Once again, TEM analysis provides a route to describe the lamellar pitch profile of

the C. cupreomarginata specimen, shown in Figure 7.14. As described in Section 7.3.1

for C. resplendens, cuticle sections prepared from an elytron of C. cupreomarginata

yielded four separate locations suitable for imaging with a view to performing accurate

measurements of the helicoid. The imaged regions of the C. cupreomarginata cuticle

showed a constant number of lamellae in both the upper and lower helicoids across all

four regions; the upper helicoid comprised 11 lamellae whilst 65 lamellae were identified

in the lower helicoid. The mean total thickness of the C. resplendens exocuticle mea-

sured 14.14 µm, with the thinnest and thickest locations measuring 14.02 µm and 14.35

µm, respectively. In comparison with C. resplendens, the chirp gradient decreases with

a significantly shallower gradient in the upper helicoid, with a maximum and minimum

lamellar pitch lengths of approximately 185 nm and 160 nm, respectively. The lamel-

lar pitch profile of the lower helicoid, on the other hand, resembles that observed for

C. resplendens (see Figure 7.5) remarkably closely, with only subtle differences distin-

guished between the two profiles. The lower helicoid of C. cupreomarginata comprises

approximately 10-15 fewer lamellae than observed in C. resplendens and this difference

manifests itself in the number of lamellae over which the chirp gradient decreases to-

wards approaching the minimum pitch length (approximately 20 rather than 30). Thus,

relative to C. resplendens, this minimum point is encountered closer to the birefringent

retarder than the endocuticle in C. cupreomarginata. Similar to C. resplendens, the

shortest pitch length recorded in the lower helicoid of C. cupreomarginata is approxi-

mately 125 nm. The overall range of pitch values is marginally less, however, with a

maximum lamellar pitch length of approximately 250 nm recorded approaching the en-

docuticle. A much more obvious distinction between the two species’ structures is the

thickness of the unidirectional birefringent retarder layer. Whereas the mean thickness
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7.13: TEMs detailing the exocuticular photonic structure of C. cupreo-
marginata. (a) A normal section through the outer part of the cuticle structure of
C. cupreomarginata showing the optically significant region in its entirety with the
individual component regions labelled as follows: 1: epicuticle; 2: upper helicoid; 3:
unidirectional birefringent retarder; 4: lower helicoid; 5: endocuticle (beginning of).
Regions 2–4 form the exocuticle. (b)–(d) Magnified sections depicting the upper he-
licoid and birefringent retarder layer, the upper section of the lower helicoid and the
birefringent retarder layer, respectively. Scale bars are: (a) 2 µm; (b)–(c) 1 µm; (d)
500 nm.
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Figure 7.14: Plot of the lamellar pitch profile for C. cupreomarginata, detailing the
chirped nature of the helicoidal exocuticle structure. The plot displays lamellar pitch
lengths (circles) measured directly from different TEM cross-sections of the exocuticle;
a scaling factor of 1.08 has been applied to account for shrinkage in the structure re-
sulting from the TEM sample preparation process. The break in the data corresponds
to the position of the unidirectional layer.

of this layer was measured to be 1.75 ± 0.1 µm for C. resplendens, the birefringent

retarder in the C. cupreomarginata structure was found to measure 0.83 ± 0.03 µm.

7.4.2 Imaging scatterometry

Scatterograms captured using the secondary beam configuration of the ISM are shown

in Figure 7.15 for three polarisation analyses: (i) unpolarised, (ii) LCP-LCP co-polarised

and (iii) RCP-RCP co-polarised (Figures 7.15a to 7.15c, respectively). The scattero-

gram corresponding to the unpolarised configuration (see Figure 7.15a) shows, as ex-

pected, a broadband, orange-gold colour appearance scattered in response to light in-

cident upon the sample surface for angles ranging from normal incidence to approxi-

mately 30◦, shifting to a band of warm green scattered colour confined almost perfectly

by the red guide-lines representing scattering angles of 30◦ and 60◦. For scattering

angles greater than 60◦ the reflected colour returns to an orange-like hue. The image

corresponding to the LCP-LCP polarisation-state highlights the extent to which the

reflected hues are keenly accentuated relative to the unpolarised state. Similar obser-

vations were drawn in Section 7.2 in reference to the polarised photographs and optical
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Figure 7.15: Imaging scatterograms captured using the ‘secondary beam’ configu-
ration for C. cupreomarginata. The images show the far-field scattering pattern for
both species in three states: (a) the unpolarised configuration; (b) the LCP-LCP
co-polarised configuration; (c) the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration.

micrographs (Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively). The shift in reflected colour from or-

ange to green hues corresponds to the same scattering angles as for the unpolarised

state. A similar broadband hue is observed for scattering angles greater than 60◦.

Further agreement with the qualitative observations presented in Section 7.2 is seen in

the scatterogram representing the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration. In response

to illumination at incident angles ranging from 0◦ to 30◦, the reflected colour remains

relatively unchanged, appearing a cooler shade of green in comparison with both the

unpolarised and LCP-LCP co-polarised scatterograms. Two Brewster minima are ob-

served along the horizontal axis of the image at approximately 45◦.

7.4.3 Reflectance spectrometry

The polar scattering plots captured using the imaging scatterometer provided further

strong evidence to support the function of C. cupreomarginata’s unidirectional layer

as a birefringent wave plate. In exhibiting reflected structural colour at normal inci-

dence for the RCP-RCP co-polarised ISM analysis, which, for beetle species, has only

been reported for C. resplendens previously, C. cupreomarginata is an optical rarity

amongst biological photonic systems. The complex CP signature of C. cupreomarginata

was further investigated following the same approach described for C. resplendens in

Section 7.3.3, beginning with experimental measurements of the co-polarised and cross-

polarised components of the specimen’s CP reflectance. Similar to C. resplendens, the

CP reflectance from C. cupreomarginata is dominated by the LCP-LCP and RCP-RCP

co-polarised components. The experimental co-polarised spectra are presented individ-

ually, alongside their modelled equivalents, in Figure 7.16. Once again, the modelling
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approach was based on values of the lamellar pitch measured using TEM images and

forming the lamellar pitch profile shown in Figure 7.14. The results of the modelled

spectra display close agreement with the experimental measurements.

For the LCP-LCP measurement (see Figure 7.16a), the principal spectral feature

is an intense reflectance peak centred approximately at 600 nm, with a bandwidth of

100 nm; this corresponds to the orange colour displayed in the LCP-LCP scatterogram

shown in Figure 7.15b. Whilst comparing the respective lamellar pitch profiles con-

structed for the C. cupreomarginata and C. resplendens specimens in Section 7.4.1, it

was observed that the upper helicoid encountered in the C. cupreomarginata exocuti-

cle possesses a narrower range of helicoidal pitch dimensions. In C. cupreomarginata,

the lamellar pitch length decreases from approximately 200 nm to 170 nm over the

depth of the upper helicoid. Working to an approximate mean RI of 1.65, the reflection

peak between 550 nm and 650 nm can be attributed to the upper helicoid. For longer

wavelengths, extending into the NIR, the LCP-LCP spectrum displays broadband, os-

cillatory behaviour with a mean intensity of approximately 30% – around half that seen

for the reflectance attributed to the upper helicoid. Unlike the Fabry-Perot-like oscil-

latory spectral features observed for the broadband CP reflecting systems described

in Chapter 6, the spectral features more closely resemble the RCP-RCP response that

arises from the lower helicoid in C. resplendens, albeit with lower intensity. Regard-

ing C. cupreomarginata, the origin of this portion of the LCP-LCP response is likely

due either to the thinner unidirectional layer or, as described for C. resplendens, the

presence of birefringence dispersion.

The RCP-RCP response of the C. cupreomarginata specimen is documented in Fig-

ure 7.16b. As anticipated, following the TEM characterisation of the unidirectional

layer, and the comparatively reduced intensity of the colours recorded in the ISM anal-

ysis (see Figure 7.15c), the RCP-RCP reflectance is less than that observed previously

for C. resplendens.

Repeating the approach employed in the investigation of C. resplendens, the CP

reflectance was also examined in response to light incident on the mechanically exposed

rear surface of the lower helicoid. The results are shown, alongside the equivalent mea-

surements for illumination of the specimen’s epicuticle surface, in Figure 7.17. The close

resemblance between the lower helicoid structures of the C. resplendens and C. cupreo-

marginata specimens was highlighted in Section 7.4.1. Therefore the similarity between

the LCP-LCP reflectance spectra in Figures 7.9b and 7.17b is logical. Figure 7.17b also

exhibits an RCP-RCP response that can only originate from the upper helicoid; the

RCP-RCP reflectance approximately resembles the shape of the intense LCP-LCP re-

flectance feature in Figure 7.17a. Given that the upper helicoid is located at the bottom

of the reversed structure, the reduction in the reflected intensity, from approximately
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Figure 7.16: Plots providing a comparison of the experimental and modelled re-
flectance spectra for C. cupreomarginata in response to illumination at normal inci-
dence for (a) the LCP-LCP and (b) RCP-RCP co-polarised configurations.
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65% to 20%, attributed to the upper helicoid is unsurprising. More usefully, revers-

ing the order for which incident light interacts with the upper and lower helicoids of

the C. cupreomarginata structure helps to decipher its wave retarding properties with

greater accuracy.

Continuing the ongoing theme of examining the consistency in the spectral profiles

of the CP reflectance for the species investigated in this thesis, rigorous experimental

measurements were recorded for several elytral samples belonging to the C. cupreo-

marginata specimen. Figures 7.18a and 7.18b chart the robustness of the CP reflectance

for the LCP-LCP and RCP-RCP co-polarised components, respectively, as the illumi-

nating beam spot is traversed across a distance of 500 µm on the sample’s surface.

Further measurements taken for additional elytral samples are presented in Chapter C.

The spectral variation is most apparent in the RCP-RCP response and the LCP-LCP

response at longer wavelengths, where the reflectance arises from the lower helicoid.

From this extensive examination of the co-polarised components of the CP reflectance,

it can be inferred that the unidirectional layer possesses some variation in thickness

between different elytral locations.

7.4.4 Theoretical modelling

The model of the CP reflectance was adjusted to consider the angle-dependent nature

of the spectral response. The modelled data for the four CP reflectance configura-

tions is collated in Figure 7.19. The modelled angle-dependence corresponding to the

LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration (see Figure 7.19d) shows a collective blue-shift of

the broadband reflectance features, with the principal peak originating from the upper

helicoid remaining the most intense feature of the LCP-LCP response up to an incident

angle of at least 60◦. The result agrees favourably with the equivalent ISM result shown

in Figure 7.15b. Close agreement is also observed between the two sets of results for

the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration (see Figures 7.15c and 7.19a, respectively).

At normal incidence, reflectance is observed for a wavelength range between 460–580

nm, corresponding to various shades of blue, green and yellow. Interestingly, the Brew-

ster feature captured in the RCP-RCP imaging scatterogram for C. cupreomarginata

is repeated, with the reflected intensity diminished in response to simulated illumina-

tion for incident angles from ≈ 45–55◦ across the entire wavelength range for which the

simulation was performed (Figure 7.19a). The angular location of this feature is accom-

panied by a small increase in the reflected intensity observed for both cross-polarised

configurations, shown in Figures 7.19b and 7.19c. Beyond the high-angle limit of the

Brewster feature, an increase in the reflected intensity is observed for wavelengths cor-

responding to the orange and red regions of the visible spectrum. The feature appears
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Figure 7.17: Plots providing a comparison between experimental and modelled re-
sults demonstrating the effect of reversing the helicoidal structure encountered in the
C. cupreomarginata exocuticle. In each plot, the blue and red curves indicate the CP
component that is attributed principally to the upper and lower helicoids, respectively.
Specifically, the individual plots show: (a) Experimentally measured CP reflectance
for light incident upon the structure’s upper surface; (b) Experimentally measured
CP reflectance for light incident upon the structure’s rear surface; (c) Simulated CP
reflectance for light incident upon the structure’s upper surface; (d) Simulated CP
reflectance for light incident upon the structure’s rear surface.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.18: Plots demonstrating the consistency of the co-polarised spectral profiles
for an elytral sample belonging to C. cupreomarginata for illumination at normal
incidence. Plot (a) corresponds to the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration, and plot
(b) corresponds to the RCP-RCP co-polarised configuration.
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to arise following the characteristic blue-shift exhibited by multilayer systems, however

the associated reflectance features at normal incidence are less apparent, and, there-

fore, this feature in the RCP-RCP is attributed to birefringence dispersion within the

unidirectional layer of the C. cupreomarginata photonic structure.

Complimenting the discussion detailing the optical function of the respective exo-

cuticular components of C. resplendens in Section 7.3.4, so too here, the analysis of

the C. cupreomarginata is augmented with simulations of the CP electric field am-

plitudes within the structure. Following the approach applied to the C. resplendens

specimen, these field amplitudes are obtained in the form of forward-propagating and

backward-propagating CP components, representing transmission and reflection, re-

spectively. The results of this modelling are presented in Figure 7.20. As described for

Figure 7.11, the vertical grey bar separating adjacent plots indicates the depth spanned

by each of the significant structural regions comprising the photonic ultrastructure, i.e.

the epicuticle (Epi), the upper helicoid (UH), the birefringent retarder layer (BR) and

the lower helicoid (LH). Figures 7.20a and 7.20b show the forward propagating and re-

flected RCP fields, respectively, for an RCP incident field. Beginning with Figure 7.20a,

it can be seen that the RCP incident field propagates unhindered through the upper

helicoid until it encounters the unidirectional layer. Upon passing through this region

of the ultrastructure, the forward propagating field component is significantly reduced

from the short wavelength limit of the simulation up to a wavelength of approximately

530 nm. For wavelengths longer than this, the forward propagating component of the

RCP field retains much of the intensity it possessed prior to interacting with the uni-

directional layer, save for a few narrow stop-band features in between wavelengths of

530 nm and approximately 650 nm. Complimenting the depleted forward-propagation

of the RCP field in the wavelength range 400–530 nm, the reflected RCP field exhibits

its strongest response for these wavelengths.

Recalling the equivalent simulation conducted for C. resplendens (see Figure 7.11c),

a key difference arising from the thinner unidirectional layer encountered in the C. cupre-

omarginata structure is encapsulated in Figure 7.20c. In C. resplendens, it was shown

that the birefringence dispersion exhibited by the unidirectional layer leads to close to

full-wave retardation for shorter wavelengths, giving rise to LCP reflectance from the

lower helicoid for wavelengths shorter than ≈ 500 nm. C. cupreomarginata, by con-

trast, offers close to half-wave retardation over this wavelength range. Therefore, the

result presented in Figure 7.20c can be interpreted as follows: a forward-propagating

LCP field component appears only after the incident RCP field has been converted

following passage through the unidirectional layer. At shorter wavelengths, initially

a strong forward-propagation occurs due to the helicoid period at the beginning of

the lower helicoid. Where the helicoid is chirped to shorter wavelengths, at a depth
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between 7–8 µm, the forward-propagating LCP field subsequently experiences a dra-

matic attenuation. Moving towards longer wavelengths, this attenuation occurs at an

increasingly shallower depth within the lower helicoid as dictated by the helicoidal pitch

distribution. The corresponding reflected LCP field is shown in Figure 7.20d.

Figures 7.20g and 7.20h illustrate the forward and reflected LCP field amplitude

respectively, corresponding to an LCP incident field. With the exception of the depleted

propagation band associated with the reflection arising due to chirped structure of the

left-handed upper helicoid, Figure 7.20g shows a fairly strong forward-propagating LCP

field. After passing through the unidirectional layer, the LCP field is converted to RCP

at shorter wavelengths following the retardation imparted during this interaction. As

a result, the forward-propagating LCP field is absent over this wavelength range. The

LCP field component can be observed for wavelengths longer than 500 nm, however,

up to a wavelength of approximately 630 nm, a combination of the helicoidal periods

beginning at z ≈ 7–8 µm in the lower helicoid, and the reflectance produced by the

upper helicoid, means that little to no LCP forward-propagation can be observed.

For wavelengths longer than this, the LCP component field component propagates

relatively unopposed to a depth of z ≈ 9–10 µm, corresponding to the acclivity in the

helicoidal pitch length at this depth. The complimentary backward-propagating LCP

field is displayed in Figure 7.20h, emphasising the dominant role of the upper helicoid

in determining the structures LCP-LCP co-polarised reflectance. Finally, Figure 7.20e

demonstrates the LCP field component that does not possess the requisite wavelength to

interact with the upper helicoid, is converted to RCP by the unidirectional layer. This

effect occurs most strongly at shorter wavelengths for which the unidirectional layer

imposes close to half-wave retardation upon the incident field, with the effect becoming

less apparent moving towards longer wavelengths. This results from the birefringence

dispersion assumed for the unidirectional layer. The reflected RCP field component

exhibited in the simulation shown in Figure 7.20f is attributed to the performance of

the unidirectional layer providing closer to quarter-wave retardation. The consequence

of this is that linearly polarised light interacts with the structure in the lower helicoid;

any linearly polarised reflection is reconverted to circular upon passing back through

the unidirectional layer. The exact nature of this particular interaction has not been

explored in detail.
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(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 7.20: Simulated CP electric field amplitudes within the photonic structure
of C. cupreomarginata for light impinging the cuticle surface at normal incidence as a
function of depth from the surface. For the four polarisation configurations (i.e. RCP-
RCP, RCP-LCP, LCP-RCP and LCP-LCP) the electric field has been decomposed into
(a), (c), (e), (g) forward-propagating (transmitted) and (b), (d), (f), (h) backward-
propagating (reflected) components. The labelled grey panel separating adjacent plots
illustrates the spatially distinct regions of the photonic structure: (i) the epicuticle
(Epi); (ii) the upper helicoid (UH); (iii) the unidirectional birefringent retarder (BR);
(iv) the lower helicoid (LH).
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7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the presence of biological wave retarders located within the photonic he-

licoids of two rutelinid beetle species belonging to the genus Chrysina has been studied.

To begin, the well-known case of Chrysina resplendens was revisited. TEM analysis

of the structure was employed to describe the helicoidal pitch distribution of the spec-

imen’s two spatially distinct helicoids. The helicoids are shown to be separated by a

birefringent unidirectional layer, where the rotation of the orientation of the chitin mi-

crofibrils is suspended. Furthermore, subsequent optical investigation of the structure

shows that, as has previously been reported, the C. resplendens structure conserves the

handedness of both LCP and RCP incident light upon reflection. This dual-channel

CP reflection phenomenon is enabled by the unidirectional layer, which exhibits close

to half-wave retardation across a significant band of visible wavelengths. As a conse-

quence, incident RCP light is transmitted by the upper helicoid of the C. resplendens

structure and is subsequently converted by the unidirectional half-wave retarder to

produce LCP light. The newly converted LCP is then reflected by the lower helicoid

in C. repslendens following interaction with helicoidal periods of the requisite pitch

length. The reflected light is reconverted upon its return passage through the unidirec-

tional layer, giving rise to reflected CP in the RCP-RCP configuration. The rigorous

optical investigation conducted in the work presented here confirms this hypothesis,

with ISM and reflectance spectrometry used to show that the reflected CP colour for

the LCP-LCP and RCP-RCP co-polarised CP states correspond to the lamellar pitch

profiles of the upper and lower helicoids, respectively. Several further comments were

made regarding the optical performance of the unidirectional wave retarder, notably

the presence of birefringence dispersion; the unidirectional layer exhibits optimal half-

wave retardation at a wavelength of approximately 670 nm, however, reflection features

were measured that can only arise due to close to full-wave performance at wavelengths

shorter than 450 nm.

This phenomenon was reported as exclusive to C. resplendens. However, the inves-

tigation presented in this chapter reveals that a wave retarding layer is also encountered

in the exocuticle structure of Chrysina cupreomarginata, giving rise to similar polari-

sation effects. In comparison to C. resplendens, the unidirectional layer that separates

the upper and lower helicoids in C. cupreomarginata is substantially thinner, mea-

suring approximately half the thickness of the unidirectional layer of C. resplendens.

The birefringent unidirectional layer revealed in C. cupreomarginata therefore performs

more analogously to a quarter-wave retarder. As a consequence the intensity of the CP

colour reflection corresponding to the RCP-RCP state is reduced relative to C. resplen-

dens. On the other hand, cross-polarised CP reflections attributed to the lower helicoid
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are observed more strongly. As in C. resplendens, the conversion of CP light by the

wave-retarder layer in C. cupreomarginata displays wavelength-dependent performance,

in this instance providing its maximum half-wave performance in the vicinity of 450–

500 nm. Optimisation of the biological wave retarders encountered in C. resplendens

and C. cupreomarginata provides significant potential for photonic devices that exploit

material chirality.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, the final concluding remarks of this thesis are presented. First and

foremost, the cardinal elements of the work detailed in each chapter are reviewed in

summary. Possible avenues towards furthering the understanding of the helicoidal CP

reflectors encountered in Scarabaeidae are outlined, alongside a more general discussion

of the future for research into the polarised optics of biological systems. Finally, a list

indexing the publications, talks and poster presentations produced during the course

of this PhD project is provided.

The primary motivation inspiring the research undertaken during this PhD was to

provide new insight into the “what, how and why” of the remarkable optical char-

acteristics originating from the helicoidal photonic architecture identified in certain

coleopteran species. To this end, a series of investigations exploring the species-specific

nuanced polarisation ‘signatures’ for a selection of Scarabaeidae were presented.

Chapters 1 to 2 set the scene for the experimental and theoretical results contained

in later chapters. To begin, structural colour as a concept, and the wider field of Natural

Photonics research, were introduced. The current objectives of the research field were

briefly described, providing the context in which the work presented in this thesis should

be subsequently considered. Chapter 3 discloses the electromagnetic theory applied

to describe and calculate the light interference mechanisms encountered in stratified

biological reflectors. Beginning with a statement of the appropriate form of Maxwell’s

equations, the theory of reflection and transmission of light at a dielectric interface

was described, leading into a transfer matrix treatment of light propagation in, first,

isotropic, and then, anisotropic multilayer stacks. Additionally, the factors affecting the

reflectance of biological 1D photonic crystals were assessed. Following this, Chapter 2

presents a literature review in which numerous biological photonic morphologies, their

optical properties and ecological functionality were appraised. Individual sections of

this review concentrate upon helicoidal lamellar structures and broadband biological
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reflectors, which carry significant relevance in relation to the investigations conducted

in later chapters. Furthermore, a brief historical discussion of structural colour, its

evolutionary origins, and a synopsis of the chemical composition and self-assembly

mechanisms utilised in biological photonic systems are included.

Chapter 4 provided specific details of the experimental and analytical techniques to

elucidate and characterise the helicoidal ultrastructures examined in Chapters 5 to 7.

Chapter 5 presents a broad introduction to the helicoidal morphology that is widespread

within the Scarabaeidae family through the investigation of several specimens exhibit-

ing narrowband CP colour appearances. In each case the left-handed helicoid was

described along with the subsequent selective reflection of LCP light. The species in-

vestigated in this chapter may have shared a common underlying photonic morphology,

however, they each displayed distinct surface topographies leading to diverse light scat-

tering behaviour. For three green coloured species belonging to the genus Chrysina,

a predominantly hexagonally close-packed array of cells were described, covering the

specimens’ integuments. This quasi-ordered pattern was shown to impose some un-

evenness on the specimens’ surfaces, and also to affect the curvature of the underlying

helicoidal lamellar structure. At oblique angles, the colour from the centre of the hexag-

onal cells was lost, with the topography leading to weak reflection from the edges of

the cells. In contrast, another green coloured specimen, also belonging to the genus

Chrysina, C. chalcothea, was revealed to possess a flat surface; as a consequence the

LCP reflection from this specimen was more lustrous, with the absence of an RCP

response extending to higher angles than for the species possessing a hexagonal topog-

raphy. In C. smaragdina, surface striations were identified using AFM and electron

microscopy, resulting in highly directional scattering properties being exhibited by all

regions of the exoskeleton. Lastly, the alveolate surface adorning M. holosericea was

characterised. Individually, the concavities spanning this specimen’s surface give rise

to the angle-dependent retro-reflection of LCP light, while suppressing reflection of the

RCP state to an even greater level than observed in the other CP reflecting systems

investigated.

Following this, Chapter 6 extended the investigation to consider Scarabaeidae dis-

playing colours resulting from the reflection of light over a broad range of wavelengths.

TEM images were obtained, revealing the chirped helicoidal morphologies possessed by

the ultrastructures of a number of silver and gold coloured species belonging to rutelinid

specimens from the genera Anoplognathus and Chrysina. The individual pitch profiles

detailing the chirped nature of the lamellar structures in these species were discussed in

relation to experimental reflection spectra measured using the setup outlined in Chap-

ter 4. The interference oscillations measured in the specimens’ LCP spectral profiles

were ascribed to resonant cavities established within the exocuticle region that result
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from the chirped lamellar nature of the helicoids. In addition, the intraspecific colour

variation manifested in the common gold and more rare red variants of C. aurigans

was investigated. TEM imaging highlighted apparent structural abnormalities in the

red variant, encouraging discussion of the impact of defects to the helicoidal structure

and the structural variation in biological photonic systems.

In the final experimental chapter, Chapter 7, specific attention was given to two

metallic gold coloured species belonging to the genus Chrysina, namely, C. resplen-

dens and C. cupreomarginata. These specimens present interesting adaptations to the

helicoidal ultrastructure in other Scarabaeidae; they represent the rarely observed ca-

pability to reflect both LCP and RCP light at normal incidence, despite only possessing

the left-handed helicoidal morphology shared by other CP reflecting beetles. The struc-

tural element that affords them this ability, is a thick layer of chitinous material for

which the orientation of the nanofibrils comprising the structure is fixed. Normally,

these nanofibrils rotate throughout the cuticle structure, thus creating the periodic-

ity that determines the wavelengths of CP light that are subsequently reflected. The

location of these unidirectional layers in the helicoidal structures separates the exocu-

ticle into two spatially distinct helicoids. Optically, the unidirectional layers impart a

degree of retardation to waves that propagate through them, resulting in the manifes-

tation of complex polarisation properties relative to other Scarabaeidae. The alteration

of the polarisation state following the interaction with the unidirectional retarders is

dependent on several material parameters, including the thickness of the retarder and

the birefringence exhibited by the RI. An additional layer of complexity originates from

the birefringence dispersion encountered in these regions, with the consequence that the

polarisation conversion imparted by the unidirectional layers is wavelength-dependent.

In C. resplendens, the dimensions of the unidirectional layer give rise to approximately

half-wave retardation for a significant proportion of the visible and NIR wavelength

range; the investigation presented in Chapter 7 concluded that this performance is

optimised at a wavelength of 670 nm. Half-wave retardation results in the complete

conversion of the handedness of CP light; the gold colour of C. resplendens is combined

of a green-gold LCP reflection from the chirped helicoid preceding the unidirectional

layer, and an orange-gold RCP reflection from the lower helicoid. The observation of

spectral features in LCP spectrum that could not be accounted for by the periods of the

upper helicoid encouraged further investigation, with the wavelength-dependency of the

retardation imposed by the unidirectional layer subsequently identified. Whereas the

reflection of both LCP and RCP light by C. resplendens had been described previously,

conclusive description of the birefringence dispersion displayed by the unidirectional

layer represents a novel contribution, which further informs the general understanding

of the physical mechanisms utilised in the C. resplendens structure. The identification
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of a similar biological wave retarder in C. cupreomarginata also represents a novel con-

tribution to the field. Preceding this study, RCP colour in scarab beetles at normal

incidence had previously only been reported with reference to C. resplendens. The bire-

fringent retarder elucidated through investigation of the C. cupreomarginata structure

was found to be approximately half the thickness of the equivalent layer in C. resplen-

dens. Thus, while the C. resplendens specimen was shown to reflect LCP and RCP light

in approximately equal measure, C. cupreomarginata was shown to be a less efficient

reflector of RCP light. Despite this, it outperformed the C. resplendens structure for

the reflection of crossed-polarised CP light, i.e. the reflection of RCP for incident LCP

light and vice versa, due to its thickness being suited for quarter-wave retardation. The

dominant contribution to the colour of C. cupreomarginata, however, was found to be

the LCP reflection from the upper helicoid.

8.1 Future Work

The work presented in this thesis makes some valuable contributions towards achieving

a complete appreciation of the CP optical properties in Scarabaeidae species. As is true

in any scientific discipline, progress brings further questions and fuels renewed curiosity,

and there are several outstanding aspects regarding the investigation of these beetles’

structures that future projects might seek to augment the results discussed here.

The full optical characterisation of the grating-like surface morphology described for

the species C. smaragdina in Chapter 5, requires analysis using more comprehensive

computational modelling, ideally using a Finite Element (FEM) or Finite-Difference

Time-Domain (FDTD) approach. A similar exoskeletal surface structure has been ob-

served for another cetoniinine species, Megaphonia beccarii. The same is true of the

alveolate surface texture described, also in Chapter 5, for the M. holosericea beetle.

Here, the prohibitive factor is the size of the individual concavities comprising the

alveolate array, which will prove computationally intensive and time consuming if con-

sidering the structure in three-dimensions. The results obtained for the broadband

specimens investigated in Chapters 6 and 7 could be used as a basis from which a

more application oriented study could be made to investigate the fabrication of optical

filters and resonant cavities utilising the biological templates provided by the beetles’

photonic architectures.

A common conclusion drawn from many studies of biological systems is that the

structures investigated typically exhibit some level of optimisation that facilitates the

engineering of their appearance to satisfy a particular ecological function. The ecolog-

ical functionality of the CP reflectance manifested in the photonic structures of many

Scarabaeidae remains a topic of uncertainty, with contradictory reports regarding the
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beetles’ differential response to CP stimuli [372–374]. The fact that many of the broad-

band metallic coloured species described in Chapters 6 and 7 demonstrate significant

optical responses in the NIR is also interesting with respect to the beetles’ visual sen-

sitivity, particularly since the species of the Chrysina genus are primarily nocturnal

[372, 375, 376]. Additionally, initial evidence appears to suggest that many scarab bee-

tles, less brilliant in appearance, possess helicoidal pitch lengths that should give rise

to a CP reflection response extending further into the infrared. In some cases, these

beetles appear black to the human eye.

Currently, there is a desire to develop materials that possess dual opto-mechanical

functionality, and in this respect the helicoidal architecture offers plenty of food for

thought. Combined opto-mechanical functionality need not be restricted to the visible

regime. For instance, it is well known that many crustaceans possess the Bouligand

morphology within their exoskeleton providing mechanical strength, with the pitch

of the helicoids too long to display visible optical properties, and therefore extensive

electromagnetic characterisation of the structure has not been performed.

Following the elucidation of the helicoidal morphology encountered in these species,

one avenue for further study should focus on replicating the helicoidal structure, with

the dimensions up-scaled, for interrogation in the microwave wavelength regime (see

Figure 8.1a). Fabrication for experiments using microwaves rather than visible light is

more cost effective with the optical behaviour more tolerant to small defects incurred

during the fabrication process. A similar approach was utilised by Pouya et al. [194,

377] to perform both electromagnetic and mechanical characterisations of a gyroid

structure (see Figure 8.1b) inspired by the elytral ultrastructure found in the bright

green patches adorning the wings of the P. sesostris butterfly. Initial efforts to fabricate

helicoidal morphologies for microwave interrogation currently require refinement and

are ongoing.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1: Large-scale replicas of biological (a) helicoidal and (b) gyroid structures
fabricated for electromagnetic characterisation using microwaves. Image credits: (a)
Ewan Finlayson; (b) Pete Vukusic.
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ization Properties of Light Reflected by Scarab Beetles. Proceedings SPIE 9341,

Bioinspired, Biointegrated, Bioengineered Photonic Devices III, 93410K (2015).

� Finlayson, E. D., McDonald, L. T., and Vukusic, P. Optically-ambidextrous
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resplendens. (in preparation).
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A. Supplementary data for narrowband beetle species

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.1: TEM images illustrating the surface topogrpahy of Chalcothea smarag-
dina. Images (a) shows the quasi-periodic surface patterning exhibited by the C.
smaragdina. Scale bars: (a)–(d) 2 µm.
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species
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Figure B.1

Figure B.2: Additional lamellar pitch profiles for a second specimen of Chrysina
strasseni.
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.3: Additional experimental reflectance spectra measured for C. strasseni,
corresponding to illumination at normal incidence for the LCP-LCP co-polarised con-
figuration. Plots (a), (b) and (c) correspond to three different C. strasseni specimens,
with the samples taken from close to the medial elytral edge.
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(a)

(b)

(c)
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(d)

(e)

Figure B.4: Additional experimental reflectance spectra measured for the gold
coloured C. aurigans specimen, corresponding to illumination at normal incidence
for the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration. The three plots feature spectra corre-
sponding to three separate samples all originally located close to the medial edges of
the specimen’s elytra.
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.5: Additional experimental reflectance spectra measured for the red
coloured C. aurigans specimen, corresponding to illumination at normal incidence
for the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration. The three plots feature spectra corre-
sponding to three separate samples all originally located close to the medial edges of
the specimen’s elytra.
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(a)

(b)
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(c)

(d)

caption[Additional experimental reflectance spectra measured for the mid elytral
region of the red coloured C. aurigans specimen, corresponding to illumination at

normal incidence for the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration.]Additional
experimental reflectance spectra measured for the red coloured C. aurigans specimen,

corresponding to illumination at normal incidence for the LCP-LCP co-polarised
configuration. The three plots feature spectra corresponding to three separate
samples all originally located close to the mid-point of the specimen’s elytra.
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(a)

(b)
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B. Supplementary data for broadband beetle species

(c)

(d)

Figure B.7: Additional experimental reflectance spectra measured for the red
coloured C. aurigans specimen, corresponding to illumination at normal incidence
for the LCP-LCP co-polarised configuration. The three plots feature spectra corre-
sponding to three separate samples all originally located close to thelateral edges of
the specimen’s elytra.
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C. Supplementary data for species featuring biological wave retarders

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure C.1: Plots demonstrating the consistency of the LCP-LCP co-polarised spec-
tral profiles for elytral samples belonging to C. resplendens corresponding to illumi-
nation at normal incidence.
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C. Supplementary data for species featuring biological wave retarders

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure C.2: Plots demonstrating the consistency of the RCP-RCP co-polarised spec-
tral profiles for elytral samples belonging to C. resplendens corresponding to illumi-
nation at normal incidence.
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C. Supplementary data for species featuring biological wave retarders

(a)

(b)

Figure C.3: Plots demonstrating the consistency of the LCP-LCP co-polarised spec-
tral profiles for elytral samples belonging to C. cupreomarginata corresponding to
illumination at normal incidence.
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C. Supplementary data for species featuring biological wave retarders

(a)

(b)

Figure C.4: Plots demonstrating the consistency of the RCP-RCP co-polarised spec-
tral profiles for elytral samples belonging to C. cupreomarginata corresponding to
illumination at normal incidence.
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